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ABSTRACT

One of the critical periods of modern Islamic history was the effort at reform known as the Tanzimat, an attempt to introduce European institutions into the far-flung Ottoman Empire, while at the same time preserve traditional Muslim values. Amongst the various ways this was to affect society, not the least prominent was the introduction of new conceptions of the scope and purpose of literature, which was in turn to involve a departure from the age-long system of rhetoric, as expounded in the schools. The present thesis examines, in particular, works of the two most important authors whose efforts were directed to the achievement of a form of literary Turkish which they held to fill the needs of a modern society. Cevdet Paşa and Ekrem Bey, although in many respects diametrically opposed to one another, was each, in his own way, to re-examine the subject of rhetoric in an Ottoman context, initiating thereby the currents which were ultimately to give rise to modern Turkish literature. Detailed examination is paid to the influences underlining the innovations they sought to propagate, and the controversy which this aroused is evaluated in terms of the conservative and modernist tendencies within the changing society.
The following abbreviations have been used to indicate the meter of poetry in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remel</th>
<th>R 1</th>
<th>-------/-------/-------/-------</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R 2</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R 5</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mużāri'</td>
<td>Muž 1</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muž 2</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hezec</td>
<td>H 1</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H 2</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H 5</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḥaffif</td>
<td>Ḥaf 1</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Müctes</td>
<td>Müc 1</td>
<td>-------/-------/-------/-------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

A study of rhetoric, as of any other field of human experience, will naturally presuppose certain received ideas about the nature of what is being discussed. While some of these may be held to have almost universal acceptance and can be defined in terms of general experience, others can only be expressed within the context of a specific culture, and, even then, only be relevant to a specific epoch in its history. Among the problems in the discussion of concepts, which have a more or less universal applicability, is the necessity of using terms which vary in significance according to the peoples using them and the period of usage, resulting in variances in degree of correspondance. Rhetoric is one of these concepts.

A dictionary of Twentieth Century English usage offers five definitions for rhetoric:

1) the art or science of all specially literary uses of language in prose or verse, including the figures of speech;
2) the art of prose in general as opposed to verse;
3) (in prose or verse) the use of exaggeration or display in an unfavourable sense;
4) the art of oratory;

viii
5) (in classical oratory) the art of influencing the thought and conduct of one's hearers.¹

While some of these definitions may seem to be mutually contradictory, these apparent contradictions can be reconciled within their historical and cultural context.

The fifth definition (the art of influencing the thought and conduct of one's hearers) is valid as a description of the function of classical rhetoric, which was formulated as an art which would allow an orator to influence his audience. In his Rhetorica, Aristotle believed that rhetoric could be treated as a science and that speech was subject to analysis so that one might isolate the elements of persuasion which involved reasoning, giving pleasure and inducing emotional response in the audience. All the classical works on rhetoric aimed at identifying and analysing these elements.

The second definition (the art of prose in general as opposed to verse) arises from the dichotomy in Aristotle's works on criticism: his Poetica deals with verse while his Rhetorica deals with the art of prose which shares many features in common with oratory, in that many of the principles which apply to the spoken word in formal speech apply equally well to the written word.

¹ The American College Dictionary (New York, 1947).
The first definition (the art and science of all specially literary uses of language in prose or verse, including the figures of speech) takes in the rhetorical theories of Aristotle's successors. In the *Rhetorica*, Aristotle dealt with some of the parts of speech, for example metaphor and simile, as used in prose. The later works on rhetoric, particularly the *Ad Herrenium*, an influential work in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, falsely ascribed to Cicero, blurred the distinction between the use of these tropes as applied to poetry and prose, and added to them more than sixty other parts of speech. By the end of the Renaissance these figures had grown to more than 200 and the identification of new tropes became an end in itself.

These figures were often injudiciously used so as to produce a turgidity in style, and hence we have the third definition (the use of exaggeration or display in an unfavourable sense).

It is clear, therefore, that there is little benefit to be gained from offering a single definition which would capture all shades of meaning. It suffices to note that of the five distinct concepts identified in the dictionary, it is the first which most approximates to the sense in which the term is used in this thesis. However, it is, nevertheless, inadequate and requires expansion. One might therefore postulate the following definition:
Rhetoric collects, describes and analyses those features of language which have attracted attention and admiration. These are frequently deviations from common usage, given validity by the degree to which they lend prominence to the effect desired by the user. This, therefore, presumes the existence of a standard language the rules of which are capable of modification to allow such an individuality of style.

The standard language upon which rhetoric must be based is regulated by the rules of grammar and this is a prerequisite for rhetoric: if a language does not have a grammar, and hence a normative usage, then the rhetorician will have no basis on which to operate. Grammar can be defined as that science which seeks to establish the laws of the written language derived from those features of speech which have found general acceptance within the dominant element of society. It should be remarked that grammar has a political function, often being the tool of a social elite for restraining the development of diverse local variants. In many societies the written language is frequently no more than a body of conventional usage, the rules of which (its grammar) preserve it from corruption by the inroads made by spoken variants. As it is the written language which usually represents the common means of communication within a political unit, grammar acquires a political significance often ignored by the linguist.
Rhetoric, on the other hand, has no single function, nor does it arise from a need common to all literate societies. While in the ancient world it developed as forensic rhetoric, a science which fostered persuasive, that is effective, speech, in the Islamic world it evolved from the early works of literary criticism. Even today, in the West, we often think of rhetoric and literary criticism as being synonymous. In the classical rhetorical works we observe the habit of analysis of speech, and it is in this analysis that we find the basic tool of literary criticism. In the Eighteenth Century rhetoric increasingly occupied itself with general questions of style and form, and thereby drew even closer to criticism. The unification of these two disciplines arises from a common tool of research: analysis of language. Once a critical analysis has been made a critical theory can be evolved.

A distinction must be drawn between rhetoric and formal literary criticism. The latter presupposes the existence of a literary theory based upon the analysis of a particular literary tradition. Having analysed the works that make up a tradition and having formed a literary theory thereupon, the critic can apply this to a particular work in order to evaluate it within that tradition. (The words "literary tradition" have been emphasised in order to avoid the erroneous supposition that a literary theory evolved from works in one language, may, with some validity, be applied to a particular work in another language, in
order to evaluate its literary merit.) Rhetoric, however, does not presuppose a literature; like grammar, it is a function of language.

While in Europe criticism grew out of rhetoric, Islamic rhetoric, that is the 'ilmū 'l-belāga, evolved from earlier works in criticism. Belāga is the Arabic theory of style. Etymologically it is derived from "belāga" meaning to reach, and is interpreted by Ebū Hilāl el-'Askerī (d. 396/1005) as signifying the art of reaching the listener in attempting to convey one's ideas to him, or the art of reaching the utmost perfection in the style and content of a composition. In the classical period it is indiscriminately applied to poetry, ornate prose and oratory. However, it must be emphasised that unlike European classical rhetoric, belāga does not have its origins in oratory. Since the time of the 'Abbāsids until the present century there has been no forum for persuasive oratory in Islam. Belāga when applied to oratory, usually in reference to the Friday mosque, was used to embellish speech, it did not provide the elements of persuasion. Before the Tenth Century A.D. (the Fifth Century A.H.), no definition of belāga was offered. It is, however, clear that it was to critical analysis that the word was being applied.

The earliest critics confined themselves to subjective judgements on the qualities of a particular beyt or poet,
no reason or evidence being offered in support of their arguments. However, these critical evaluations were
terly the by-products of philological discussion, and
even as early as the First Century of the Hijra we have
philologists attempting to evaluate not merely a line or
two but the whole of a poet's work. Later Ibn Sellāmī
'1-Cūmahī (d. 231/845) put criticism on a firmer footing
by his insistence that personal taste was not enough for
an evaluation of poetry, it was also necessary to be
well-versed in the practice of poetry and the critic must
also have made a study of the poets. In his Tabakatū
'S-Ṣu′arā' he classifies the poets according to their
period and place of origin. He failed however to support
his judgement by analysing the work of the poets. El-Cāhīz
(d. 255/868) made an analysis of speech and then proceeded
to postulate various theories on its correct use: one of
his works, the Beyān Ve-ʾt-Tebyīn, is divided into four
sections, each of which deals with some aspect of speech:
the first is concerned with correct pronunciation; the
second with the correct use of the word, and the avoidance
dissonance between words placed in construct; the third
with syntax and the relationship between words and their
meanings; and the fourth deals with poses and gestures
which should be adopted by the speaker. In these observations
critical analysis is explicit, he does not however define
the qualities of a good poem, nor does he develop a theory
of criticism. These early faltering steps towards the
development of a rhetoric of Arabic were followed by
writers whose contribution to the field is undeniable. Ibn Mu‘tezz (d. 296/908), wrote a treatise entitled Kitāb al-Bedī‘, which successfully proved that certain figures of speech, claimed to have been invented by early Abbasid poets, were in fact not only used by the ancient Bedouin poets but were also to be found in the Koran. To these figures (isti‘āre, tecniş, muṭābaka, reddū ‘l-‘acz, and mezheb kelāmī) he added twelve more.

Kudäme b. Ca‘fer (d. after 320/932) in a work entitled the Kitāb Nakdi ‘s-Şi‘r set out to enumerate the good qualities of poetry which when combined together in a poem would make it sublime, and the bad qualities which would reduce the poem to the lowest level. These qualities do not depend on the moral values they express, but rather on the poet’s skill in the use of the four constituent elements of poetry which he defines as word, meaning, meter and rhyme, the discussion consisting in the main of permutation of these four elements. Fortunately, this scholastic approach was not adopted by others, but the terminology he uses was to influence later Islamic rhetoricians. Both Ibn Mu‘tezz and Kudäme b. Ca‘fer contributed to the formulation of the style of exposition which was to be followed by most rhetoricians: each chapter was devoted to a separate part of speech which was dealt with in the same order: technical term, definition and examples.
Before proceeding to 'Abdülkâhir el-Cürćâni (d. 471/1071) mention must be made of two other critics: the first, Ebû Ḥilâl el-'Askerî (d. 395/1005), defined the relationship between fesâhat and belâğat, and among his other achievements raised the number of figures of bedî' to thirty-five. El-Bakillâni (d. 403/1013) in a treatise on the 1'câz of the Koran applied critical theories to the Koran and to his contemporary poets, thereby demonstrating that the work of mortals fell short of the sublime style of the Holy Book.

Rhetoric became firmly established as a discipline with two works by 'Abdülkâhir el-Cürćâni, the Esrârû '1-Belâğa and the Delâ'ilû '1-1'câz. El-Cürćâni criticises the superficial nature of the existing works on rhetoric (no doubt referring to Ibn Mu'tezz and Kudâmâ b. Ca'fer). Unsatisfied with the poor quality of these works, he builds his own theory of metaphor, simile and analogy based on an analysis of the psychological effects of metaphor which he explains at length in the Esrârû '1-Belâğa. The Delâ'ilû '1-1'câz, the earlier of the two works, is not only an analysis of the style of the Koran which he proves to be inimitable, but also contains a discussion of syntax in its relationship to style. These two works marked the greatest contribution to the development of Islamic rhetoric. Henceforth, it ceased to be the object of investigation and analysis and became an established science, confined to the medrese, whence it was to emerge once again in the Nineteenth Century.
The final stage in the development of rhetoric came with the establishment of a text-book which would dominate the field to the exclusion of all other original works. Both works of El-Cûrcânî were abridged by Es-Sakkākî (d. 626/1229) who stripped away the profound analysis which rendered El-Cûrcânî's contribution so unique, and what remained of the contents of the Delâ'ilû 'l-I'câz was termed the 'ilmû 'l-me'ānî, while the Esrârû 'l-Belâga became the 'ilmû 'l-beyân, each a separate chapter in the compendium of the literary sciences which he called the Miftâhû 'l-'Ulûm. To these two chapters are added a section entitled the 'ilmû 'l-bedî' which contains those thirty-five figures of speech identified by El-'Askerî. These three sciences were further epitomised by El-Kazvînî (d. 739/1338) in a work entitled the Tehîsû 'l-Miftâh, the very name of which has become synonymous with belâga up to the present century.

The Tehîs was quickly accepted into the curriculum of the medreses, whence it has not yet been removed. One can only assume that its concise nature made it an attractive text-book, for it could be easily memorised. There is no other reason to recommend it: in places it is virtually incomprehensible, so that one could say with some justification that although it was memorised by generations of medrese students, it was probably fully understood by few of them. To understand the work the student went to the commentaries of which there are many.
El-Kazvīnī himself wrote a companion volume, the Ḥādīth, which is still taught today. Soon after the death of El-Kazvīnī the two most popular commentaries were written by Et-Teftażānī (d. 732/1390): the Mutavvel and the Muhtasar, the latter being an abridgement not of the Telḥīs, but of the Mutavvel.

It is possible to trace a continuous development of rhetorical theory from the earliest period of Islam up to the Tenth Century, when El-Cūrcānī raised the discipline to the summit of its development, whence it has since declined due to the scholastic approach favoured by his successors. However, as soon as the science was formulated in the Telḥīs and established in the curriculum of the medrese, Islamic rhetoric became fossilised. There then followed a proliferation of super-commentaries and glosses, their number bearing witness to the inadequacy of the standard text-book.

From the beginning of the Fifteenth Century the study of rhetoric acquired a uniformity within much of the Islamic World. The 'ilmū 'l-belāga may, therefore, be defined, within this context, as the science of Islamic rhetoric as formulated in the Telḥīs and expounded in its commentaries.

While there is no doubt that in the Ancient World rhetoric was born out of the need to formulate rules for
effective speech in the courts of law, the origins of Islamic rhetoric are more complex and diffused. There is, first of all, what may be termed the literary function of rhetoric which attempted to establish criteria by which literary works may be judged. Rhetoric has also contributed to the philosophical investigations into two problems: the nature of speech, an attribute uniquely bestowed on humans, and the relationship between meaning and utterance, a problem which still preoccupies modern philosophers. It is clear that belāqa, and in particular me‘ānī, have what may be termed loosely, a theological function, in that it provides a basis for investigating the miraculous qualities of the Koran, while at the same time functioning as a tool of exegesis. Finally, rhetoric provides some of the pillars on which rests the Arabic theory of linguistics. Here the problem is that of how man communicates. Of the various levels of language, the word, syntax, context, metaphor, and the figures of speech, belāqa is concerned with the last three. These spurs to its development, as well as the reason for the study of rhetoric, are not, however, distinct, rather they are inter-related, being facets of the same phenomenon, a curiosity about language.

The study of rhetoric served in one other function: instructing students in the art of writing. Up to the time of ‘Abdūlkāhir el-Chirpi (5th/11th Century) rhetorical studies had taken the form of literary analysis. The redaction of this theory into the epitome entitled the
Telhīs occurred at a time when the Arabic literary effort entered a period of scholasticism which was to last until the Nineteenth Century. Rhetoric became subject to the pedagogical needs of the medrese system of education. Although the theory expounded in the Telhīs was the same as that which had been developed by the early literary critics, it was presented as a means of acquiring good style. Ma'ānī was defined as the science by which the student may make (his own) speech appropriate to the occasion, beyān allowed him to express an idea in several ways, while bedi' provided him with the means of decorating his speech. Although the definitions in the Telhīs would tend to suggest that the purpose of the work was didactic, the contents are nevertheless descriptive and analytic. While the Telhīs did in fact represent an Islamic theory of literature, it was presented as a manual of style, and in the medrese these two functions were never clearly distinguished.

In the Nineteenth Century, the Tanzimat reforms created a need for both a native theory of literature and a text-book of Turkish style. This need was partially met by two works, the Belâgat-i 'Osmanîye by Ahmed Cevdet Paşa, and the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat by Recâ'îzâde Ma'âmûd Ekrem, both appearing in the same year (1299/1882). Both were heralded as major innovations, the Belâgat-i 'Osmanîye was considered the first Ottoman rhetoric, while the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat was seen as nothing less than a revolution
which would do away with the medieval Arabic tradition which had hitherto prevailed. It will be demonstrated that these views were rather optimistic; both works were derivative and represented the culmination of a process which had been going on throughout the twenty years before their appearance.

The study of Islamic rhetoric in the West can be divided into two distinct periods, the first of which is represented by the contributions of certain Nineteenth Century scholars who provided texts and translations of the medrese curriculum as an aid to the appreciation of the classical literatures of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish. As they were usually describing the course of rhetoric currently being taught in the schools in the East, their contributions tended to reflect the theory as presented in the Telhīs. The earliest work of rhetorical theory, published in any language, was F. Gladwin's Dissertation on the Rhetoric, Prosody and Rhyme of the Persians (London, 1801), in which he describes some of the figures of bedī'. Garcin de Tassy included not only the figures of bedī' but, also, a description of the tropes of beyān in his translation of the Ḥaddā'ikū ḫl-Belāğa, entitled Rhétorique et prosodie des langues de l'Orient musulman (Paris, 1848). Both these works represented the classical theory illustrated in Persian, and it was not until A. F. Von Mehren presented a selection of annotated texts in Die Rhetorik der Araber (Vienna, 1853) that European
scholars had access to rhetorical theory in Arabic. Von Mehren reproduced selections from the Teلبīṣ, the Muḥtaşar, its commentary by Tefţăzăni, and a versification by Es-Sūyūṭī, restricting himself to the sciences of beyān and bedī'. When E. J. W. Gibb wrote The History of Ottoman Poetry he included a summary description of the figures of bedī' with Turkish illustrations (vol. I, London, 1900) and E. G. Browne provided a description illustrated in Persian, in the Literary History of Persia (vol. II, London, 1906). However, both these contributions were intended as introductions to the study of literature, little effort being devoted to an analysis of the figures themselves.

In this century we have witnessed a revival of interest in Arabic rhetoric; not, however, in the classical theory as formulated in the Teلبīṣ, but rather in the formative period preceding its redaction. Recent developments in the study of early Arabic rhetoric have provided us with a number of texts which have, in turn, encouraged scholars to analyse and assess the work of the early rhetoricians.¹ A brief survey of the main contributions can be found in...

¹ A comprehensive bibliography of texts and editions of works concerned with Arabic rhetoric may be found in M. A. Al-Hadlac's doctoral thesis, entitled "Ḍiyā' -ad-Dīn Ibn-Al-Athīr and his Contribution to the Science of Rhetoric" (Edinburgh University, 1978), 261-271.
S. A. Bonebakker's article "Aspects of the History of Literary Rhetoric and Poetics in Arabic Literature"¹, in which he deals with some of the problems in defining Arabic rhetoric, identifying certain major difficulties inherent in its study. This article includes material from earlier works including K. Khalafallah's brief articles "Some Landmarks of Arab Achievement in the Field of Literary Criticism" and "Some Landmarks in the Development of Badī' in Arabic Literary Studies"²; M. L. Ashmawy's article "Arab Contribution to Literary Criticism"³; and M. A. Nuida Khan's article "Origin and development of Arabic Literary Criticism"⁴. A more substantial and up-to-date survey of the field of literary criticism is offered by W. Heinrichs in an article "Literary Theory: the Problem of its Efficiency"⁵.

In Turkey Islamic rhetoric has remained largely neglected. Regarded as a science of marginal interest to

---

³ Ibid., XIV (1960), 51-64.
the students of Koranic exegesis, its contributions to the development of Tanzimat literature have been regarded as altogether too negative to warrant a detailed study. The very fact that the İslam Ansiklopedisi should devote a mere half column to the entry "Belâğa" indicates with what little regard a major science in the Ottoman educational system is held in Twentieth Century Turkish scholarship. Only recently have we been offered an analytical study of some aspects of the classical tradition within the context of the literature, in W. G. Andrews' Introduction to Ottoman Poetry (Chicago, 1976), where certain aspects of beyân and bedî' are analysed. Although presented as an aid to the study of Ottoman poetry, this contribution is useful as a summary guide to students embarking on a study of Arabic, Persian or Ottoman literature.

The present study arose from a consideration of the curious fact that, while it was generally accepted that no work of Turkish rhetoric had been written before 1299 A.H. (1881-2), in that year there appeared two major works, differing remarkably one from the other. The Belâğat-i 'Osmânîye of Cevdet Paşa and the Ta'лим-i Edebiyât of Ekrem Bey each represented a distinct approach to the study of a subject which had hitherto been taught through the medium of Arabic. The former presented the traditional material adapted to the Ottoman language, while the latter was recognised as no less than a revolutionary departure from the classical system. The background to the
development of two distinct schools of Ottoman rhetoric will be investigated here, proceeding on to a critique of the text-books and an assessment of their contribution to the development of a rhetoric of the Turkish language.

The first chapter is devoted to a brief description of the three constituent sciences of Islamic rhetoric, emphasis being given to me'ānī, which has, as yet, not attracted the attention of Western scholars. The second chapter traces the study of rhetoric which did not acquire a place in the syllabus of the established educational system. Chapter Four examines the attempts to translate and adapt the classical theory in a way which would render it more relevant to the Ottoman language. These four chapters serve to describe the classical system of rhetoric with reference to its content, the books through which it was studied, and the various attempts by Ottoman scholars to surmount the difficulties inherent in the Arabic texts by translating them into Turkish.

The fifth chapter is devoted to a study of the Belâğat-i 'Ogmâniye and the reaction it elicited from some contemporary students and teachers. No comprehensive description of the work is offered, as there are few departures from the classical exposition in the Telhīs; rather an attempt is made to examine a small portion of the text, showing the extent to which it relied on its Arabic models, while at the same time assessing the
degree to which it would have been intelligible to the students for whom it was written. Special attention is paid to a series of pamphlets, written either as critiques or in defence of this text-book, for it is through these that we are best able to appreciate the intellectual ambiance in which the work was written.

Chapter Six traces the development of interest in rhetoric by the modernist, Western-influenced, school of writers. Ekrem's Ta'lim-i Edebiyat — and in particular the first section of the book, which he himself considers his most original contribution — is analysed in detail; once again an attempt is made to assess the extent to which the theory of literature which he presents would have been understood by his students.

Throughout this study, passages cited in either Ottoman, Persian or Arabic have been transcribed according to the system adopted by the İslâm Ansiklopedisi, all three languages being vowelled according to the conventional Turkish pronunciation. Ottoman texts have been given an archaic vowelling with the exception of Tanzimat prose passages. Although inconsistencies have been unavoidable, it is not anticipated that this system will create difficulties for readers accustomed to conventional Turkish transcription.
CHAPTER ONE

THE 'İLMÜ 'L-BELAĞA

The 'İlmü 'l-belاغa is made up of three constituent parts, the sciences of me‘änî, beyân and bedî’, divisions which are, as we have seen, more the result of historical accident than of systematic analysis and organisation. Sarf, nahv, me‘änî, beyân and bedî’, the five sciences which correspond to the western concepts of grammar and rhetoric, do however possess a logical unity, providing the scholar with the means of analysing language at every level, from the formation of a single word to the most complex literary trope. The 'İlmü 's-sarf, usually rendered in English as morphology, deals with the formation of words, while the 'İlmü 'n-nahv is concerned with the phrase and sentence. The latter, often loosely translated as the science of syntax, discusses the relationship of words to one another within a group and the "surface" meaning of the group as a whole. The "deep" meaning, however, can only be analysed by reference to the science of me‘änî, sometimes translated literally as the science of semantics.

The surface meaning is that which is explicitly stated in language and requires the reader neither to make an assumption nor to refer to context. However, as virtually
every utterance is made through words which either in themselves or in their relationship admit to a degree of alternative interpretation, the reader must inevitably assume what is implicit and unconsciously interpret a meaning deeper than that on the surface. Two phrases current in the British press at the time of the composition of the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât serve well to illustrate the inadequacy of nahy and the necessity of me‘ānî as an aid to understanding how certain linguistic features function.

At the outset of the Russo-Turkish war of 1876-77 it was common to discuss the "Bulgarian Horrors" or "Ottoman Atrocities" in reference to those Christians massacred by Muslims. Although just as many Muslims were killed by Christians, the anti-Ottoman speeches of Gladstone had so conditioned the British readership that had those phrases been juxtaposed — "Ottoman Horrors" and "Bulgarian Atrocities" — they would have evoked the same image in the mind of the reader. This one instance of the problem is common to both Arabic and English: we have a phrase consisting of adjective and noun, the latter containing a verbal notion which is transitive, while in the former is implied the agent of the verb. The reader must determine for himself as to whether the agent is the subject or object of the verbal notion, the "surface" meaning of the phrase offering no clear indication. As Arabic syntax (nahy) deals with the semantic possibilities allowed by the inflections of the constituent words in a
phrase, it is concerned only with the "surface" meaning, that is to say it ascribes only as much meaning to a phrase as can be deduced from the case-endings. The "deep" meaning, that is the writer's intention, is to be understood by reference to the context. The analysis of this process is the subject matter of the 'ilmū 'l-me'ānī.\(^1\)

Me'ānī, not relying on inflection as the criterion for the classification of its materials, falls outside the realm of Arabic grammar. It has, therefore, been placed in the 'ilmū 'l-belāga, which comprises those linguistic sciences which analyse semantic expression at the non-inflectional level. After the composition of the Tulbiṣ, there intervened centuries in which there was no real debate or even discussion of literary theory until, in the Nineteenth Century, the Ottoman scholars rejected me'ānī from their consideration of rhetoric. Western orientalists have almost unanimously shunned me'ānī as a science of no great

---

1 Although the choice of "deep meaning" and "surface meaning" reflects, to some extent, the concept of deep and surface structure used by some contemporary linguistic theoreticians, it should be emphasised that the similarities are slight, but nevertheless significant. See G. Leech, Semantics (London, 1974) and F. Palmer, Grammar (London, 1971), also chapter entitled "Context" in G. W. Turner, Stylistics (London, 1973).
relevance to the student of literary theory, for both they and Ottoman scholars, too, found difficulty in reconciling it with a western approach to the subject, dismissing it to the realms of linguistics. As Western scholars of Arabic grammar generally restricted themselves to the study of ـارف and ـاهن, that is grammar in the Arabic context, and Western rhetoricians to the study of بىـىن and بـيـى، that is literary rhetoric in the Western sense, the study of مـيـى has tended to be overlooked. Although this present treatment follows the practice of considering مـيـى as having no great relevance to the study of literary rhetoric in its Western sense, it does nevertheless hold that it has a place within the ـىـلـمـلـاـلـبـلـىـأـا، and indeed merits more comment than either بىـىن or بـيـى، which have been the subject of some study in the West.

The تلـسـ is divided into an introduction (مـوـكـاـدـدـمـ) and three chapters dealing with مـيـى، بىـىن and بـيـى،. These four sections form an organic unity: the introduction defines the twin concepts of فـىـسـىـهـات and بـلـأـجـات، مـيـى renders speech appropriate to the occasion، بـيـى، explores the various modes of expressing a single idea، and بـيـى، treats of the means of adorning language. Each of the constituent parts is defined according to its pedagogical function، that of enabling the student to employ the material in order to acquire good style. Although the early rhetoricians sought merely to establish the principles of the science in order to understand the
mechanics of language, by the time the Telhīs was compiled, the discipline had undergone a metamorphosis. It had ceased to be a science which sought to discover the qualities inherent in good style, and had been transformed into a school-book postulating theorems, with the mastery and practice of which lay the implicit promise that the reader would be endowed with good style. Thus, while meʿānī is defined as a science which teaches the student how to render speech appropriate to the occasion, it is in fact a treatise on semantic distinctions below the "surface" meaning of the phrase. Beyān, the science which allows the student to express a single idea in a variety of ways, is in fact no less than a penetrating study of the psychological bases of various figures of speech, while bedī', ostensibly offering the student the means to adorn his language, is in reality no more than a catalogue of literary tropes.

The mukaddime to the Telhīs attempts to define belāgat in its widest sense. It is a quality which may exist in speech and the speaker only when they are fasīh (pure). In describing the pre-requisite quality of fesāhat, the Telhīs lists a series of stylistic faults which render speech impure. It is at this point that the work is most coherent, for here it approaches the complex concept of style through its negative attributes (p. 24).
The science of me'ānī is divided into a preface and eight sections. The first seven of these sections is concerned with literal ambiguity in statements and the means by which the reader arrives at a meaning. The first section, entitled "Ahvālū 'l-ismālī 'l-ḥabarī", deals with the nominal sentence, in which are identified three distinct modes of declarative speech. The first, the ibtīdā'ī, is assertive, and is used to address an audience receptive to the speaker's ideas. The second, the talebī, is employed to persuade the hesitant, while the third, the inkārī, the argumentative mode, is used when addressing an audience resistant to the proposition.

The second and third sections entitled "Ahvālū 'l-Mūsned ileyh" and "Ahvālū 'l-Mūsned" respectively, deal with the subject and predicate of a declarative sentence. The purpose of these is to account for situations where the normative pattern, consisting of subject and predicate, seems to be violated. At the simplest level the problem posed is this: why does an utterance, which, according to the rules of sarf and nahu, has no semantic value, acquire significance in some situations. In other words, why are the words "cā'e" or "Zaydūn" meaningful when one is uttered without the other? The answer lies in the context in which they are spoken: to deliver a speech consisting only of the word "Zaydūn" would be meaningless, but to deliver the same utterance in response to the question "Who came?" would be. Indeed, it may
even be considered inappropriate to reply "Zeyd came". It is, therefore, considered that in certain cases it is appropriate to utter the complete declarative sentence, while in others only the subject (mūsned ileyh). Similarly, the subject may be suppressed in response to the question "What did Zeyd do?", or in situations where it has already been established.

The fourth section, entitled "Ahvālū mūta‘allakāti ‘l-fi‘l", is concerned with the verbal sentence. Here an attempt is made to account for the suppression of the agents of the verb, as in the Koranic verse,

"Kūl: hel yestive ‘l-leżīnē ya‘lemūnē ve-‘l  
lezīnē lā ya‘lemūn?" (39,9)\(^1\)

in which the object of the verse is unspecified and must be understood from context.

\(^1\) Telhīs, 126. Trans: "Say, are they equal those who know and those that do not know?" Various interpretations have been made concerning the object of the verb "know". Teftāzānī, in the Muṭavvel, suggests that the context favours interpreting "know" as referring to absolute knowledge as opposed to knowledge of a specific concept (p. 191).
The fifth section, "Kasr", examines and classifies the function of restricted statements. The concept of restriction poses a problem of deciding its precise function, the text of the Telhā offering a solution in the proliferation of categories into which restricted statements may be placed. The analysis begins, for example, with two "real" types of restrictions illustrated in the following sentences:

"Mā Zeydün illā kātibün"
"Mā fi 'd-dārī illā Zeydün" (p. 137)

They are both real in the sense that the surface meaning is that which is intended, in other words they are both to be understood literally. However the author does qualify this by adding that the first type of sentence is rarely met with, as it is virtually impossible to qualify any one concept with a single attribute, to the exclusion of all others. In the second example the speaker means to deny the existence of anything in the house, with the exception of Zeyd, the purpose of the denial being to achieve hyperbole. The sentence is classified as real because the concept of the uniqueness of Zeyd within the house is real, although the intention is not. The treatment then proceeds to the unreal category where the surface and the deep meanings are not the same. Although we have a proliferation of categories, they seek to answer the same question: what is the intended meaning in a given
ambiguous statement. Let us take, for instance, the restricted statement, "John is good." What the reader must decide is which element of the statement is being restricted: does it, in other words, suggest that it is John, and he only, who is good or that he is good, but nothing else. When we take into consideration semantic implication of the tense of the verb, we have several possible permutations of meaning.

İngā, the sixth topic of discussion, is concerned with the expression of wishes and desires, and explores the various possible types of interrogative and optative mode. This section focuses on the object of the desire expressed, classifying it, among other criteria, according to whether it is attainable and to whether it has already been attained or not. This investigation was prompted in part by some Koranic utterances which if accepted literally would have presented serious problems. A commentator on this section illustrates the problem with the following verse:

"ŶÄ eyyūhe 'n-nebīyū ittaḵi ʾllāh" (33/1)

where God commands His prophet to fear Him. But surely God is already feared and the wish expressed is redundant. The problem of interpretation is solved by classifying this wish as "desiring what is already attained", which thus becomes a means of emphasising the importance of the original request.
The seventh section, "El-fasl d ve-'l-vaṣl", deals with the problem of conjunctions by examining their function. Conjunctions play a critical role in speech, and the fact that many languages have so few of them, often relying on one single word — such as "and" — to fulfill a variety of roles, forces one to ask whether they have any precise semantic value at all. The problem is exacerbated in a language such as Arabic which does not admit to an established system of punctuation, and is even more noticeable in high Ottoman prose style. As the questions posed are self-evident, they do not require comment, save to observe that in the Telb̲ịṣ the scholastic approach is employed, the problem being analysed through a variety of permutations of the possibilities.

The final section, "El-īcāz d ve-'l-Ītnāb d ve-'l-mūsāvat", deals with three modes of speech: the concise, the prolix and the proportionate. Here some observations are made on style according to the criterion of the length to which the speaker goes to convey an idea. The early literary critics had observed that a concept could be expressed either succinctly or verbosely, and that both modes could be justified according to the requirement of the situation. The proportionate mode renders every concept with a single word, so that a balance between words and concepts is maintained. What had originally been mere observations arising from a few instances of
excessively succinct or verbose statements, became a criterion for classifying all language.

However irrelevant the 'ilmū 'l-me'ānī may be for the literary theorist, it was a science which held a great appeal for Islamic scholars, providing them with the means for interpreting speech where the meaning was not immediately apparent. Whereas nahv approaches the subject of semantics by taking a concept and exploring the means available to express it, me'ānī begins with the utterance and attempts to discover the meaning behind it. The method employed is that of logical analysis: given a certain speech pattern all possible meanings are identified and then classified. It was to the 'ilmū 'l-me'ānī that the Koranic scholars had recourse, in order to justify an interpretation of an utterance which had either no apparent surface meaning, or one which was in apparent violation of reason or faith.

The 'ilmū 'l-beyān is concerned with the analysis of certain figures of speech, among which most attention is given to the simile, the metaphor and metonymy. This chapter is based ultimately on the Esrārū 'l-Belāga of 'Abdūlkāhir el-Gūrcānī, presenting the sophisticated analysis of the original in a compact form suitable for memorisation.¹ We have in beyān a study of figurative

¹ See Asrār al-Balāgha, ed. H. Ritter (Istanbul, 1954) for text; German translation also by Ritter (Weisbaden, 1959).
language, analysed and classified according to the way in which it operates on the psychology of the listener rather than on simple linguistic analysis. Most speech which is not intended to be understood literally will belong to the domain of beyān.¹

The analysis seeks to discover the psychological mechanism which prevents the reader from taking the statement at face value. In other words, it seeks to solve the problem why it is that when one says "Zeyd is a lion", the listener will usually discard the literal meaning — i.e. the lion's name is Zeyd — and choose the intended and more complex image of a man called Zeyd, who shares

¹ See Telḥīṣ, 235-346; A. F. Mehren, Die Rhetorik der Araber (Copenhagen and Vienna, 1853), Arabic text: 6-42, notes: 53-96. For an historical survey of the use of the term see article entitled "Bayān" in E.I.² by G. E. Grunebaum. The best summary treatment of the science in English can be found in W. Andrews, An Introduction to Ottoman Poetry (Minneapolis and Chicago, 1976), 75-85. A French translation of the theory of beyān and bedi' can be found in J. H. Garcin de Tassy, Rhetorique et Prosodie des Langues de L'Orient Musulman, 2nd Ed (Paris, 1873), which is based on the Ḥadā'īku 'l-Belāga, a Persian work very much dependent on the Telḥīṣ.
only one or two attributes in common with a lion. The chapter on *beyān* presents a fairly convincing answer. The solution to the problem lies in identifying a factor, operating at the psychological level, which precludes the listener from interpreting the speech literally. The factor is termed the *karīne* or the *vech-i ġibb* according to the type of figurative speech employed. The analysis of the sentence, "Zeyd is a lion", would, in simplified terms, be presented thus:

By "Zeyd is a lion" is intended "Zeyd is like a lion", the particle of comparison having been suppressed. The listener knows that Zeyd is not a lion from the context of the speech, or from his own experience, in which case he relies on two principles: firstly, Zeyd is a name commonly given to men; secondly, Zeyd is a name not usually given to lions. So far the listener has made an interpretation at the linguistic level: he has, either consciously or subconsciously, supplied an element in the speech which had been suppressed, the word "like". The second state is to identify what is termed "the basis of comparison" (*vech-i ġibb*), in other words, to answer the question, "In what respect is Zeyd like a lion?". From amongst those characteristics that Zeyd and a lion may have in common as part of animal creation, the listener instinctively eliminates those qualities which are the obvious points of difference between the two and his attention is turned to those which might be shared.
Amongst these the qualities of temperament characterise behaviour, thereby confining the basis of resemblance to such observable features of the lion as ferocity, courage, voracity, etc. The total context of the statement will suggest the choice amongst these attributes and understand which is most applicable to Zeyd within the purpose of the statement. How this choice is made will ultimately depend upon the history of the language and it is assumed in the definition of the Telhīs that there is a fund of received comparison which is as organic to the language as vocabulary and grammar.

This then is the method of analysis at its simplest level, metaphor and metonomy being very much more complex figures. Although beyān is presented as a science which investigates the various means by which a single idea may be expressed, it could in fact be better described as the discipline which explores the way in which figurative speech operates, the sciences of sarf, nahv and me’anī having already dealt with literal speech.

Bedī‘, the science by which one may render speech ornate, consists of those figures of speech collected by the early literary critics and incorporated into belāğa by El-Kazvīnī. The Telhīs identifies thirty-seven distinct figures which are divided into two groups, thirty figures of thought (ma’neviye) and seven figures of speech (lafzīye). In the former the play is on the meaning of
the word or phrase, while in the latter the result is achieved through exploiting the shape or sound of an individual word, or by placing the words in such an order as to produce a particular effect. Naturally, the thirty-seven figures in the Telhīs by no means represent all the figures of Islamic rhetoric. This section merely includes a partial catalogue of some of the accepted figures at the time of the composition of the work, and apart from the crude division into ma'nevīye and lafzīye, has no overall integrity. Later authors have consequently felt free to add to or reject these at will.¹

The traditional approach therefore, consists of three distinct sciences, of which the first, me'ānī, has little relevance to the second and third, except within the wider context of the five linguistic sciences which include sarf and nahv. The Telhīs was to acquire such a

firm hold on the educational system of the medieval Islamic World that the historical reasons behind this artificial unity were generally overlooked. This tri-partite organisation of the materials of belāga was to frustrate attempts by the Ottomans to create a Turkish rhetoric. Many Ottoman rhetoricians naturally assumed that belāga was synonymous with Islamic literary theory, and their attempts to accomodate the 'ilmū 'l-meʿanī did much to retard the development of a Turkish model.

Another major fault in the traditional approach lies in its method of presentation. In certain respects Arabic rhetorical theory represents a particularly sophisticated analysis of language, such as has been achieved in the West only within the last fifty years. The Telhīs reduces much of this so concisely that it virtually demanded those commentaries which inevitably looked to the more lucid presentations of the earlier rhetoricians whose works had been therein epitomised. This schoolbook approach to rhetoric seems to have met the needs of the educational system rather than the subject itself. Only in the case of bedī' can one regard the treatment as adequate, and only then with the implicit understanding that the text is merely a vehicle for the commentary.
Like most of the Arabic classical sciences, rhetoric was studied in the medrese system, and this was to have dominant influence on its development from the time when the Telhīs was first adopted as a standard textbook in the Fourteenth Century to the period of the Tanzīmāt. The conservative attitude, on the part of the 'ulemā, towards the teaching of the medieval medrese curriculum ensured that once a book was accepted into the syllabus, its position became so entrenched that it was virtually impossible to remove it. There was no mechanism for reviewing or altering the syllabus, even if the educational establishment had so desired. As far as the teaching of rhetoric was concerned, no conscious effort was made to provide text-books which were in any way graded, in respect of the differing levels of knowledge among the students in the various grades of medrese. It would seem that the student must have had great difficulty coming to grips with the subject in his first year, but would presumably have found it easier as he progressed through the curriculum. The Telhīs itself is in many ways as difficult as any of its commentaries, and no part of it is truly satisfactory until it has been studied through all of them. One must presume that the various levels
of teaching were graded by differing standards required from the student, in respect of the same material. In the lower grades one would probably expect memorisation of definitions, without detailed elucidation, as the aim of the class, while at the higher level a real understanding of the commentary would be expected of the student. This is suggested by the nature of the Telhis, which is brief to the point of being cryptic and can only be understood with the aid of a commentary. Its adoption as part of the syllabus was in part due to its brevity which allowed students to assimilate the facts without necessarily understanding them, in very much the same way that Christian sects have used catechisms to instill the bases of doctrine into the memories of children too young to be aware of the implications of those articles of faith. It may, however, be argued that the purpose of this epitome was not only to facilitate the students' task of learning the principles of rhetoric by heart, but also to serve as a text on which the teacher could provide his own commentary. This latter aim would, of course, soon have been frustrated by the adoption of a body of commentary and super-commentary as text books, which, in their turn, became part of the canon of rhetorical study. The further epitomes and versifications of the Telhis would tend to support the argument that at the earlier stages of study, memorisation of the text was actively encouraged. One may, with some justification, divide all the works derived from the Miftahu 'l- 'Ulum into two categories: on the one
hand epitomes and versifications, and on the other works of elucidation, the former to be taught at the lower level, the latter at the higher.¹

In C. Baltacı's Osmanlı Medreseleri an effort is made to discover the actual system of teaching in the various grades of medreses, and his investigations have led him to the conclusion that only in three classes of school was rhetoric included in the curriculum. According to this, the student would begin his study with the Muṭavvel, passing onto the şerḥ of the Miftāḥ and completing his study with the Miftāḥū 'l-‘Ulüm itself.² One cannot be entirely satisfied with this description, mainly because of the piecemeal manner in which the information was collected from the sources; but in default of any more specific description of medrese education, it must serve as a general guide to what could have been the course prescribed for a student in the various subjects in which he was expected to qualify.

¹ Kâtib Çelebi, probably an exception to the rule, studied belâqat in the eighth and ninth year of his ten-year period of higher education, see Ali Uğur, The Ottoman ‘Ulemâ in the mid-17th Century: an Analysis of the Vakâ‘i’ü ‘l-Fużâlâ of Mehmed Şeyhî Ef. (Ph.D. Thesis: Edinburgh University, 1973), I, 341.

Uzuncarşılı merely indicates that among other, unnamed, works the Miftah, the Telhis, the Mu'tavvel, the Muhtasar and the āsiyes of Cūrcānī, Ḥasan b. Şemseddin Fenarî and Molla Husrev were read. In the lower grade medreses the Mu'tavvel and the Miftah were studied, their commentaries and glosses being left to a higher grade.1

A survey of the surviving manuscripts of the standard texts on rhetoric from the libraries in Istanbul, now collected together in the Suleymaniye Kütüphanesi, will serve as an index of the relative popularity of the work, and the date of copying, where given, should indicate the period in which it was still being read. The most popular texts are, as one would expect, the Telhis (155 copies), followed by the Mu'tavvel (69), the Muhtasar (60) and the āsiye 'ale 'l-Mu'tavvel of Cūrcānī (48).2 These were the

2 The dates would indicate that these works were copied through the entire Ottoman period, the following statistical count suggests that in every case (except for the āsiye of Cūrcānī, which seems to have been most popular in the 15th Century) that the 17th Century was the period which witnessed the greatest activity in the production of text-books on rhetoric.
main works studied in the Ottoman Empire from the period before the conquest to the present century.\(^1\) In addition to these, two works which had great currency are the Nesâlik, an abridgement of the Telhîs (19 copies), and the Hevâdî, a şerh on the former (13), both by Nüreddîn Hamza Aydınî (d. 979/1571). 'Abdüllâh b. Şihâbeddin el-Yezdî (d. 1015/1606) seems to have achieved some popularity with his three works: a hâşîye to the Muṭavvel, a hâşîye to the Muṭasâr and a hâşîye to the hâşîye to Niẓâmeddin 'Osmân el-Ḥatâ'i (d. 901/1495) (total 27 copies). Mollâ Ḥusrev and Fenarî's hâşiyes to the Muṭavvel are represented by ten and eight copies respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century A.D.</th>
<th>Telhîs</th>
<th>Muṭasâr</th>
<th>Muṭavvel</th>
<th>Ğürçânî</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourteenth</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifteenth</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixteenth</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventeenth</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighteenth</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) A manuscript of Ğürçânî (d. 1413), written in Gelibolu and dated 846/1442 would suggest that the curriculum had already been in the process of formulation even in so early a period.
In the Nineteenth Century the printing presses ended the need for manuscript copying as the sole means of publishing texts. From 1241/1825 a steady stream of books on rhetoric emerged from the newly-founded presses in the capital. One may presume that these medrese text-books were printed to meet the demands of the students, the order and quantities in which they were published reflecting their popularity at the time. One must accept, of course, that the choice of any particular title may reflect nothing more than the whim of the publishers, its subsequent popularity and reprints being due entirely to that initial choice. While the government may have used the printing presses as an arm of state policy in order to further the goal of modernisation, it is hardly likely that it had any vested interest in the promotion of one classical text over another.

The first works to be published were the hāsiyes of 'Abdu'llahām es-Siyālkūṭī in 1227/1812 (rep. 1241, 1266, 1290, 1311) and Gürçānī in 1241/1825 (rep. 1271, 1289), followed by Teftāzānī's Muṭṭāṣar in 1259/1843 (rep. 1267, 1268, 1289, 1304) and Mutavvel in 1260/1844 (rep. 1286). The Teltiṣ itself appeared in 1260/1844 (rep. 1275, 1280), followed by Ḥasan Čelebi Fenarī's hāsiye in 1271/1854, and 'Īṣāmeddin 'Ībrāhīm el-İsferāyīnī's şerī in 1284/1867. It would seem that with the exception of the Teltiṣ, the Muṭṭāṣar and Mutavvel, and Gürçānī's hāsiye, commentaries were as subject to the whims of the age as fashionable
dress. Aydini's commentaries were popular in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, but were never set in print, while İsferrayi's serh, which can be found in only two manuscripts in the Suleymaniye Kütüphanesi, was nevertheless published.

It is a peculiar phenomenon of the medrese educational establishment that such a universal and uniform school system should have left so little direct evidence of the nature of its syllabus. Despite the material at hand in the biographies of the 'ulema, today's scholar is still relatively ignorant of the titles of the books, the manner of their presentation and the level at which they were taught. One may, however, in default of a comprehensive description, justifiably speculate that the syllabus of the medrese changed little from the Fourteenth Century until the middle of the Nineteenth. What is clear is that the medrese did not have a monopoly of higher education and rhetoric could be, and indeed was, studied from works which did not acquire a place on the medrese syllabus.

1 Ibn Haldun (d. 1406) noted that El-Kazvinī's works were standard text-books in his day (Mukaddime [Cairo, 1322/1904], 457-8; Trans [London, 1958] III, 322-39). Cevdet Paşa describes his education, which included the study of the Mutavvel (about 1840), in his Tezâkir (IV, 10). Ibn Haldun also commented on the harmful effect of epitomes on the educational system (p. 443; Trans III, 290).
CHAPTER THREE

THE STUDY OF RHETORIC OUTSIDE THE MEDRESE

The Ottoman literati were men of divided cultural orientation, within each two personae ever vying for dominance. Just as the Renaissance Italian accepted and cultivated the two distinct traditions of pagan Hellenism and Judaeo-Christianity, the Ottoman looked towards Persia and the Arabic-speaking world. The former represented his aesthetic values, embodied in poetry as diverse as that of Celâleddin Rûmî and Hâfiz, while the latter held his scholastic tradition, kept alive in the medrese curriculum. The cultured Ottoman manifested a synthesis of these two traditions, at home in the Islamic sciences, but, at the same time, capable of turning an elegant couplet—or, indeed, of composing a complete divan—a man like Şeyhülislâm Yahyâ Ef. It is to be remarked that there are few Ottomans, of any scholarly distinction, who are not credited by their biographers with the ability to write poetry. These two traditions are distinct, for although the Persian poets might have faced Mecca five times daily, their works expressed values, which, taken literally, could never be reconciled with Islam. Delighting in ambiguity and allusion, they affect a mode which blurs the edges of reality and pursues the spiritual with metaphors drawn from the profane. The Arabic mode, by
contrast, is literal and precise, attempting to establish truth by defining the spiritual in the language of logic. The cultural balance in this duality was only maintained by the conscious effort of the Ottomans to resist the constant threat of puritanism while at the same time, ostracising those who rejected the fundamental tenets of religion. The Kâdi-zâdes were at one time almost successful in obliterating this cultural plurality with its many wholly secular values; but, like their Florentine counterpart, Savonarola, their cause was defeated, the tolerance of the cultured triumphing over the bigotry of the zealots.

The Ottomans, having arrived at a time when both the medrese curriculum and the Persian mystical tradition had passed through their formative periods, unquestioningly accepted both in their entirety, using the one to complement the other. Kâdi Beysâvî finds his counterpart in Mevlânâ Celâleddîn Rûmî, both presenting separate paths to the same goal, an understanding of God, but the one through a scholastic analysis of His Word, the other through mystical analogy. Similarly, the Ottoman student of rhetoric, perplexed by the uncompromisingly theoretical approach of the Telhîs, could always have recourse to its Persian equivalent, the Menâzîrû ’l-Însâ.

The author of the Menâzîrû ’l-Însâ, Mahmûd b. Şeyh Muḥammed Gîlânî, known as Ḥâfez-i Cihan, was born in Gilan, and after travelling as a merchant took employment
at the court of 'Alā'eddīn Hūmāyūn Ẓālim Behmenī (d. 865/1461) in northern Deccan, and rose to the vizierate under his successors, Nizām Şāh (d. 867/1463) and Muḥammad III Leşkerī (d. 887/1482), who had him executed in 886/1481. Apart from the Menāzirū 'l-İnsā, he compiled his elegant letters in the collection entitled the Riyāzu 'l-İnsā, and is credited with a dīvān. During his vizierate the Behmenid state became the first in India to exchange ambassadors with the Ottoman empire, one of the letters in the Riyāzu 'l-İnsā being addressed to Neḥmed II Fāṭih.  

It is very probable that this diplomatic interaction between these two distant states accounts for the arrival of a copy of the Menāzir in Istanbul, very likely within the lifetime of the author. In the Ottoman Empire it achieved some popularity, to the extent of being translated in the early 17th Century, both its text and translation being later published.  


2 The printed edition of the Menāzirū 'l-İnsā was published in Istanbul, no date being given, but very probably in the 1860's. The page references are to this edition.
The Menāzirū 'l-Insā is, as suggested by its title, a work on epistolography. Its importance to the study of rhetoric lies in its introduction, which offers an abridged presentation of the basis of rhetorical theory.\(^1\) Omitting the section on me'ānī and bedī', the Menāzir proceeds from the definition of belāgat and fesāhat (pp. 18-22) to the study of beyān (pp. 22-49). To this is added a chapter on the various types of poetic form and a treatise on insā with several examples of the art of the münṣī. Although the section on belāgat is intended as a mere introduction to the proper subject of the work, insā, its treatment is extremely satisfying. The most casual perusal through the work will immediately impress on the reader the advantages it possesses over the Telhīs and its derivatives. When dealing with the faults incidental to fesāhat, he quotes the examples in the Telhīs, explains them, and then proceeds to illustrate the point with several Persian couplets of his own choice. By presenting the rhetorical theory by way of a preamble to the main section of his work, .Nombre-i Cihan has reduced it to the status of an ancillary science, while at the same time restoring to it utility and purpose, which had been denied it by the Arabic theoreticians. Here its applicability to

\(^1\) Taşköprizade acknowledges the importance of this work of insā in the Miftāhū 's-Sa'āde (I, 182), indicating that it was popular among the Ottoman 'Ulemā and the Persian Fuţalā.
the needs of the secretary is no longer implicit, it has become the very *raison d'être* of this science.

Unlike the *Telhīs*, the popularity of the *Menāzīrū* 'l-İnsā is not due to historical accident; lying outside the medrese curriculum, it earned its place in the literature of Islamic rhetoric entirely on the strength of its own intrinsic merits. It is in its method of presentation that lies its greatest appeal: the definition is the same as in the *Telhīs*, the explanation is identical, the example is, in the first instance, borrowed therefrom, but then, having completed the theoretical exposition, Haiâce-i Cihān, almost with an air of relief at having discharged an onerous duty, provides several examples which entertain and delight the reader. In his hands, rhetoric is no longer an alien science mastered for its own sake, it has become a tool of poetic expression, the handmaiden to a shared aesthetic.

The *Menāzīr* was translated by İsmâ‘īl Ankarâvî, Rūsūhî (d. 1041/1631), a Mevlevî şeyh, best known for his commentary on the *Meşnevî*. He wrote the *Miftāhî 'l-Belâqa ve Mişbâhî 'l-Feşâha*, in response to a request by two of his grandchildren, both students of rhetoric who were experiencing difficulty in understanding the *Telhīs*. He intended his translation to be a guide to this epitome and explains his motives for writing it thus:
Here we have an explicit condemnation of the method of presentation employed by the Telhîs. He praises the students for whom he is writing this work, and finds their inability to comprehend "the most obscure of Ḫâṭîb-i Dimişkî's writings" a matter for sympathy rather than reproach. He later explains the choice of title:
"Umiddür ki bu cevher-i șeb-tâb ve tuhf-fe-i kem-yâb Miftâha miftâh, ve funün-i belâgâte mute'allik olan kütübe nisbetle mişbâh ola" (p. 4)

The implication here is that the existing works on rhetoric are obscure, and he sees it as his purpose to shed light on the system of poetics and rhetoric, so that the reader may be better able to understand the secrets of the Mesi'î and the Traditions of the Prophet, and to appreciate the miraculous nature of the Korun. Although the Miftâh is virtually a direct translation of the Menâzîr'û 'l-İnsâ, Rüsûhî, in common with most Ottoman rhetoricians, fails to acknowledge his debt thereto. In a preface to the printed edition (1284/1867), the publisher identifies the Menâzîr as the source of the Miftâh, and describes it as the first work on rhetoric to be written in Turkish, a claim which cannot be justified, except in so far as it was indeed the first to be published:

"İşbu Miftâhû 'l-Belâga nâm kitâb-ı ma'ârif nisâb ki fi 'l-şââîka fenn-ı bedî'-Ü-beyândâ lisân-ı Türkî üzre yazılmış olan kitâbaları birincisi, ve tarîk-ı edebîyâtda açılmış olan ebvâb-ı belâgâtîf eî evvelkisi dinmege sezâ . . . dur." (p. 1)

This is truly a remarkable statement in that the publishers have used the word "edebiyât" to denote "literature" rather
than the more common "ingā", signifying prose composition, at a period when its use was extremely rare. One wonders if this work was published as a response to Naṣīr Kemāl’s plea for a Turkish rhetoric in his article "Lisān-i ‘Osmānînî Edebîyâtı hakkında ba‘zi mülâha‘zāti şâmildir" in the Taşvîr-i Efkar on the 16th and 19th of Rebi’i’l-Āhir of the previous year, 1283. The fact that the Miftāh was published by this newspaper would tend to suggest some connection, and one should perhaps ask whether it was Kemāl himself who recommended its publication. As the editor at the time of the Miftāh’s publication, he would surely have had a direct participation in all decisions as to what works were published on the printing presses of his newspaper.\(^1\)

There is no doubt that those who were instrumental in the publication of the Miftāh, be it Kemāl, editor at the time of its publication, or his friend Ekrem, who was to succeed him only ten days after the appearance of this

\(^{1}\) Kemāl was editor of the Taşvîr-i Efkar until he fled to France on August 31st 1867, ten days after the date of publication of the Miftāh. There was no doubt that Kemāl was familiar with the Menāzir, for in response to a criticism, he defined ingā using the definition given in Külliyyat-ı Kemāl: Makālāt-ı Siyāsîye ve Edebîye [Istanbul, n.d.], p. 122).
work, were aware of the many virtues it shared in common with the Menāzīrū 'l-İnsā. It is, when compared to those tedious and arid works derived exclusively from the Telhīs, a felicitous exposition, for the same reasons which set the Menāzīr apart from all other works on rhetoric. It is ironic that a work written in the late Sixteenth or early Seventeenth Century, based on a Fifteenth Century manual of epistolography, should have been deemed worthy of publication in the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, with the encouragement, one presumes, of those members of society most committed to the goals of progress and modernisation.

The failure of the Miftāh to see a second edition is due, more than any other factor, to the bankruptcy of the educational system of this period. The medreses had become the sanctuaries of the conservative pietists whose high regard for the traditional methods had all the fervour of religious conviction. The more secular-minded elements of society, to whom the Miftāh was addressed, sought a radically different approach to literary theory, which could only be based on Western models. There is no doubt, however, that its greatest achievement was that it proved that rhetoric need not be confined within the constricting boundaries laid down by the Telhīs, an idea which was to bear fruit in the Ta‘līm-i Edebiyyāt of Ekrem.
CHAPTER FOUR

THE TRANSLATION OF THE CLASSICAL THEORY INTO TURKISH

The Telhış and the Muṭavvel were both translated into Turkish, the former in the early Seventeenth Century, the latter only in the second half of the Nineteenth. Although both Turkish versions are entitled "terceme", the term cannot be rendered as "translation" without some qualification. The translation of any technical work from one language into another will necessarily present almost insuperable problems unless a convention allows the translator to borrow words from the language of origin and transfer them, together with all their meanings and nuances, to the borrower language. Just as it would be impossible for a Turk today to translate an English work on electronic engineering without a wholesale transferal of much of the technical vocabulary, Ottoman scholars, too, were at a loss for corresponding Turkish terms in their treatment of the Islamic sciences and were forced to resort to excessive borrowing from the language being translated, which was usually Arabic. The fact that the Ottomans preserved the original orthography of Arabic and Persian loan words, together with the accepted theory that virtually all Arabic substantives could be incorporated into the language in their absolute case, and all verbs borrowed
simply by converting them into their appropriate masdar forms, made it only too easy for the translator to produce an accurate translation without actually having to understand completely what he was translating. In many works of translation, the only elements which remain Turkish, to any extent, are the word order and the syntax, and a small percentage of the vocabulary, consisting of the more commonly used words. The Ottomans seemed to have recognised the insuperable problems inherent in translating works with specialised vocabularies and made no great attempt to substitute Turkish words for the Arabic. At the same time they recognised that to simply rearrange the words around a Turkish syntactical structure would be a pointless exercise, except in that it would indicate the grammatical organisation of the Arabic original, to which the reader, we may presume, had to have recourse in order to understand the purport of the work. Clearly it was accepted that merely remoulding the vocabulary into the new shape required by the Turkish syntactical structure was an unrewarding task which promised little return for the effort expended on it, and certainly did not merit the description of "translation". In order to remedy this problem, translators of Arabic works usually adopted the original Arabic word, for it contained all the same subtleties and nuances, or the convenient imprecision and vagueness, of the original, and supplemented it with a synonym, so that a single word in the original would be transformed into a couplet retaining the original word as
its first member and a synonym as its second, verbs being treated likewise. Phrases are usually presented in a form as close to the original as Ottoman usage will allow, and if they are felt to be insufficiently clear—a defect which will be inherent not only in the translation but also in the original—the translator will repeat the phrase using synonyms, introducing it with the conjunction, "ya‘ni" or "el-hâsil" or some similar phrase. However the only solution to the problem of translating the technical language of Arabic rhetorical theory into Turkish lies in following a middle road between strict literal translation and the recension of yet another gloss in Turkish, in order to give meaning to the translation of a work which is obscure in its original language.

The first translation of the Telhîs was made by Mehmed b. Mehmed Altî Parmak (d. 1033/1623), who also translated various other works into Turkish. In addition to his version of the Telhîs, entitled the Kâşîfû 'l-‘Ulûm ve-‘Fâtihû ’l-Fûnûn, he is, also, credited with a translation the Muîavvel.1 The latter, however, has not been located, and it seems probable that this reference most probably

1 O. M., I, 212-3, which is based on ‘Âtîsî, 758-59. Although it is not improbable that earlier translations were made, this was the only one known to Kâtib Çelebi. Further translations followed but it is not known whether they are extant (see below, p. 51, fn. 1).
arises from the fact that much of the interpretation of the text of the Telhīs was based on a selective use of this commentary.

The Terceme-i Telhīs is more than a mere translation, providing, in fact, a Turkish commentary to this epitome. Although it is based on the Muṭavvel, it presents only the barest outline of this commentary. One may presume that, in common with many commentaries and super-commentaries in the Islamic world, it consists of no more than a fair copy of the author's lecture notes for the classes he was teaching. Given as an appendix to this present study is the entire fasl which describes mecāz by the suppression or addition of an element. This fasl was chosen for its brevity, and is thus given in its entirety, the argument being developed within the few lines of the original text:¹

"Ve-kad yutlaku 'l-mecāz 'alā kelimetin tağayyere ḥukmū i'rābi-hā bi-ḥaqī lafżn ev ziyādeti lafżn, ke-kavli-hī - te'ālā -:
Ve-cā'e rabbū-kī, ve-es'eli 'l-karyete, ve-kavli-hī - te'ālā -: leyse ke-migli-hī şey'ūn, ey emrū rabbū-kī, ve-eshe 'l-karyeti, ve-leyse migle-hī şey'ūn." (p. 336)

¹ See Appendix One, p. 224.
It is clear that this passage itself requires study and interpretation; the reader with no previous knowledge of rhetoric will be disappointed if he expects to understand its principles after a first perusal of the material therein. One must, therefore, accept this work as an aid to the study of rhetoric to which students could have recourse when the syntax of the original Arabic text presents an obstacle to its understanding. This translation was not, however, widely accepted, a fact attested by the relative scarcity of manuscripts available in Istanbul, from which we may infer that the Terceme-i Telhîs did not meet the demands of students of rhetoric. This is not to deny that there was need for another commentary on the Telhîs, for none of the existing works were completely satisfactory. However, the inability of the students to grasp the purport of the argument in the Telhîs may well have been attributed to a lack of fluency in reading the language, rather than to the intrinsic difficulty of the text. A request for a Turkish translation may have been voiced, but once it was made available it achieved no great currency among the students. Its usefulness lies perhaps in the fact that it forced the

1 The MS from which the above passage was transcribed was the only copy in all the collections now housed in the Suleymaniye Library.
students to resort to the Arabic Muṭāvvīl in order to understand the principles of rhetoric.¹

For two hundred and fifty years the Terceme-i Telhîs remained the only translation of the standard Arabic text-book on rhetoric. In the third quarter of the Nineteenth Century the Muṭāvvīl was translated by ‘Abdünnâfi‘ ʻİffet Ef. (d. 1308/1890), under the title Nef‘-i Mu‘avvel: Terceme-i Telhîs-ud-Muṭāvvīl, the manuscript of which was completed in 1278/1861, and an edition printed in two volumes in 1289/1872 and 1290/1873. This work is actually an abridged translation of the entire Muṭāvvīl. In a further appendix is given a translation of the Muṭāvvīl's commentary on the same fasl as above. ‘Abdünnâfi‘ translates only three-quarters of the passage, omitting the last section which begins: "Kâle sâhibî 'l-Miftâh..."

The translation is basically sound, most of the difficulties in it belonging to the original. Although

---

¹ The Miftâhî 'l-Belâga alludes to the difficulty of the Telhîs for Turkish students, and was written to meet precisely this need.

² As the printed edition is rare, an example of the style of this work is given below in Appendix Two (p. 227), being a transcription of the MS in the University Library, Istanbul.
the style of the translation is turgid and could possibly give rise to misunderstanding on several occasions, this is in part due to the respect he shows for his text. He remains as close as possible to the thought and language of the Muṭavvel, and when the latter is obscure or otherwise difficult his translation strives to be faithful, while at the same time showing awareness of the needs of the reader by interpreting obscurities. The text, for example, contains the following phrase: "Ve-’ctiğāben bi-žab‘i ‘s-sāmi’ ‘ane ‘z-zelk”, which presents difficulties in that while the word "žab‘" could signify "a rushing headlong", it is more probably used to mean "the upper arm", the sense being figurative: "grabbing the arm of the listener lest he slip". ‘Abdünnāfi‘ retains the Arabic vocabulary, supplementing it with additional words for greater clarity: "Žab‘-u-bāzū-yı sāmi‘i zelḵden ictiğāb-u-imsāk". Not all of the translation is so felicitiously rendered into Turkish. When translating the discussion of ‘Abdülkāhir‘s views on this type of mecāz, which is concerned with the nature of the vowelling of the final radical, ‘Abdünnāfi‘ translates "lem yakta“ as "cezm olınamaz", intending "cezm" to be understood in its non-technical sense. This would have caused the reader no more than a moment's confusion, but could have easily been avoided by the choice of another, more suitable, word.
This work was the first contribution to the revival of rhetoric in the Nineteenth Century, and may be viewed as the final attempt at making classical rhetorical theory relevant to the educational needs of society. Whereas Altı Parmak’s translation may be dismissed as no more than lecture notes, the publication of the Nef‘i Mu‘avvel was a serious attempt to provide Turkish students with the definitive exposition of classical rhetoric. Although it employed another language in a form which presumably avoided as much possible difficulty to the Turkish student, it nevertheless respects the integrity of the original by preserving its basic vocabulary. This work must surely have contributed to an awareness on the part of the Ottoman scholar that beläga, as based on the Telhîş, was to be studied for its own sake; but that it had no great value as an aid to understanding Arabic, or relevance for those wishing to acquire a good Ottoman prose style. Ironically this translation, which in all probability was an honest attempt to come to terms with beläga by offering an alternative approach to the servile memorisation of the Telhîş, was the first step on the road to creating a rhetoric of Turkish which, if realised, would render the Telhîş completely obsolete.

Four years after the publication of the translation of the Muţavvel (1290/1873), there appeared the Belâğat-i Lisân-ı ‘Ogmânî, a work which implicitly claimed to be no less than a rhetoric of Ottoman, rather than merely
another Turkish translation of Arabic rhetorical theory. Its author, Ahmed Ḥamdî Ṣırvânî (d. 1308/1890), a teacher at the Mekteb-i Hükûk, wrote it at the behest of Cevdet Paşa, presumably intending it to be used as a text-book. ¹

Although the author may be accused of making exaggerated claims for his work by giving it a title which would imply that it was a manual of Turkish rhetorical theory, they do in fact have some substance. Ideally, a rhetoric of the Ottoman language would be deduced from native literary practice and analysed accordingly, compiled by a process which would subject it to analysis exhibiting certain characteristic features, and elaborating a theory thereupon. The preponderance of Arabic and Persian elements in Ottoman prose and poetry, however, would tend to discourage efforts in this direction, especially as there already existed an accepted body of rhetorical teaching which could with ease be adapted to be made seem applicable. Ahmed Ḥamdî, believing that the Telḥîs had a more universal application than that of describing Arabic rhetoric, makes the assumption that Ottoman lay within the confines of this universality, and proceeds to apply it to his own language, without questioning its validity. In most respects this work is a translation of the Telḥîs, with the addition of only the minimum explanatory material from the glosses to allow the text to read fluently. His

¹ See the ihtâr, p. 1.
one departure from the practice of previous translators is in the provision of Turkish illustrations, not as mere translations of the Arabic examples, but as instances of a paradigm which the reader is urged to accept as applicable to Turkish in all respects. By providing mainly Turkish illustrations, he implies that the illustrated theory could have been deduced from Ottoman as well as from Arabic.

In the section on me‘änİ and beyän, the treatment of the individual fasîls proceeds in the same order and fashion as in the Telhîs, while in the fenn-i bedî’ he omits nine of the thirty-eight tropes, altering their order slightly and adding four more. Although it may appear superficially conservative in its approach, and otherwise completely derivative, the Belagat-i Lisân-ı ‘Osmâni is a revolutionary work, in that it implicitly suggests that Arabic rhetorical theory should be studied neither for its own sake, nor as an aid to the study of Arabic literature, but as a tool for the mastery of Ottoman prose and poetry, and as a basis for its literary criticism. On this tacit assumption the author feels freed of the necessity of quoting and explaining Arabic illustrations. He treats most examples, be they Persian, Turkish or Arabic, as an integral part of his own argument, offering elucidation when necessary, but no translation. Sections which cannot be dealt with satisfactorily within a Turkish context, such as the "trope by inflection" —the Turkish translations of which
are given in the appendices to this thesis—are omitted without comment.

In the following example we can observe how Ahmed Hamdi deals with teşbîh. The text of the Testhis is as follows:

Et-teşbîhü `d-delâletü `alâ müşâreketi
emrin li-emrin fi ma'na, ve-'l-murâd'u hâ-hûnâ
mâ lem tekûn `alâ vechî 'l-isti'areti
't-taâkîkîyetî ve-'l-isti'areti bi-'l-kinâyetî
ve-'t-tecrîdî, fe-dağhî fî-hî naḫû kavli-nâ
"Zeydûn esedûn", ve-kavli-hî – te'alâ – :
"Summûn bûkmûn 'umûn". Ve-'n-nazarâ hâ-hûnâ
fî erkânî-hî, ve-hîye tarafa-hî ve-vechû-hî
ve-sâtû-hî ve-fi 'l-gerâzî min-hî ve-fi
aksâmi-hî. (p. 238)

The Ottoman version reads thus:

Teşbîh, bir şey'ûm diğer bir şey ile
bir ma'nâda müşâreketine delâlet itmesine
dirler ki ol delâlet isti'âre-i taâkîkîye
ve isti'âre-i bi-'l-kinâyet [sic] ve tecrîd
tarîki-yle olmaya, megelâ: "Zeyd arslanâdur"
dinildükde Zeydûn arslan ile ma'nâ-yî
secâ'atde, ve durûb-î ımsâlen oldûğu üzere
"kızlarûn kulağî sağîr ve gözi kör ve ayâgî
"Topal olmaludur" dinildükde kür ile ma'nâ-yı 'amâda ve sağır ile aşammiyedeste ve topal ile gezemek ma'nâlarında iptirâk makûûddur. Yoksa hâkikatde arslan ve kür ve topal olmak ma'ûûd degildir.

Teşbîh'un dört rûkni vardır: biri "mûşebbeh", 2 "mûşebbehün bi-h", 3 "edât-î teşbîh", 4 "vech-i teşbîh" ... (p. 69)

We can see that the author is offering little more than a translation, but with some significant modifications. By altering the example from "Zeydün esedün" to "Zeyd arslandur", Ahmed Hamdi is not merely translating, but in fact is accepting the Turkish version as the real illustration. The Koranic verse on the other hand is abandoned in favour of a proverb which not only illustrates the same point, but is very close to the original in form and content. The fact that one can find authentic Turkish examples of these features of rhetoric, which had previously been illustrated in the Arabic language, is an explicit claim that they are applicable equally to both languages. What is implicit, however, is the notion that if one were to write a rhetoric of Turkish, based on analysis of the language, it would differ little from what we have in the Belâğat-i Lisân-ı 'Ogmâni. Although he makes no attempt to substitute Turkish technical terms in place of the Arabic, the author makes a conscious effort to Ottomanise Arabic constructions, even to the point of violating
accepted conventions, as in the case of "isti'are-i bi-'l-kināye". The insertion of the hemze over the final hā of "isti'are" forces the reader to pronounce this terkīb as if it were a Persian iñāfe and not an Arabic construction.

In the section devoted to the fenn-i bedī', Ahmed Ḥamdī provides convincing illustrations, drawing heavily from the stock of Turkish proverbs and poetry, supplementing it with his own simple illustrations and verse compositions. To illustrate ṭābāk (mutābika or tażadd) (pp. 95-96) he offers the following examples:

dōst ve düşmen; beyāz ve siyāh;

(R. 1) Bezm-ti-rezmi verd [-ū-] ḥār u 'afv-u-ḥaşmi nur-u-nār
Emn-u-bīmi taht-u-dār u mihr-u-kīni fahr-u-‘ār

bu meseleyi 'ālim bilür, cāhil bilmez;

1 Trans: His friendship and his emnity were like the rose with its sharp thorn
His clemency and anger were like radiant light and scorching flame
His surety and threatening royal throne and gallows tree
His love and hatred were a source of lasting glory or of shame.
It is clear that Ahmed Hamdî has chosen his illustrations with thought and care, so that they require no elucidation and are successful in all respects.

The following year (1294/1877) saw the publication of a work entitled the Zübdetü 'l-Beyân, by Miḥālīcī Hāccī Muṣṭafā Ef., a teacher at the Dārū 's-Safaka in Istanbul. This text-book is restricted to beyân, and the subject is studied in very much greater detail than in the Belāğat-i Lisān-ı Qsmānī, which comprises all three branches of the science of rhetoric. Being neither wholly a translation nor a Turkish commentary on the Teḥbîṣ, it may be best described as a rationalised rearrangement of the material in the latter, discarding what is impenetrable, elucidating and commenting on the obscure, and translating the obvious. Thus, for example, while he has omitted large portions of the material on teḥbîṣ, he has enlarged the section on

1 Trans: My heart is joyous in your love my eye is moist from grief and care
In one abode there's mirth and joy in one there's sorrow and despair
mecāz-1 mūrseľ from the few lines in the Telhīs to thirty pages in the Zubdetū l-Beyān. Although he always looks to Teftāzānī's commentaries for elucidation and will occasionally use extracts therefrom, the additional material is mainly his own contribution. The work exhibits throughout the painstaking care with which he has sifted through the material of the Telhīs, choosing only that which can be understood without presupposing existing knowledge of the subject, and reorganising it into a more logical framework.

His examples, having been chosen for their appropriateness, are for the greater part extremely helpful, and rarely require more than the minimum explanation. In the first instance, they are generally translations of those in the Telhīs, if they are suitable; when they are not, they are either taken from the Muṭavvel, or coined by the author himself. When dealing with mecāz-1 mūrseľ, he lists all twelve types of adjunct ('alāka) identified in the Telhīs and Muṭavvel, providing them with Turkish versions of the same illustrations, to which he adds a further twenty-one types, but with his own illustrations. As an example of the adjunct ʿitalāk, in mecāz-1 mūrseľ, he offers the following example: "'Ḵurṣun atdim' diyūb, 'tūfēnk ile Ḵurṣun atdim' dimegi murād itmek gibī" (p. 21); and to illustrate lāzimīyet as an adjunct: "bu Cūm'a Aya Şofya Cāmi'ine gîtdim" (p. 26).
It is regrettable that this work did not find greater currency among the students at the new colleges which were being founded at this time. The fact that it was never reprinted and the relative scarcity of its copies indicate the obscurity in which it remained, overshadowed by the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye of Cevdet Paşa, in which the treatment of beyân is in many respects inferior. The following passage, which once again explains the concept of "trope by inflection", will serve to illustrate some of the virtues of this work:

3 Mecâz bi 'z-Ziyâde

Li-ecli 'l-mübâlağa bir lafzî ziyâde idere son stöylenen terâÎberden "Seniî kaarindaşîî yokdûr" diyecek yerde "Karindaşîînî kaarindaşî yokdûr" denilir ki yine ma'nâ karindaşîî yokdur dimek olub, biri zâ'id olur. Ve "Hakk - subhâne-hü ve-te'âlà - niî misli yokdur" diyecek yerde "Hakk - subhâne-hü ve-te'âlà - niî mislinîî misli yokdur" denildiği gibi.

4 Mecâz bi-'n-Noksân

Aâlî terâÎbden ba'âzî lafzîlîî ışızî-yîle tekellûm olunan terâÎberden "Câmi'îî kapusi açıldı" diyecek iken mûzâfî ışız iderek "Câmi' açıldı" dimek, ve "Şirbistan ehâlîsi 'âsl oldî"
This passage is based on the Mutavvel, from which he selects only those illustrative points which help to develop the argument, successfully resisting the temptation to overstate it and, thereby, obfuscate its main point. He seems to have extracted the essentials of this rambling exegesis, subjected them to logical analysis and produced something clear, where previously there had existed only the cryptic summary of the Telhiz and its verbose and impenetrable commentaries. For the first time the Turkish student had a text-book which explained Arabic rhetorical theory in a manner that was not only easy to assimilate, but was to some extent relevant to his own experience. Although the text is full of illustrations which employ the archetypal Zeyd, most, in fact, refer to objects or ideas within the experience of the Ottoman student. References to Serbia, Aya Sofya and modern armaments are most persuasive means of helping students to realise that the theory is applicable.
These four works, the Terceme-i Telhîs, the Nef'-i Mu'avvel: Terceme-i Telhîs-U-Mu'avvel, the Belâğat-i Lisân-i 'Osmânî and the Zûbdetü 'l-Beyân, each, in their turn, played a significant role in the development of an Ottoman rhetoric. The first two, both translations, are attempts on the part of the Ottomans to escape from the servile dependence on the authorities, whose works had become the core of the educational system of the Empire. Even those of them who are most abject in their respect for the sources, in some way betray a realisation that the system was not entirely adequate for the purposes of an Ottoman Turkish rhetoric. The very fact of translation must be taken as indicative of this, and as these translations gradually seek the expansion and clarification of the material that tradition compelled them to rely on, it is not too much to assert that they were in this way protesting at the constricting conditions of the educational system. The works herein treated are merely the best-known of many similar efforts of this kind attested in the biographies of the 'ulemâ, and should not be regarded as isolated instances. While it might be too much to claim that there was a conscious effort to liberate this aspect of education from the consecrated precedents, they nevertheless, each in its own way, and in its own time, represent a tacit expression of the sense of inadequacy
felt by Ottoman scholars in the materials they were obliged to study and teach.¹

The translation and subsequent publication of the Muṭavvel marks the end of a period in which the Ottoman 'ulema tried to come to terms with Arabic rhetorical theory. By offering a Turkish version of the entire Muṭavvel, 'Abdünnāfi' had virtually translated most of the curriculum's required reading for rhetoric, the remaining works being merely commentaries, glosses and versifications based on the Telḫīs. Although it was far from his intention, by translating this pivotal work on classical rhetoric, he demonstrated most effectively the total inadequacy of the traditional approach. The study of Arabic rhetoric was abandoned with seemingly little regret, and henceforth the Telḫīs was to be exploited as a framework for the creation of an Ottoman rhetoric. The transition from the Telḫīs to the Belāqat-ı 'Osmānīye of

¹ In A. Uğur's study of the Ottoman 'ulema, The Ottoman 'Ulemā in the mid-17th Century: an Analysis of the Vakā'ī'ül-Fuṣūlā of Meḥmed Şeybā Ef. (Ph.D. Thesis: Edinburgh University, 1973) we have several references to 'ālims preparing commentaries and glosses on rhetoric (see I, 50, 279; II, 410, 692) and in particular a translation of the Telḫīs, by 'Arūzī Meḥmed Ef. (d. 1084/1673), II, 614.
Cevdet Paşa as the basic work of rhetorical theory in the Empire was not sudden; it proceeded through four stages: (1) the translation of the Telhığ, (2) the translation of the Muṣavvel, (3) the translation of its theory from Arabic into Turkish, with examples cited only from the latter language, and (4) the adaptation of its material to the needs of Ottoman, omitting the tedious, and expanding the relevant. The arrival of the Belāğat-i 'Osmānîye and even of the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât of Ekrem should not be regarded as revolutionary as might first appear, for, indeed, this achievement was being prepared for over three centuries by the implicit sense of protest against an alien importation to be detected in the commentaries, translations, annotations, and explanations of many of the 'ulemâ.
CHAPTER FIVE

THE B伊拉GAT-ı 'OMYA'IYE

Cevdet Paşa (1822-1895), the author of the B伊拉GAT-ı 'OMYA'IYE, was one of that small group commonly known as the Men of the Tanzimat. While Muştafat Reşid Paşa (1800-1858), 'Ali Paşa (1815-1871) and Fu'âd Paşa (1815-1869) all rose to the highest positions in the government, Cevdet Paşa's role was less that of a statesman and more a civil servant responsible for the actual task of drawing up legislation, and consequently he failed to attain the supreme offices of state.1

The three great statesmen of the Tanzimat all had similar careers; having acquired experience in foreign affairs, they all occupied at sometime the post of Minister of External Affairs, the Grand Vizierate and, with the exception of Reşid Paşa, the presidency of the Council of Tanzimat. Cevdet Paşa, on the other hand, occupied many important ministerial positions concerned with the direction and implementation of the Tanzimat reforms, but for a variety of reasons, at no time did he acquire a premier position in formulating the overall policy of the

1 The sources for the biography of Cevdet Paşa can be found in A. Ölmezoğlu's article on him in İ.A.
State. He was considerably more educated than his colleagues, and being somewhat younger than them it was natural that his best chances of advancement lay in attaching himself to their retinue. Receiving his first official appointment at the age of 26, he was within two years promoted to the Meclis-i Ma‘arif and shortly afterwards to the directorship of the Dârû ’l-Mu‘allimîn. Thereafter followed numerous directorships and ministerial posts, mainly in the field of education and law, areas in which Cevdet Paşa's education in the ‘İmîye gave him an advantage over his colleagues. This classical background and his deep grounding in the traditional curriculum probably rendered him psychologically unsuited for the highest positions in the Tanzimat governments, where an uncritical belief in reform for its own sake was necessary rather than the conversancy with the traditional Islamic sciences which Cevdet Paşa could offer.

His ministerial duties and official commitments were allowed to occupy only part of his time, and much of his energy was devoted to drafting legislation, as well as to providing text-books for the educational institutions for which he was responsible. While his colleagues were enthusiastically engaged in propagating wide-sweeping reforms, it was to Cevdet Paşa that they delegated the task of actually implementing them.
In all things a moderate, he saw only too clearly that the reforming zeal of his colleagues arose from a shallow appreciation of the foundations of Ottoman culture, and he feared that their admiration for things European might lead them to question many of the established values, the preservation of which was for him the principal inducement to the reform of the state institutions. The classical conception of the Ottoman State was that of an organic unit centered around the person of the ruler, whose duty it was to protect, maintain and foster Islam and all thereto pertaining. As the basis of Islam was the Arabic Koran so, too, should Ottoman culture reflect the dominant position of those traditional sciences which found their origins in the study of the Holy Book. European pressure for the establishment of a secular constitutional state, thereby reducing the dominant position of the Šeri'at, would not only endanger the executive power of the Caliph but bring into question many of the cultural values which were held sacrosanct by Cevdet Paşa and most of his countrymen. He was not, however, a reactionary, for he realised that without institutional reform the State could not survive; and he consequently channelled his immense energies into reconciling the classical institutions with prevailing conditions. Yet, as earnest as was his zeal for reform, no less was he wholeheartedly committed to the preservation of Ottoman culture as he conceived it.
To Cevdet Paşa was delegated the task of codifying the whole of Ottoman law, a monumental project which resulted in the publication of a twelve volumed codex entitled the *Mecelle-i Ahkâm-1 'Adliye*, a work which was instrumental in preserving the fundamental position of the Şeri'at in the legal system.² Cevdet Paşa’s motives for introducing the *Mecelle* are clear, he feared lest the theory and practice of Ottoman law be replaced by a Western model which was seen to operate well for its own society. He appreciated that unless he could provide the Empire with a comprehensive and modern legal system, forces, both within and without the country, would impose a legal framework which would be alien to the Ottoman spirit.

In matters of education too, he exhibited a marked reluctance to throw out the content of the classical curriculum. In the early years of his public life he began to prepare text-books for the new schools which had been established by the reforms. There being no question of replacing the old medrese system of higher education, the reformers contented themselves with establishing a parallel system of schooling in which new subjects would be taught. Common to both systems, however, was a need for instruction in grammar and composition, the ignorance of which was so painfully apparent in many of the employees.

of the government. In the medrese it was Arabic alone that figured in the syllabus, and consequently the new schools had to provide a similar education in the Turkish language, including the formal study of literature. Cevdet Paşa assumed the responsibility for writing all the necessary text-books for the study of the vernacular.

In a preface to the Belāğat-i 'Osmāniye, Cevdet Paşa outlined his programme for the study of the Ottoman language. Acknowledging that it was greatly indebted to Arabic which he saw as the principle source of Ottoman, he felt it necessary to discuss the Arabic linguistic sciences as applied to the Ottoman language (pp. 3-5). The 'Ulūm-i Edebiye, as formulated by Cevdet Paşa, are eight, with four "branch" sciences:

'Usūl-i şemāniye: luğat, şarf, ış tikāk, nahv, me'āni, beyān, 'arūz ve kāfiye fennleriidür.
Furū'-ı erba'a: inşā, kart-ı şir, muhāzarāt ve ħāṭṭ, ya'ni ımlā, fennleri (p. 6)

The basic sciences can, therefore, be notionally translated as: lexicography, morphology, etymology, syntax, semantics, exposition, prosody and rhyme. The four branch sciences are prose composition, poetic composition, the

---

1 References to the text are to the first edition (İstanbul, 1298/1881).
art of the anecdote and calligraphy.\footnote{Within this framework he produced a series of works which would serve as text-books for some of these literary sciences. The} In the Beyânü ’l-’Unvân (Istanbul, 1273/1857), Cevdet Paşa gives a summary of the linguistic sciences (pp. 34-35) in which he defines the four "branch sciences" thus:

"Fûrû' olarak dağı dîger dört fenn vardır:
fenn-i ḥâtî ve fenn-i ƙarz-1 şi‘r ve fenn-i inşâ ve fenn-i muḥâzâratdır. Zîrâ bahş, eger nûkûş-1 kitâbete dâ‘ir olursa, fenn-i ḥâtî; ve eger kelâm-1 manzûma maḥşûs olursa, fenn-i ƙarz-1 şi‘r; ve eger kelâm-1 menşûra maḥşûs olursa, fenn-i inşâ; ve eger manzûm ve menşûrdan birine maḥşûs olmayarak ikisine dağı şâmil olursa fenn-i muḥâzârat tesmiye olunur." (pp. 36-37)

Cevdet Paşa's use of the term muḥâzârat in this classification is rather idiosyncratic, and one cannot be quite sure what exactly it is that he means. The definition provided by Ahmed Taşköprizâde in the Miftâhû 's-Sâ‘âde (vol. I [Hyderabad, 1899], p. 182) would hardly make it appropriate to what seems to be the general intention of Cevdet Paşa in this analysis. The definition runs: "This is the subject from the study/
first was the خواعد-ال 'Osманیye, a work produced in cooperation with فؤاد پشا, while residing in بورصة in 1849. This was the first Ottoman grammar to be written in Turkish and was intended to serve the needs of the pupils at the newly established وسطیye schools. Cevdet پشا combined within this work the 'ilm-i نسخ and the 'ilm-i گرفت, having decided that the former science was too insubstantial to stand on its own when applied to the Ottoman language. In 1865 a shortened version of the work, entitled the مدنی-ال خواعد, was published in order that the students at the primary schools might

study of which is derived the ability to quote the works of others in respect of the appropriateness of their general sense and their particular relevance." He goes on to distinguish مهارةت and ماانی specifying the first as having particular relevance to the topic under discussion while مهارةت is "the use of the words of eloquent men in the course of conversation, introduced as anecdote appropriate to the situation".

1 This was first published in 1281/1864. It was reprinted seventeen times, three times under the title: خواعد-ال 'Osمانی. See تزکیر, IV, 45; بلاغت-ال 'Osمانیye, 3.
study it in preparation for the Kavā'īd-i Ḥavāmānīye. The work was further simplified and published in an edition of 15,000 copies as the Kavā'īd-i Tūrkīye (1875).¹

At the end of the Kavā'īd-i Ḥavāmānīye, Cevdet Paşa committed himself to compiling a work on Ottoman rhetoric, for he felt that although his grammar provided the student with the means of giving correct expression to his intended meaning in the Ottoman language, he would nevertheless be unable to express it eloquently without a knowledge of rhetoric. During one of his terms as Minister of Education, he had formed a committee to organise the curricula of the public and specialist schools, and he was himself later commissioned by this committee to write a work on rhetoric. However, the pressure of the work entailed in fulfilling his numerous commitments prevented him from turning his attention to this immediately. In 1879 he was reappointed Minister of Justice and opened the

¹ This was first published in 1292/1875, and thereafter reprinted six times. See Tezâkir, IV, 126. Žiýâ Gōkalp in Tūrkçülüğün Esasları argues that Cevdet Paşa failed to recognise the status of Turkish by calling his grammar the Kavā'īd-i Ḥavāmānīye in contrast to Süleymān Paşa who preferred Sarf-ı Tūrkī, overlooking the fact that Cevdet compiled the Kavā'īd-i Tūrkīye. Principles of Turkism, trans R. Devereux (Leiden, 1968), 4.
first modern school of law, the curriculum of which was to include the teaching of belāğa. In 1881 the second year students of the Mekteb-i Ḥükük began their studies and Cevdet Paşa took it upon himself personally to teach the students belāğa once a week. His lecture notes became the basis for the Belāğa-at-i 'Osmāniye which was finished during a vacation in Saʿbān of 1299 (June 1882). Shortly afterwards the work was published and subsequently ran into six editions between the years 1881 and 1908.\(^1\)

The syllabus of the Mekteb-i Ḥükük included both traditional subjects as well as new courses which were to be taught for the first time. In the curriculum were the following subjects: Fikh, Mecelle-i Ahkām-i 'Adliye, Uṣūl-i Fikh, General Survey of Law Systems, Law and Institutions of the Ottoman Empire, Roman Law, Commercial Law, Court Procedure, Criminal Law and Interrogation Procedure, Maritime Law, International Law, Treaties, and finally Political Economy. Rhetoric was taught in addition to these basic courses, probably on the recommendation of Cevdet Paşa, who personally taught the class despite the pressure of work entailed in the post of Minister of Justice which he filled at this period. The relevancy of rhetoric to the study of law was accepted by traditional

---

\(^1\) See Belāğa-at-i 'Osmāniye, 4-5; Tezâkir IV, 196 ff. and 214-215; also O. Ergin, Türkiye Maarif Tarihi (Istanbul, 1941), 890 ff. The title page of the 1st edition gives the year 1298, which could possibly refer to the financial year.
scholars who, realising that law was transmitted through the medium of language, taught the linguistic sciences in the medreses. Cevdet Paşa certainly realised that the students of the Mekteb-i Ḥukûk would become the first generation of Ottoman jurists and as such would be required either to draft or to interpret new laws; the study of Turkish composition would therefore complement their legal studies.¹

The Belâğat-i 'Osmāniye is, as its title implies, the classical Arabic theory of rhetoric rendered applicable to Ottoman, little more in fact than the Telhis in Turkish.²

1 The relationship between the linguistic sciences and the study of law is succinctly formulated by Ḥalâl in his Mukaddime, a work with which Cevdet Paşa was very familiar, having translated it into Ottoman: "The pillars of the Arabic language are four, lexicography, grammar, syntax and style (bayān), and literature. Knowledge of them all is necessary for religious scholars, since the source of all religious laws is the Qu'rān and the Sunnah, which are in Arabic" (Trans: F. Rosenthal: Ibn Khaldūn, An Introduction to History; the Muqaddimah, Abridged ed. [London, 1967], p. 433.

2 Cavid Baysun, in the index to vol. IV of Tezâkir, suggests that Cevdet Paşa adopted the Muhtasar as his model. While it can be established that he relied on one of the commentaries it is virtually impossible
Its arrangement, consisting of a mukaddime and three chapters devoted to meʿānī, beyān and bedī', mirrors that of its Arabic model, with little effort at the adaptation of the theory to a different language, a different educational system and the demands of a different society. To the introduction, Cevdet Paşa appends a brief discussion of language, taken from the science of logic, the chapters on meʿānī and beyān, however, remaining more or less the same. The bedī' section presents a selection of the numerous figures found in the Telhīs, to which is added a fasıl on chronograms.

It must, however, be recognised as utterly failing in its avowed purpose of providing a rhetorical system for Turkish, and its inadequacy can be attributed to the confused conceptions held by its author concerning the nature and scope of the subject itself. Cevdet Paşa seems to have regarded rhetoric as an absolute science of universal application, much as mathematics or physics, the laws of which governed all languages; consequently, he could confidently assume that those Arabic texts with which he was familiar could serve the demands of Turkish by merely modifying a few details. Whereas the proper approach would have been to deduce law and principle from his own determine which of Teftāzānī's two șerhs, the Mutavvel or the Muhtasar, he used (p. 286, entry "Belâgat-i Osmâniyye").
literature, he was content to seek in it only those examples which illustrated the foreign system.

While it is true that most literary modes in Ottoman Turkish were borrowed, usually from either Persian or Arabic, and underwent a development which can be identified as stages of translation, adaptation, imitation and, finally, imitation with some original features, they then developed into established forms within the body of Turkish literature. In this sense the Belāğat-i 'Osmānīye can be regarded as a work that goes beyond mere servile translation but yet cannot be acknowledged as having adapted itself to its Turkish context. The greater part of the work is no more than translation and rearrangement of familiar materials with lip service to the fact that it was intended as a rhetoric of the Turkish language. Although the very title of the work declares the intention of the author to write a rhetoric of the Turkish language, the fact that throughout the text very few definitions apply particularly to Turkish, would suggest that the author did not feel that the Turkish language required a distinct rhetoric of its own but could manage well with the rhetorical system of the Arabs provided that it was translated into Turkish and with illustrations in that language.

Cevdet Paşa is undoubtedly justified in regarding the rhetorical features of beyân as of equal validity to either
Turkish or Arabic, simile, metaphor and metonomy being common to all languages. He is not justified, however, in expecting a translation, albeit adapted, of the Arabic text of the Təlbİş to convey much more meaning than the original Arabic. Indeed, one can only suppose that the Arabic definitions were somewhat obscure both in their original form and in their subsequent translation, and that their authors relied on the illustrations to convey the actual force of the argument.

Cevdet Paşa adopted in extenso the classical Islamic expository style employed in the Təlbİş: definition, explanation, illustration and elucidation of the illustration. The first step, definition, is intended to be succinct, often to the point of unintelligibility, necessitating the second step, explanation. The illustration was by far the most important step, for it is the means by which the reader can recognise the feature under discussion in a concrete form. The illustration was often of two types: the first, a statement coined by the author which contains the feature under discussion in its simplest form: as in "Zeyd is like a lion" to illustrate the simile; the second, which in the Təlbİş is invariably culled from poetry, gives validity to the rhetorical feature by attesting to its existence in poetry — and hence in literature. The first type of illustration should not be thought of as in any way being an example of the feature in prose, but rather as a non-poetical statement in which
the feature is illustrated in isolation, reduced to its barest essential. The final optional step is the elucidation of the illustration which is provided, not always because the beyt or misrâ in question contains some inherent difficulty, but often because the author is at a loss to find a categorical illustration which will exemplify the feature in question and that only. The elucidation can therefore be thought of as an attempt to reconcile the illustration to the definition. In fact, in this form of presentation the classical system reverses the order in which the science of rhetoric developed, for it is generally obvious that the definition proceeds from the example rather than the reverse. Those striking features of expression in a literary work which would detain the reader are inspirational in origin, and it was the attempt of the scholastic mentality to reduce these to formal definition that gave birth to rhetoric and consequently to the ambiguities and inadequacies of most of its foundations and definitions. One could react to the effective literary passage in a variety of ways which, taken together would constitute what we today call criticism; it was because the Islamic rhetorician regarded his subject as an appendix to grammar that he felt required to reduce these features to a system.

Cevdet Paşa's major contribution to the understanding of beyân lies in the illustrations taken from the corpus of Ottoman poetry, which he provides generously, for as
has already been suggested it was the illustrations that made the definition intelligible. The Turkish illustrations also serve to attest to the existence of the rhetorical feature and hence to give it validity. It is to Cevdet Paşa's credit that he departed from the narrow concept of rhetoric as a function of poetry to the extent of providing a true illustration of a form of teşbîh as attested in a passage of prose. He often omits illustrative beyts, providing only the essential exemplary statement to serve as the example. This economy of style would be entirely laudatory were it not for the suspicion that Cevdet Paşa was at a loss for a beyt to illustrate exactly the point in question, a suspicion reinforced by the fact that the section on simile—a relatively easy rhetorical feature to understand—is abundantly illustrated whereas the section on the mecâz-i mûrsel has but one beyt.

That the definitions in the Belâyat-i 'Ogmânîye depart little from the Arabic originals would suggest that Cevdet Paşa expended no great effort in attempting to turn the language of the Telhîş, which in itself is often difficult, into intelligible Turkish. His attitude would seem to have been that a work with which he himself was so familiar merely required transposition into a Turkish syntactical framework, with the minimum change in vocabulary to meet the needs of the students for whom the book was intended. The difficulty of the original is not so much a matter of Arabic syntax, but lies in the economical
use of language which renders complex concepts even more obscure by stripping all statements down to their barest essentials. Because Turkish syntactical structure differs essentially from that of Arabic in its development of the idea, these definitions in the Belāgat-i 'Osmanîye become often even more obscure than their counterparts in the Telhîs.

The inadequacy of Cevdet's definitions and his servile reliance on his Arabic model can be observed in the following passage, where he attempts to explain the nature of the mecâz-i 'aklî. He begins as usual with the definition:

Mecâz-i 'aklî, bir fi'îli mâ huve lehine, ya'ni, 'inde 'l-mûtekellim hakkî olan mûlâbesine isnâd itmeyüb de mâ huve lehîn ĝayrî olan mûlâbesine isnâd itmekdir. (p. 125)

based on the following passage from the Telhîs:

\[
\ldots ve-hûvê isnâdû-hû [fi'î] ilê mûlâbesîn le-hû ĝayrî mâ huve le-hû bi-'te'evvûlîn. \quad (p. 45)
\]

Cevdet Paşa fails to tell his reader that this "Turkish" definition is borrowed not from the beyân section of the Telhîs, but from the section on me'ânî. As this discussion
belongs properly to the latter rather than the former, the reader can be forgiven for wondering what the terms isnād and fi‘l, which are particular to me‘ānī, are doing in a discussion which has been transposed to the section on beyān. Furthermore he uses the word mūlabes with neither an indication of its vowelling, nor an explanation of its meaning which would normally be ascertained from its context, which in this case, of course, does not exist.

The determined student would understand the definition to mean: "Intellectual Trope occurs when the verb is not attributed to what is intrinsic to it, that is to say, when it is not attributed to something intimately connected with it, in the opinion of the speaker, but rather to something which is not intimately connected with it." It is quite clear that this definition needs expansion, so Cevdet Paşa proceeds to explain it:

Fi‘le, fā‘ili mūlabes oldığı gibi, zaman ve mekân ve sebebi dahi mūlabes olur. Ve bunların fi‘le mūlabesede fā‘il ile ıştırâkleri meczāz-ı ‘âklini ‘alâkasıdır; faḳaṭ bunda dahi ƙarîne-i māni‘e bulunmak şartdîr. (p. 126)

Again he follows closely the original Arabic:
He adds a condition to the original, thus relating the discussion for the first time to beyân. The above passage can be understood as meaning: "Just as the subject of the verb is intimately connected to it, so too are its time, place and cause. Their sharing together with the subject, a common intimate connection with the verb, is the adjunct of the intellectual trope, with the proviso that there also exists therein restrictive adjunct." This statement does little to clarify the definition, indeed it adds to the existing confusion by introducing additional factors which themselves need explanation.

The third step, the illustration, makes the above statements much clearer, by offering for the first time a statement which may be understood in its absolute form, without requiring the reader to refer to context in order for it to convey a meaning. The concrete image presented in the following illustration is the pivotal point of the whole discussion:

Megelâ, bir mütedeyyin kimse "mevsim-i bahar otları inbat eyledi" didükde, mecâz-ı 'âkî olur, zîrâ anu'n 'indinde otları inbat iden bârî Te'âlâ Hzâretleridir, faqât vak'tî bahar
olmağıla sanki otları ol mevsim inbāt idiyor
gibi taḥayyūl iderek "inbāt" fi‘lini zamanına
ısnād eyler. Emmā bu sözi bir Denrī söylemiş
olsa mecāz olmayub ḥakīkat olur. (p. 121)

Even in the example he follows closely the Arabic:

\[ Īnba ḥakīkatūn 'akliyetūn
\]
\[ . . . kāvalī 'l-mū‘minī: "enbeta ḥalāḥū
\]
\[ 'l-baklī ve-kāvalī 'l-cāhilī: "Enbete 'r-rebī‘ū
\]
\[ 'l-baklī ve-min-hū mecāzūn 'akliyūn . . .
\]
\[ ve-kāvlu-nā bi-'t-teevvūl yuḥriḍū mā merrē
\]
\[ ḥakīkatūn 'l-cāhilī. (pp. 44-45)
\]

Cevdet Paşa's simple illustration entirely elucidates the
preceding definition and explanation. In fact, his
argument, as presented at this stage, could well stand
on its own, little expansion being necessary to make this
statement completely explanatory and the previous state­
ments redundant.

Cevdet, having defined mecāz-1 'akli, at least to
his own satisfaction, now proceeds to exhaust all the
possibilities which this trope encompasses:

Mecāz-1 'aklīnūn yā iki tarafı, ḥakīkat, veyā
ikisi de mecāz-1 lugavī; yā-ḥod biri ḥakīkat,
digeri mecāz-1 lugavī olur. [1] Nitekim
misal-1 mezkùrda iki tarafı dañi hakiktadir.


[4] Ve "zamânîf nev-civânliq otlarî inbât eyledi" didigimizde mûsnedün ileyh mecâz, mûsned hakîkat olur. (pp. 126-127)

The above passage is based on:

Ve-aksámû-hû erba'a'tûn: Li-enne tarafey-hi

[1] immâ hakîkatânı nañü: "enbête 'r-rebi'tû
'l-baklî ev mecâzânı nañü" ahve 'l-arç şibâbû
'z-zamânî; ev muhtelifânı nañü [3] "enbete
'l-baklî şibâbû 'z-zamân, ve [4] ahve 'l-arza
'r-rebi'tû. (pp. 48-49)
The bare statement of the Telhis is considered to be insufficient and Cevdet Paşa here has recourse to the Muṭavvel to elucidate the figurative nature of "ṣibābū 'z-zamān" and "ahye 'l-arţ":

The Arabic of the Telhis is both precise and clear; it notices that there are four possible permutations of the simple statement consisting of a subject and predicate, here classified as mecāz-ī 'aklī. The context of the Telhis — the chapter is entitled "Aḥvālu 'l-īsnādi 'l-ḥaberiyyī" and definitions are provided for all the terms — indicates that the tarafān are the mūsned (predicate) and the mūsned ileyh (subject), but Cevdet Paşa, on the other hand, does not identify these tarafān until the end of the paragraph. As he has transposed this discussion
from the me‘āni section of the Telhīs to the beyān section, any reference to tarafān will suggest in the mind of the reader the müşebbeh and the müşebbehün bih, or their corresponding elements in isti‘āre or kināye. The gratuitous expansion of the second permutation of the trope, where Cevdet Paşa has recourse to the Muṭavvel, no matter how useful it may be in itself, is nevertheless inconsistent with his terse economic style, and therefore confusing.

Having completed the classification of the mecāz-ı 'aklī according to whether its two elements are figurative or real, Cevdet Paşa introduced three examples to illustrate three further points, the exact nature of which will probably elude the reader:

Faḳaṭ bu fi‘lde daḥl-ı ‘ażīmi oldiğindan ol fi‘l, sebebine isnād kâbilinden olarak aحا isnād olur.

"Fulân âdam 'ayn-ı 'adâletdir" yâ-ḥod "'Adâlet-i mucessemendir" ve yâ-ḥod "'adâlet odur" cümleleri daḥi ke-ẓâlik mecâz-ı 'âklî kabîlîndendir, Çünkü 'adâlet, ol âdamiî işlediği işlere mâhmûl-u -mûsned olur, zâtîna ḥaml-ı-ısnâd olunamaz; faḳat çok 'adâlet eylediği cihatle, âyê 'adâlet tecessûm etmiş gibi, taḥayyûl olunarak âna ısnâd olunur.

Egerçi bu migllû terkiblerde muştâf mâhzûfdir, ya'nî "ehl-ı 'adâlet" yâ "şâhib-ı 'adâlet" deyî te'vel olunmak daḥi kâbil ise de, bu taḳdîrce mâltub olan mubâlağa fevt olub, 'âdî söz ḥükmine girer. (pp. 127-128)

The first example is based on an illustration from the Telhis: "Hezeme 'l-emîrû 'l-cûndî" (p. 50), which also illustrates mecâz-ı 'âklî. The point being made is that the "commander" is made the subject of the sentence rather than "his army" by attribution of the act of "destroying" to him rather than his army, which in logic is the true subject of the action. This is done because the concept of "commanding", on the basis of a causal relationship, is bound closely to the idea of "destroying".

The second example comes from the Telhis: "Mahabbetû-kâ'et bî iley-kê" (p. 50);"serret-nî rû'yetû-kê" (p. 51). In classifying them as of the same type as above
[...cümleleri dağı bu kabıldendir], Cevdet Paşa does not specify either "mecāz-ı 'aḫlī" or ". . . sebebine isnād kabılı. . ." as the referent.

Cevdet expands the argument presented in the previous paragraph, providing an appendix to the section on Mecāz-ı 'aḫlī:

Ber vech-i bālā muṣāf ḥażf olınub da, muṣāfūn ileyh anıf alaḳāma ʾikāme olunduğu ḫâlde "mecāz-ı ḥażfī" denilir. Yerine göre bu dağı bir ṭarîk-ı meslûkîdur, faḳâṭ mütekellimîn ʾarzına 'āʾîd bir meslekdîr.


Kezâlik ber vech-i bâlā "fulān ēdam 'adāletdîr" denilse mubâlağa ḥuṣûlî içün, mecaz-ı 'aḫlîye ḥaml olunmak munâsib olmaz. (p. 128)
This is based on the following passage from the Telhîs:

Ve-kad yuṭlakî 'l-mecâz ilâ kelimetin taḡayyere ḥâkî i 'râbi-hâ bi-hâzî lafzîn . . . ke-kâvî-hî Teʾâlâ: ve-câʾe rebbî-ke, ve-sʾelî 'l-kâryeṭe . . . ey emrî rebbî-ke, ve ehlû 'l-kâryetî . . . (p. 336)¹

The Belâgat-i 'Osmânîye remains in many ways a very unsatisfactory work. Retaining the format of a rhetorical system which had already proven itself inadequate to the needs of society, it was a defiant rebuttal of the arguments for change advanced by the modernists under the influence of Western literary standards. Although completely inadequate as a Turkish rhetoric, it did, however, have the positive merit of providing an exposition of classical Islamic rhetorical theory. Despite its numerous obscurities, it at least rendered the Arabic examples into Turkish, or even produced original Turkish examples, with the aid of which even the least proficient of Arabic scholars could have access to Islamic rhetoric through the medium of Turkish. It need hardly be pointed

¹ Compare Cevdet Paşaʾs treatment with the commentary on this passage in the Muṭavvel (p. 405) and the Muṭâṣâr (p. 185). The Turkish translation of the Muṭavvelʾs commentary on this passage is given in Appendix II to this work.
out, however, that such attainment was hardly what was required by students of modern law in the changing society of late Nineteenth Century Turkey.

The quality of the scholarship is uneven: on the one hand, it manifests flashes of genius such as Cevdet Paşa's rendition of la ilâhe illa 'llah into Turkish as "yokdur tapacak çalabîr ancaq" (pp. 8-9), while on the other hand it is marred by basic errors when, for instance, he attributes examples to the wrong poets. However, its chief fault lies in his failure to significantly improve and build upon the contributions of two of his predecessors, Ahmed HINGI's Belâgat-ı Lisân-ı 'Ogmânî and Miğalicî Muştafâ Efendi's Zübêtü 'l-Beyân. The Belâgat-ı 'Ogmânîye mirrors to a large degree the treatment in the Belâgat-ı Lisân-ı 'Ogmânî, a work published at the behest of Cevdet Paşa. That, however, is not to accuse him of plagiarism, for both works follow the argument of the Telhîs so closely that most similarities may be attributed to their common source. Nevertheless certain coincidences cannot be ascribed to this, as for example, the fact that both works

1 One instance of this is Ḥayâlî's mîrâq:'
(H1) 0 mähîler ki deryâ içredûr deryâyî bilmezler wrongly attributed to Fuğûlî (p. 41).
illustrate Garābet with the Turkish word "ğalab". 1 It is Cevdet Paşa, however, who is credited with the authorship

1 The text of the Beläğat-i Lisän-İ 'Ogmání reads thus:

"Garābet isti'māli gayrī me'nūs ve vaḥṣī olan elfāzdīr. Megelā eski Türkçede Allāh -te'ālā - ḥazretlerine ğalab... denilir diye tekkellüm ve inşāda kullanılmak maḥv-ı feşahatirdir." (p. 6)

The text of the Beläğat-i 'Ogmāniye:

"Garābet. Kelimeniī vaḥṣī olmasi, ya'nī me'nūstū 'l-isti'māl ve zāhirī 'l-ma'nā olmamasıdır... "

Lā ilāhe illa 'llāh 'ibāre-ī şerifesiniī aşl Türkçesi Yokdur ẓapacak ğalabdird ancak 'ibāresidir. Ve Türkçe ğalab lafz-ı celâleniī tercemesidir, lākin şimdi lisânımızda müsta'mel degildir." (pp. 8-9)

The similarity in the wording of the definition may be attributed to the common source, the Muťavvel:

Ve-'l-ğarabettü: Kevnu 'l-kelimet vaḥṣīyeten, gayrē zāhiretī 'l-ma'nā ve-lā me'nūsete 'l-isti'māli. (p. 18)
of the first Ottoman work of rhetoric. While there is no doubt that the Belâğat-i ‘Osmâniye is an improvement over the Belâğat-i Lisân-i ‘Osmâni, its superiority to the Zübdetü ’l-Beyân cannot be argued so strongly. In method and approach as traditional as the rhetorics of Cevdet Paşa and Ahmed Ḥamdî, this latter work does however restrict itself to beyân and consequently offers a treatment which is defensible. This second section of the tripartite formulation of Islamic rhetoric, containing an analysis of figures of speech of relevance to all languages, stands well on its own, and to treat it as merely the second of the three Islamic sciences of rhetoric can only be a retrograde step on the road to a Turkish rhetoric.

However the quality of the Belâğat-i ‘Osmâniye is only a secondary consideration in the evaluation of its impact on the succeeding generation of students. Whatever the defects inherent in the works, it cannot be denied that this book became extremely popular, and the favourable reception that it received must in part be attributed to the eminence of its author. Cevdet Paşa's aim was to supply the uniform system of education, which it was hoped to bring into the Empire, with a text-book which would find the same universal acceptance as had the standard Arabic works of the medrese, which were now losing both relevance and usefulness. Just as the new centralist

---

1 See footnote on page 13 of the Taʿlîm-i Edebiyat.
government of the Tanzimat required a uniform code of Ottoman law, so, too, was it desirable to have a uniform course in rhetoric. In the same way as Cevdet Paşa's Mecelle was to relegate the books of fiqh and codes of kānūns to the libraries and archives, the Telhis was made redundant by his Belāğat-i 'Osmanîye. Such an innovation, however, did not pass without comment.

The Belāğat-i 'Osmanîye became the subject of a heated debate among some prominent men of letters and some students at the Mekteb-i Hukûk. In 1299 (23 November, 1881/11 November, 1882), the year following its publication, no less than eight works were written in criticism or defence of this school text-book. The controversy confined itself to the preface (pp. 2-6) and the mukaddime (pp. 7-40) of the Belāğat-i 'Osmanîye, the former section consisting of a statement on the utility and origins of rhetoric, the latter being a discourse on the concepts of belāğat and fesāhat after the model of the Telhîs, for which Turkish illustrations are provided. An essay on logic and epistemology follows this discourse (pp. 28-40).

The debate was opened by 'Abdürrahmân Sûreyyâ (d. 1322/1904), a correspondent for the Ceride-i 'Askerîye. Born and educated in Baghdad, he moved to Istanbul where he completed his schooling and found employment as a journalist (1871), and later as a teacher at the Dârü 'l-Fûnûn and the Dârü 'l-Mu'allimîn. He wrote several works in Arabic
and a few in Turkish, among which the most notable are two contributions to the study of the Turkish language: the *Mızânî 'l-Belâga* (1303/1885), which consists of a complete grammar of Turkish in the classical mould, and the *Sefîne-i Belâgat* (1305/1887), a commentary on the *Mızân*. As he is credited with a command of French and Kurdish, as well as the *elsîne-i gelâge*, we may presume that his mother language was Kurdish, while the fact that he received his early education in Baghdad would suggest that his first literary language was Arabic rather than Ottoman.¹ In the course of the literary debate, he was often the victim of gibes at his weak command of Turkish, from which he attempted to defend himself, declaring that although he was not Turkish, his "nationalité" was Ottoman, in which fact he took great pride.² These attacks on his linguistic ability in Turkish are quite groundless, for it is clear that 'Abdurраhman possessed a very fine prose style in Ottoman. Although this literary debate afforded him no opportunity to demonstrate this ability, he was able to devote some pages of his *Mızânî 'l-Belâga* to a general discourse on the development of rhetoric, which serves as a persuasive demonstration of his complete mastery of the language.³

---

1 O.M. II, 339-40.
2 *Taḥlīl-i Hâlî, 41.*
3 *Mızânî 'l-Belâga,* 2-3.
The debate was opened by 'Abdurrâhmân's Ta'liḳāt-i Belāgat-i 'Ogmānîye, in which he offers a critique of the Belāgat-i 'Ogmānîye in the guise and format of a traditional commentary. The work found its defenders in El-Hacc İbrâhîm, a member of the board of directors of evkâf and author of the Temyîz-i Ta'liḳāt, and in an anonymous work entitled the Hall-i Ta'liḳāt, the authorship of which was attributed to a student at the Mekteb-i Hukûk. In fact, the student in question was 'Alî Sedâd Bey, Cevdet Paşa's son, who discarded the veil of secrecy in his later contributions to this debate, and openly claimed the work as his own.

These two works were in turn criticised by the author of the Ta'liḳāt, in a work entitled the Tahlîl-i Hall, to which 'Alî Sedâd replied in the Redd-i Tahlîl, written in collaboration with two classmates, Meḥmed Fâ'îk Ef. and Maḥmûd Es'ad Ef. 'Alî Sedâd also wrote the İkmâl-i Temyîz in order to supplement the Temyîz-i Ta'liḳāt, while Maḥmûd Es'ad wrote a complementary work, the İtmâm-i Temyîz. The last of these eight contributions to this controversy was the Nazîre-i Ta'liḳāt, attributed to 'Abdurrâhmân Süreyyâ.
The development of this literary polemic may best be summed up in the following diagram:  

---

1 The chronological sequence, together with the day of publication when known, in which these works appeared is as given below:

Belāgat-i 'Osmāniye, Cevdet Paşa, 1881.

Ta’līkāt-i Belāgat-i 'Osmāniye, 'Abdūrrahmān Sūreyya

(Pub. between Nov. 23, 1881, and Jan. 26, 1882).

Ḥall-i Ta’līkāt, Anon. ['Alī Sedād], 27 January, 1882.

Temyīz-i Ta’līkāt, El-Ḥācc ʻIbrāhīm, 1882.

Ṭahlīl-i Ḥall, 'Abdūrrahmān Sūreyya, 1882.


İṭmām-i Temyīz, Maḥmūd Es‘ad, 30 March, 1882.

İkmāl-i Temyīz, 'Alī Sedād, 4 April, 1882.

Naẓīre-i Ta’līkāt, Anon. [‘Abdūrrahmān Sūreyya], 1882.

2 The exact date of publication is not known, but it must have appeared between 12 March and 11 Nov., 1882.
This controversy is remarkable in a number of aspects, not least of which is the fact that all the works were published in 1299, the year following the publication of the Belāğat-i 'Osmāniye, and of these at least six appeared within the space of ten weeks. Although the debate was conducted in an atmosphere of bitter hostility and mutual vituperation, it was couched in the format familiar to all Islamic scholars, textual exegesis through the medium of commentary and super-commentary. Probably most remarkable of all is the fact that a work on rhetoric, such as the Belāğat-i 'Osmāniye, should arouse such intense passions and give rise to such protracted hostility.

In the preface to the Belāğat-i 'Osmāniye, Cevdet Paşa states his reasons for writing a rhetoric of Turkish: civilised societies (Tavā'if-i mütımeddine), he theorises, have consolidated the rules governing their own language into a particular science, the Arabs showing the greatest zeal in this respect. Arabic, the language of the Koran, became the object of intensive study, which was regarded as a religious duty by Arabic scholars, and was consequently preserved from decay (pp. 2-6). Cevdet Paşa does no more than summarise what was universally accepted among his peers, ideas which neither presented occasion for controversy nor required elucidation or comment. The introduction (mukaddime) likewise is conservative in its approach: following closely the model established by the Telhit, he discusses two concepts fundamental to rhetoric, belāğa.
and fasåha, enumerating the faults incidental to the latter. He provides examples in Turkish to illustrate each of these faults. To this is added a lâhîka, in which he deals with speech (kelâm) as a philosophical concept, and examines some of the rules of logic in reference to it.¹

The Ta'îlîkât begins its critique of the Belâqat-i 'Osmânîye by analysing every element of Cevdet Paşa's first sentence:

"Tava'îf-i mútemeddine kendi lisânlarınıň kavâ'idini cem' ile bir fenni mahsûs olarak tedvin idegelmişdir." (Belâqat-i 'Osmânîye, p. 7)

"Tavâ'îf", we are informed, is the plural of "tâ'îfe", signifying a portion or part of a thing, in its original meaning, a people accustomed to travel, thence signifying a grouping. To this statement he appends a footnote in which he suggests that had the words "milel" or "akvâm" been employed in place of "tavâ'îf" then the adjective "mûtemeddine" would have been more appropriate. "Mûtemeddine" belongs to the tefâ'ul group of derived verb forms, its function being that of an active participle, the primary masdar being "mûdûn". Although this would mean "settle in a place and make it one's residence", it is no longer

¹ The mukaddime begins on p. 7, the lâhîka on p. 28.
used in its basic form. The word "medine" signifying a large town is derived from this tri-literal root, and although lexically it signifies what pertains to a town, "mütemeddin", used figuratively, implies the qualities of one who inhabits a centre of polite usages (terbiye merkezi) and "medeniyyet" has now acquired the connotation of correct upbringing. The itāfet construction between "ţavā'if" and "mütemeddine" is adjectival, the adjective being singular, the qualified noun, plural; this apparent incongruity being reconcilable as the adjective is both singular and feminine.

"'Lisān'", we are further informed, "is a piece of flesh which serves as the instrument of speech in human beings; the Persian equivalent being 'zebān' and the Turkish 'dil'. Its plural forms are 'elsine', 'elsūn' and 'lusn', and 'lisān', signifying an instrument [of speech], is feminine, and used figuratively (mecāz-ī mūrsel), it means argument or speech; according to the lexicon, the phrase 'That man speaks with the tongue of truth' means 'He is speaking [using] the arguments and speech of truth'. Here 'lisān' is used in its lexical signification.

"Ţavā'īd' is the plural of 'ţā'ide' [rule], which signifies those statements which comprise the generality of its constituent parts; e.g. the statement 'Fā'il
merfû'dur' is a rule established by grammarians, in which the fā'il comprises all its parts and individual instances."

'Abdürrahmân proceeds to parse "fenn" and "tedvîn", so that by the middle of page seven of the Ta'lifat, the reader knows a good deal of the morphology of the opening sentence of the Belâgat-i 'Osmâniye. On page eight he takes issue with Cevdet Paşa over the use of the phrase "'ulemâ-yî 'Arabiye"; 'Abdürrahmân prefers "'ulemâ-yî 'Arab" and cites as his authorities Ebû 'Alî Fârisî (d. 987), 'Abdülkâhir el-Cûrcânî (d. 1078) and Ebû 'Alî Selûbîni [or Selûbîni; d. 1247], three grammarians of which the latter is most notable for his meagre literary output, consisting of no more than two commentaries. Cevdet's definition of the 'ilm-i sarf as "zât-ı kelîmenîn ahdâlinden başs bir fenn" is condemned as imprecise, on the grounds that the science of etymology, too, may be thus defined. Failing to recognise that Cevdet's exposition is summary and not intended as a definitive description of the literary sciences, which had already been provided in the Beyânû 1-'Unvân, the Ta'lifat attempts to correct the inadequacy of most of the definitions given in this section. The description of rhetoric as a "science" acts as a stimulus to 'Abdürrahmân, who reacting predictably suggests that "'ilm" would be an improvement on "fenn", and then goes on to a gratuitous summary of the epistemological arguments

1 For Selûbîni, see Brockleman G. I, 308; G. II, 379.
of three philosophical schools, the first represented by Er-Rāzī (d. 935), the second by El-Ṣazālī (d. 1111) and El-Cūveyni (d. 1085) and the third being subdivided into seven separate views, each of which is attributed to one or other of the ancient scholars. He further dissects each of the definitions in Cevdet’s argument, with scarcely a trace of evidence to suggest that he actually understood it, or was even aware of its existence. Ignoring page six of the Belāgat-i ‘Ogmāniye, in which Cevdet presents a classification of the literary sciences, ‘Abdūrrahmān alights on the word "mukaddime" and wrestles with its various meanings for two and a half pages. This discussion, in its total irrelevancy to the text, must surely mark one of the low points in Tanzimat literary criticism.

Addressing himself to the contents of the mukaddime, ‘Abdūrrahmān once again dismantles the definitions provided, examines each constituent word in minute detail, and then discards it in favour of another. Cevdet Paşa defines tenāfīr-i ûrûf thus:

"Kelimeniñ lisân üzere şikletini ve telaffuzununũş usretini İcā eden bir keyfiyetdir ki ḥiss-û -zevk ile bilinir. Mürtefi‘ ma‘näsında müsteşız ve istatistik kelimeleri ve iṣaiz ve gücüz lafižları gibi" (p. 8)
Although this description is far from adequate, it is sufficient to allow the reader to identify the linguistic phenomenon through his instinctive reaction to euphony and harmony. This linguistic fault could well have been explained according to the canons of Arabic phonetics: two consecutive consonants sharing the same point of articulation but differing in voice and affrication will require an intervening vowel to facilitate pronunciation. However such analysis would be redundant where most readers, we may presume, were aware of this phenomenon, and instinctively avoided it without necessarily being able to explain it in phonetic terms. Cevdet's choice of "iğsiz" and "güçsüz" as Turkish examples of *tenaffur-i huruf* are not as persuasive as the Arabic example taken from the *Telhîs*.

'Abdûrrâhîm however, resists the temptation to pursue these lines of criticism, preferring instead to dwell on those elements which are irrelevant to Cevdet Paşa's presentation. He devotes three-quarters of a page to pointing out that "müşteğzir" does not mean "mûrtefi"', and devotes several lines to arguing that "istatistik" (Fr. statistique) should be more correctly spelt "statistik"; while he concedes that its orthography has not yet been established in some languages (among which we presume he includes Ottoman); he uses this fact as an argument for

---
including it in the section dealing with garābet rather than tenāfūr. It is curious that he should wish to dwell on this illustration as he seems to be in ignorance of its meaning, equating it with "mīzānīye" (budgeting or balancing of accounts). Although 'Abdūrrahmān may have felt uneasy about the inclusion of "iṣṣiz" and "gūṣūz" within the category of tenāfūr, he does not object to them, but rather seems to accept them implicitly when he offers the phrase "ṭaṣṣiz tuṣṣuz ṣanā'i" from the text of the Belāgat-i 'Osmānīye as a more convincing illustration of this fault.¹ This attack on Cevdet's style falls short of its mark in three aspects: firstly, while Cevdet objects to a combination of a ğīm or a ǧīn with a sīn, he may well have considered them quite compatible with tā' or zā'; secondly, as "ṣanā'i" is faṣīh in itself, one may presume that 'Abdūrrahmān disapproved of the construction "tuṣṣuz ṣanā'i" in which case what is being illustrated is not tenāfūr-i ḫurūf, but rather tenāfūr-i kelimāt; finally, the implication that Cevdet Paşa's own style lacks feṣāḥat does not in any way invalidate his argument.

'Abdūrrahmān's unbridled zeal in casting doubt on the quality of the scholarship in the Belāgat-i 'Osmānīye allows him unwittingly to criticise Cevdet's interpretation of his own poetic composition. The Menāzar 'l-İnşā illustrates ta'kid with the following beyt:

---

¹ B.O., 26.
which Cevdet translates into Turkish as:

(C5) Dergeh-i luṭûufûme gelmem zîrâ
Seni her dem göre-bilmek dilerem¹

Cevdet, following the Menâzarû 'l-İnsâ, interprets this beyt as meaning: "to come to the convent of the beloved presumes absence from him. The [writer's] wish is that he may return from exile and always be there [in the presence of his beloved]. In other words, I will not leave your convent, because I wish to see you always".²

This explanation is too far-fetched for 'Abdürrahmân, who, seemingly unaware that this illustrative beyt was a translation of a Persian original, attributes its composition to a dervish, no doubt suggested to him by the word "dergeh", which is employed by Cevdet in a purely figurative sense.

The commentary offers several more observations and criticisms and, leaving off at page eighteen of the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye, recommences at page twenty-eight with

---

¹ Trans: I will not come towards the convent of your grace  
Because I wish to always gaze upon your face

² M.I., 20; B. O., 15.
renewed vigour. 'Abdürrahmān devotes more than nine pages to a critique of the first two pages of the Ľĕnikā (pp. 28-29). The Ta'likāt does not offer a consistent treatment of the text, rather it alights only on those passages which offer scope for criticism. Not all of it is groundless however; on several occasions 'Abdürrahmān identifies faults in the Belāgat-i 'Osmānīye. Cevdet Paşa's felicitous rendition of the Arabic formula, "Iā ilāhe illa 'llāh", as "Yokdur ṭapacač Çalabdir ancač" is criticised by 'Abdürrahmān, who felt that the translation made for bad Turkish and offers the pedantic alternative: "Çalabdan başka ṭapacač yokdur". While our commentator is hyper-critical of Cevdet's definition of muḥālefet-i ḵiyās on several grounds, all of which are tenuous, he does however make one sound observation, but in a footnote, almost as an afterthought: the definition, "Ḵiyāsa muḥālefet: kelimeni, ḵavā'id-i 'Osmānīyeye ve ehl-i lisānīf isti'māline muḥālis olmasıdır", he points out, is tautological.¹

The Ta'likāt can best be characterised as a vehicle for a personal attack on Cevdet Paşa, rather than a

¹ Ta'likāt, 24-25. Cevdet's version, "Yokdur ṭapacač Çalabdir ancač", is couched in the form generally associated with Turkish proverbs, e.g. "Ţahridan korkan kuldan korkmaz" or "Ţaş atar uğur arar".
constructive review of his work. ‘Abdürrahmān Sūreyyā does not seem to represent an ideological viewpoint; the bases of his criticism and the form in which they are couched suggest that the author is venting his personal dislike of Cevdet Paşa rather than reviewing the Belāğat-i 'Osmānīye in a constructive way. The commentator's contempt for the Paşa is evident in many passages, and it is obvious even to the most casual reader that the aim of his commentary is to discredit Cevdet's scholarship. However, certain passages, such as the three-page gloss on the word "mukaddime", do not offer any criticism of Cevdet's treatment, being an extrapolation of the text, totally irrelevant, but in no sense hostile, to it. These passages may well have been included in order that the Ta'likāt could be presented as a commentary rather than a critique, so that the true purpose of the composition could be disguised, a direct attack on an eminent statesman such as Cevdet Paşa by a correspondent of the Cerīde-i 'Askerīye being considered unacceptable.

The basis for ‘Abdürrahmān's enmity for Cevdet Paşa is not clear from the text of the Ta'likāt, any suggestion will of necessity be speculative. The impression left by the Ta'likāt is that its author was a scholar of the old school, educated in a medrese, and completely immersed in the trivial arguments fostered by a system of education which could only accommodate itself to changing social values by the introduction of yet a further gloss to the
body of commentary on a text written several centuries before. This accords with the fact that he was born and partly educated in Baghdad where, we may presume, he received a good grounding in the traditional sciences, and this may have aroused in him resentment against Cevdet, whom he may have perceived as undermining the status of the Arabic language by translating the Arabic sciences into a Turkish context. Although the official language of government had always been Turkish, the language of higher education was Arabic, this fact alone offering an advantage to scholars in the Arab lands which partly made up for their disadvantage of living at a distance from the centre of the Empire, Istanbul. Cevdet Paşa's plans to replace the medium of instruction with Turkish would have effectively removed this advantage.

Although the Taʿlīkāt required no refutation, the triviality of the points raised in the work serving best to relegate it to the dusty shelves of scholastic pedantry whence Cevdet Paşa was attempting to drag the Ottoman educational system, it did however attract two rebuttals. The first of these, entitled the Hall-i Taʿlīkāt was written by a student of the Mekteb-i Hukûk, who otherwise remains anonymous. In a later work entitled the Redd-i Tahlîl, the identity of the student is revealed as 'Ali Sedâd Bey, Cevdet Paşa's son. In the introduction, which is remarkable for its freedom from stylistic artifice normally associated with the dibâce to a work, he accuses
'Abdūrrahmān of perpetrating many errors, some of which he will attempt to correct, leaving the majority of them to someone more competent than himself in Turkish composition.

The format of the Hall-i Ta‘līkāt is that of a review, 'Alī Sedād takes each offensive passage, quotes it in full, and then subjects 'Abdūrrahmān's opinion to critical analysis. The work is uncompromisingly hostile to the Ta‘līkāt, no attempt being made to disguise the author's animosity. In reacting to the trivial nature of the critique presented by the Ta‘līkāt, 'Alī Sedād is led to replying in an equally petty manner. It would, indeed, be too much to expect a student to rise above the mediocrity of his elders and to abandon the time-honoured format of serial commentary on a text, in which every opportunity for an attack on the author is relentlessly pursued to its logical end and often beyond it. Cevdet Paşa's son would have done himself more credit had he merely ignored the Ta‘līkāt, allowing it to condemn itself. It may be assumed therefore that 'Alī Sedād's counter-attack stemmed not only from filial duty, but was a response to a body of opinion current at the time.

The method of presentation of the Hall-i Ta‘līkāt is less like a classical commentary than an undergraduate review, which in fact is precisely what it is. More than half the work consists of quotation from the Ta‘līkāt,
'Ali Sedad's contribution being purely critical. This technique is effective in that it presents the arguments of the Ta'lifat in toto, allowing the reader to appreciate their banality. The refutations, which in some cases consist of only a few words, are often restricted to short contradictory sentences. When, for example, the Ta'lifat criticises Cevdet Paşa's Turkish style, the Hall merely observes that "Orasını Türkçe bilenlerden şormalı" (p. 6). The effect of this type of brief response is to dismiss with contempt the contribution of the Ta'lifat, as for example, when the Hall offers the following appreciation of a beyt, considered the model of elegance by 'Abdürrahmán: "İste bu beyt Kürdceyi afdırır" (p. 27). There is no doubt that this insult refers to 'Abdürrahmán's ethnic origin; in a previous comment 'Ali Sedad questioned 'Abdürrahmán's competence to pronounce judgement on selâset thus: "Eş'ār-ı 'Ogmâniyeniş selâsetini ûdebā-yi 'Ogmânîye aňlar, yoğsa Türkçe bilmez bir Kûrd aňlayamaz" (p. 26). 'Ali Sedad will however argue his case at some length when he feels it is necessary.

Prefixing the formula "A‘ûzû bi-‘llâh mine ‘ş-šeýtâni 'r-recÎm" to the biisÎlmÎh, 'Ali Sedad begins his work with a studied insult, and then proceeds to the text of the Ta'lifat, where he objects to the suggestion that "millel-i mütemedînî" or "akvâm-ı mütemeddîne" would have been preferable to Cevdet's "Tavâ'îf-ı mütemeddîne". 'Ali Sedad maintains that a millet (singular of "millel) is a
social group based on religion, and as every schoolchild knows from his catechism (‘ilm-i hāl), nation and religion are one and the same. The argument is not well developed, and far from clear. Our law student seems to have erroneously presumed that "mütemeddine" (radicals: M-D-N) is derived from "dīn" (radicals: D-Y-N), and therefore objects to the tautological expression "milel-i mütemeddine".

"Tawā'if", he believes, is a commonly used expression in Ottoman, and needs no gloss or explanation, indeed servile dependence on etymological derivations culled from the Arabic lexicon can often lead to errors (pp. 4-5). In other words he is implicitly adopting the position that commonly used Ottoman words have their own validity, based on the usage of the people; to ascribe to them significations based exclusively on their original form in the language from which they have been borrowed will produce nonsense: common usage and the context will always be the surest guide. It is unfortunate that his lapse into grave error on a question of etymology will inevitably arouse in the reader the suspicion that ‘Ali Sedād’s mistrust of the Arabic lexicon stems from his weakness in the language rather than his concern for defending the authority of Ottoman usage. Following the gloss on "Tawā‘if Mütemeddine" in the Ta‘līkkāt, he takes issue with the grammatical analysis of the construction: ‘Ali Sedād would read it as a terkīb-i vasfī (!) rather than as an itāfet, and in either case would have preferred "mütemeddine" to have been written with a "tā‘-1 tavīl"
It is clear that 'Ali Sedăd's views are unacceptable, not only according to the canons of Arabic grammar, but even in the context of Ottoman usage.

Many of the criticisms levelled against the Ta'likat are on questions of Ottoman usage: when 'Abdûrrâhân objects to the use of "diyanet" in the phrase "diyanet-i İslâmîye", presumably preferring "dîn", 'Ali Sedăd points out that the word, far from being unacceptable, is commonly used and he encourages his readers to continue using it (p. 6). Dealing with the word "istatistik", 'Ali Sedăd rejects the explanation offered in the Ta'likat on the grounds that the word had been used for several years and there was no longer any need to explain its origins. Ottoman usage required the initial hemze to allow it to be more easily pronounced, its original form being irrelevant in the light of popular acceptance in the Ottoman orthography.

However, 'Ali Sedăd is unable to divest himself of all the conventions of classical scholarship, and will occasionally have recourse to the authorities, as when he quotes a passage from the Mu'tavvel, restricting his own comment to: "Buraları görülmüş olsaydı, böyle şüpheye düşülmezdi" (p. 28). Far more significant is the way in which he mercilessly exploits the fact that 'Abdûrrâhân had failed to recognise that a beyt quoted by Cevdet Paşa was a translation from the Persian of the Menâzîrû 'l-İnsâ.
He subsequently cites the book as an authority, and expresses the opinion that it had not been studied by the commentator (p. 23).

Although the Hall-i Ta'liikat consists of little more than a series of ill-prepared arguments, dwelling on trivia and motivated by a passionate desire to discredit a scholar of the old school, it can nevertheless be presented as an inarticulate plea for a fresh approach to the Ottoman language. Our student author is appealing for the abandonment of the accepted principles governing the writing of Ottoman, the time-honoured criteria founded on the didactic classification of the Arabic linguistic sciences, which having been brought to fruition through centuries of scholasticism and subsequently fossilised in a body of knowledge, every bit as immutable as the holy scriptures, now held the Ottoman language in the vice of pietist conservatism. Ottoman was for 'Alî Sedâd, a dynamic living language, fully entitled to borrow and adapt features from other languages without the necessity of submitting to the constraints of grammar and orthography or usage peculiar to the language of this source. "İstatistik", he argues implicitly, is an Ottoman word borrowed from French and phonetically adapted to suit the Ottoman speaker, the original orthography and pronunciation being irrelevant to all but the pedant.
The Ta'likāt attracted a second commentary, the Temyiz-i Ta'likāt by el-Ḥacc ʿIbrāhīm (d. 1891), an Arabic scholar who had studied in the Ḥicāz and subsequently moved to Istanbul where he opened the Dārāt 'ıt-Taʿlīm, a private school which aimed at providing an education in the Arabic language and literature in five years.¹ The Temyiz, representing the first of his contributions to the study of the classical languages, was followed by a commentary on the Belāğat-i ʿOsmānīye (1301/1883); and two translations of Arabic works on grammar, the Nahv Tercemesi and the Şarf Tercemesi (both 1304/1886); and a work on literature, the Edebiyat-i ʿOsmānīye (1305/1887).

El-Ḥacc ʿIbrāhīm professes to having been shocked by the manner and severity of the criticisms offered in the Ta'likāt. It is, he maintains, conventional for commentators and super-commentators to present criticism in an acceptable form, the purpose of their work being a sincere desire to establish the truth of the matter (hakīkat-i hāl). As the author of the Ta'likāt had overstepped the bounds of propriety, El-Ḥacc ʿIbrāhīm felt it incumbent upon himself to correct some of the errors in the work. It is interesting to note that the function of commentary is perceived as

¹ O. Ergin, Türkiye Maarif Tarihi, III (Istanbul, 1941), 777-781.
that of "establishing the truth" (hakîkat-i hâl meydâna çıkmak) and not of understanding, interpreting, or presenting it to the student.

The Temyîz-i Ta‘lîkât defends Cevdet Paşa's contribution to the study of belâğat against the unwarranted attacks of 'Abdürrahmân. However no matter how much he may pretend to be shocked by the hostile tone adopted by the Ta‘lîkât, his own work is not free from the petty insults and gibes which characterise both the Ta‘lîkât and the Hall, and the standard of scholarship evinced in it is not worthy of a schoolteacher. As we cannot reasonably accept that the principal motivation for this critique was a sincere desire to further the cause of the study of Turkish rhetoric, we are justified in presuming that El-Hâcc İbrâhîm is intent on discrediting 'Abdürrahmân, either for reasons of personal enmity or in the hope that by doing so he may attract the favourable opinion of the great statesman who was author of the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye.

In form, the Temyîz-i Ta‘lîkât resembles very much the Hall-i Ta‘lîkât, and what is more curious, is the fact that many of the ideas, arguments and choice of word and phrase suggests that one of these works is dependent on the other. The criticism levelled at the Ta‘lîkât in many of the passages are based on the same criteria in each of the works, and what is more damning, both works fall into similar errors, as when the Temyîz objects to the
tautological expression, "millet-i mütemeddine", based on the paradigm that millet and dîn are one, and the mistaken presumption that "mütemeddine" is derived from the root of "dîn". Internal evidence would tend to suggest that the Temyîz plagiarised the Hall, of which it is about half the size, and argues only a third of the issues raised in the latter work; of these only five quotations from the Ta'likt are not to be found in the Hall. Apart from the textual evidence, there are very good reasons for postulating that the Hall appeared prior to the publication of the Temyîz. When 'Abdürrahmân wrote his rebuttal to these two books, he divided it into two sections, the first of which dealt with the Hall, and the second with the Temyîz. One of 'Alî Sedād's subsequent critical reviews of the Ta'likt is entitled the İkmâl-ı Temyîz, which is devoted to that part of the Ta'likt which the Temyîz omitted to deal with, its very title suggesting that it was intended to supplement the Temyîz, which must, therefore, have appeared prior to it, but presumably after the Hall.

The author of the Temyîz is guilty not only of too literal a dependence on the Hall, but also of misrepresenting the work he is reviewing. On one occasion he totally distorts 'Abdürrahmân's explanation, and then proceeds to attack it, not forgetting to add to it a calculated insult. The Ta'likt analyses "Ta'if-i Mûtemeddine" thus:
"Bu tâjdircel 'Tavâ' if'în 'mütemedtine' lafzına iţâfesi şifatîn mevşüfa iţâfesi kabîlînden olub, şifat müfred ve mevşüf cem' olmak hasebi-yle şifat ve mevşüf 'adem-i muţâbaḳası gibi bir kâ'ıdesizlik hâtîra gelirse de her bir cem', cemâ'at i'tibâr-yle hem müfred ve hem de mû'enneg olduğundan muţâbaḳat hâsil olmuş olur." (p. 5)

The Temyîz, however, argues:

"Şifat ve mevşüf cem' olmak hasebi-yle şifat ve mevşüf 'adem-i muţâbîkasî gibi bir kâ'ıdesizlik hâtîra geliyor, demesi da hi yakıșık aliyor, çünkü bundan evvel şahîb-i Ta'lîkât tavâ'îfe şifat ve mütemeddineye mevşüf demis idi. Burada ise şifat müfred ve mevşüf cem'dir diyor ki bundan tavâ'îfîn müfred ve mütemeddinenînîn cem' olmasi lâzîm geliyor. Subhâna'llâh, bu ne kadar galat ve ne kadar gafletdir." (p. 5)

The Tahlîl-î Hall, by 'Abdûrrahmân Şüreyyâ, appeared soon after the publication of the Temyîz-i Ta'lîkât, and was intended as a refutation of the attacks made on the Ta'lîkât, by both the Hall and the Temyîz, and is accordingly divided into two sections. The first of these is no more than a concentrated counter-attack on the Hall, from which
eighty-three passages are quoted and refuted; 'Abdürrahmān concentrates on the task of parrying each of 'Alī Sedād's criticisms, allowing himself no digressions. The triviality of the arguments render the work virtually unreadable to all but the partisans of the debate. The second section of the Tahlīl is devoted to answering the criticisms presented in the Temyīz, most of which are exactly the same as those of the Hall, and not surprisingly he goes over much of the same material covered in the first section. 'Abdürrahmān does, however, restrict himself to answering only fifteen of the criticisms levelled against the Ta'liḵāt, and allows himself more space in which to argue his points. This second section is in essence as trivial in argument as the first, but by confining the debate to a limited number of topics, it is rendered far more readable than the former, which hardly has the dignity of a literary debate.

In order to counter 'Abdürrahmān's Tahlīl-i Hall, 'Alī Sedād joined with two of his fellow students from the Mekteb-i Rūḵūk, Mahmūd Esʿad and Meḥmed Fā'īḵ, in the authorship of a work entitled the Redd-i Tahlīl, which is unredeemed by any intrinsic merit, reducing the arguments to absurdity. Whereas the Tahlīl presents the material in the form of a script with three dramatis personae, the Ta'liḵāt, the Hall and the cevāb, the Redd-i Tahlīl adds yet another, so that in some of the eighty-two individual topics of debate the dialogue is developed through the
texts of the Ta'likat, the Hall, the Tahliil and the Redd. Many of the points are not argued but are merely repetitions of previously-stated positions, an economy of language, even to the point of incomprehensibility, being the keynote in this work. The following dialogue (p. 19), although the briefest and therefore an extreme example, can with some justification be considered indicative of the tenor of the whole work:

Hall: İkisi muţaf ileyhî ilî [ilî âğiri-hi]
Tahliil: Bu da yaâlîşdir.
Redd: Niçin?

Not satisfied with having the last word in this debate, Mahmûd Es'ad and 'Ali Sedâd each prepared a further work which was intended to supplement the Temyiz-i Ta'likat. The first of these, the İtmâm-ı Temyiz by Mahmûd Es'ad, is devoted to a discussion of three epistemological questions raised in the Belağat-i 'Osmâniye and subjected to criticism in the Ta'likat. The İkmâl-i Temyiz, by 'Ali Sedâd, was published five days after the İtmâm, and is in both appearance and content very similar to it. In the İkmâl we find western sources cited for the first time in the course of this debate. 'Ali Sedâd introduces Descartes' epistemological argument, summed up in the syllogism, "cogito ergo sum", by way of a fresh approach to the classical presentation (pp. 5-8). The rest of the book is devoted to discussing issues raised by four passages in
the Ta‘lîkât. This essay concludes with the advice that the reader should refer to the European sciences in order to understand the relationship between rhetoric and logic (p. 24).

The last contribution to the debate, the Nazîre-i Ta‘lîkât, is ostensibly the work of ‘Abdûrraḩmân Şüreyyâ. However the sarcastic tone of the work —it is in fact a parody of the pedantic style which characterised some of these polemics— casts doubt on the authorship of this lithograph. As a contribution to the discussion of the merits of the Belâğat-i ‘Oğmânîye, it is worthless, serving only to illustrate the bitterness that could be engendered by a debate such as this.¹

The importance of this polemic lies not in its content, but rather as an illustration of the primitive level to which literary criticism had sunk in the early period of ‘Abdûlhamîd’s reign. The scholarship evinced is at best trivial; but worse, it is faulty, truth and accuracy having

¹ This work was described by a contemporary thus:

fallen victim to vituperation. Although the style and format is that of the classical gloss, these works were mere parodies of commentaries, the real function of which is to view a body of received knowledge, in the light of new experience and perspective. These works, with the sole exception of the İkmāl-i Temyīz, make no attempt to introduce new ideas from the West, thus retaining the faults of the classical mode of presentation without the redeeming feature of some new idea worth communicating. If this controversy mirrors the intellectual ambiance in which the Belāgat-i ‘Ogmānīye was written, — and there is no reason to assume that it did not — then we can only liken Cevdet Paşa's contribution to that of the sower casting his seed on stony ground.

It would seem that for many of the "‘Udeba", the sole criterion for critical appraisal was whether the statement was true or not. Furthermore a partial truth or proximity towards it, seems as unsatisfactory to the commentator as complete falsehood, nothing less than the complete and absolute truth will do. At no point in the debate, is the question raised as to whether the Belāgat-i ‘Ogmānīye is successful in its goal of providing a suitable text-book for students. This fault is common to much of classical Arabic scholarship, the same criteria of criticism being employed for all written works, whether they be addressed to the schoolboy, the student or the scholar. Even the defenders of the work fail to make the point that the
Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye succeeds in its goal of providing law students with a text-book for the study of the Ottoman language, and as such, filled a serious gap in the new syllabus. They, too, are totally committed to the quest for the absolute truth of the statement rather than the utility of the work. Nowhere do these literary critics attempt to balance the deficiencies of the work against its merits.

The introductions to some of these works which have been discussed allow us to form some idea of the society for which the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye was written. The social life of much of the intelligentsia of Istanbul consisted of literary soirées where students and teachers discussed the latest works and ideas.¹ Cevdet Paşa's work must certainly have circulated in these gatherings and would naturally have provoked discussion. Whereas we might have expected a negative reaction to an essentially conservative work to have come from the modernists with their insatiable appetite for western ideas, the opposite was the case: 'Abdürrahmân's objections emanated from his anxiety to preserve the authority of Arabic grammatical principles in the Ottoman language. His opponents, on the other hand,

¹ See the introductions to the Ta'liḳät, the Hall and the Temyîz, where the authors explain that the idea of writing their works came about in the course of literary soirées.
merely took the moderate viewpoint that the Ottoman language had its own integrity, and was free to develop without the constraints imposed by adherence to a system of grammatical rules alien to Turkish morphology and syntax.

Cevdet Paşa's contributions to Ottoman grammar and rhetoric had the effect of endowing the language with an autonomy it had previously lacked. Ottoman had hitherto developed as a body of conventions, unrestricted by a universally accepted theory of style. It was a language divorced from scholarship, being the property of the governing class; scholars discussed literary theory only in respect of Arabic. By introducing the study of Ottoman language and rhetoric into the educational system, Cevdet Paşa had broken the monopoly which Arabic had held in the field of literary theory.

It is only in the light of this controversy that we can appreciate the value of the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye. It initiated a debate, in which Cevdet Paşa was implicitly proposing that the Ottoman language was a viable medium of communication, and possessed all the attributes of a language, a morphology, a syntax and a rhetoric, characteristics which many Islamic scholars conceived of as being peculiar to Arabic. Opposing the proposition, lay a body of opinion which believed that the criteria for determining correct Ottoman were to be found in the classical theory of the Arabic linguistic sciences.
One cannot divorce this debate from its historical background: in 1881 'Abdülmecid had barely consolidated his basis of support in the state, most of the Balkan territories had been lost, and the Arab vilayets had acquired an importance within the Empire previously denied them. As the parliament of 1876 had been prorogued, there was no forum in which the Arab intelligentsia could voice their claim to a greater share in the direction of state policy. It may be argued that one way in which Arab scholars could exert their influence in the cultural reorientation of the Empire was by demanding that the Ottoman language adhere more closely to the rules of Arabic grammar, rather than merely pay lip-service to some of the conventions of the language from which it had so freely borrowed its vocabulary.

It is significant that 'Abdûrra¤man Süreyya had been educated in an Arab province, his prestige as a scholar undoubtedly depending to some extent on his skill in Arabic, an advantage which he would naturally wish to guard jealously. It is unfortunate that his education conditioned him to argue his case at its most trivial level. While one might have wished that the other participants had raised the tone of the debate, it should be remembered that they too were probably products of the same educational system. In this respect the debate is of crucial significance to the study of Ottoman rhetoric: it illustrates most vividly the intellectual ambiance in which both the
Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye and the Ta'lîm-i Edebiyât were written. The appallingly low standard of critical awareness current in this period gives to these works a preeminence which intrinsically they do not merit.

It is ironic that an essentially conservative work such as the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye was able to arouse an impassioned debate on language in a way that neither the Mebâni 'l-İnsâ, the Ta'lîm-i Edebiyât nor Nâmîk Kemâl's "Mülâhażât" had done. These latter works were influential, but their revolutionary nature deprived them of a wider readership, the concepts discussed therein being so unfamiliar to contemporary society that the reaction to them remained one of cautious silence. Western criteria of literary criticism — indeed the very concept of "a literature" — was alien to most Ottomans with a traditional education. Cevdet's book elicits a response precisely because all the concepts are familiar, it discusses not "literature" but language, a field of study with which the Islamic sciences could cope adequately. By offering a new handbook of rhetoric to his students, Cevdet Paşa provoked a reaction which focused the students' attention on language. Some of 'Alî Sedâd's observations could well have been in response to Kemâl's plea for a new and more pragmatic approach to Ottoman language, but they were not: rather they evolved naturally as replies to 'Abdürrâhân's pedantic criticisms. Cevdet Paşa had, in other words, unwittingly introduced the Turkish language
into the arguments and debates which had previously
generated the discussion of Arabic within the medreses,
and it was now able to benefit from the highly developed
theory of language, up to then applied only to Arabic.
CHAPTER SIX

THE MODERNIST APPROACH TO RHETORIC

The introduction of Western sciences into the Ottoman educational system, did not meet with universal approval. At first, an expedience to which the authorities had resorted only with great reluctance, it set in motion a chain of events which culminated in the complete destruction of the old subjects and methods, replacing them with replicas of foreign models. The criterion by which an alien science was introduced was generally one of utility, it had to serve an end which was universally approved and desired, namely the very survival of the Ottoman State. One of the causes for the decline of the Arabic sciences was the fact that their objective, that is the purpose for which they were fostered, had ceased to be obvious. The reasons for their presence on the syllabus had hitherto never been questioned, it was assumed that a knowledge of Arabic was good in itself, and a tool of Koranic exegesis. The frustration endured by the Ottomans when dealing with belâğa had manifested itself in a number of attempts to translate the theory into Turkish, a movement which culminated in a Turkish version of the complete Muṭavvel. This discomfort with classical rhetorical theory stemmed, in part, from the lack of any explicit justification for its study, in terms of immediate and tangible benefits.
for society. During the period of the Tanzimat this criterion acquired the status of a sine qua non, not only for the introduction of the new sciences, but even for the retention of the old.

The Nineteenth Century revival in Islamic rhetoric came about partly through the influence of a group of traditional scholars, who wished to transpose the classical system into a Turkish setting, in order to make it relevant to the needs of an educated society in which a thorough knowledge of Arabic could no longer be presumed. The most eminent exponent of this cautious approach to modernisation was Ahmed Cevdet Paşa, whose ultimate justification for writing the Belâğat-i 'Osmâniye was the fact that the Koran was revealed in Arabic. However another school of scholars had already begun to adopt a radically different approach, which was to produce works of rhetoric intended to serve literature, just as it in turn would serve as an active force in moulding a new society. If the credit for founding this new school were to be given to any individual, it would be to Namık Kemâl. Likewise, if one were to seek any one moment in history to mark its birth, it would, without doubt, be the 16th and 19th of Rebi‘ul ‘Aṣâr, 1283 (29th July, 2nd August 1866), when there appeared an article in the newspaper, Taşvîr-i Efkâr, entitled "Edebiyât hakkında ba‘zi Mülâhażât". This short essay was in fact a literary manifesto, in which he envisaged a new literature, playing a new role in a new society,
and as part of his scheme for its creation, he demanded a new rhetoric.¹

Namık Kemal, having been imbued with the ideals of representative and consultative government, realised that such a political system would presume the existence of a language suitable as a medium for the exchange of ideas. The written word had the power to endow the individual with immortality, and at the same time serve society as a means of communication. Inspired by Buffon, to whom he tacitly alludes by quoting his dictum "Le style c'est l'homme même", he accepts that good style proceeds from sound thinking, presenting this dichotomy as "feṣāḥat-i edā" and "belāğat-i mū'eddā". He has consciously associated the Western concept of eloquence, that is the mode of effective communication, with the technical terms drawn from classical rhetoric (p. 103). Implicit in this casual association is the notion that rhetoric can teach the student better to communicate his ideas. Justifying his conception of Western standards, Kemal characteristically looks to an Islamic precedent and quotes Zemahşeri's observation to the effect that the word is more powerful than the sword, rendering the concept of persuasive speech as "ḥūkm-i belāğat" (p. 104), and remarking that Ottoman

¹ This essay has been reproduced in Küliyät-ı Kemal: Makālāt-ı Siyāsīye ve Edebiye (Istanbul, n.d.), 102-125.
society lacked any tradition of eloquent speech, let alone oratory. In order to establish a literary tradition analogous to the literatures which had served to strengthen the unity of European nation-states, he presents a programme of action which he believed would further this cause.

His literary manifesto advocated five ways in which a national literature could be developed. Firstly, the principles of the language needed to be compiled and arranged systematically. Secondly, the practice of seeking unusual vocabulary to express simple concepts was to be condemned. Thirdly, the orthography must be reformed and standardised. As a fourth condition, he recommended a greater use of Turkish modes of constructing phrases, and finally, he deplored the current practice of employing figures of speech which tend to obfuscate the intention of the speaker (pp. 111-112). Among the steps he recommends for implementing these ideas is the compilation of a work of rhetoric (belğat kitabi) suitable for Turkish. In particular, he is concerned with the 'ilm-i bedî', to which he refers as the "tezyînât-ı lafziye" (p. 116). Of these, some will have to be discarded as unsuitable for Turkish, while at the same time it is conceded that many should be retained, as language is to some degree in need of ornamentation. More important than outward grace is sound content, which is for him the factor which will assure a work its place within the national literature.
In order to implement language reform, Kemal suggested a five-point course of action: firstly, a better grammar of Turkish was to be composed; secondly, a well organised dictionary of the language was to be compiled; thirdly, the غلاطـٰ -ی مشهور, that is, Ottomanisms which violated the Arabic paradigm, were to be legitimised and accepted as an integral part of standard Ottoman Turkish; fourthly, an anthology of good Turkish writing was to be produced and taught in the schools; and fifthly, a work of rhetoric, appropriate to the Turkish language was to be written.

Kemal did, however, envisage difficulties with this last proposal; in particular, he foresaw a reaction from the conservative elements of society who might wish to preserve the old elegancies. He also recognised that a certain body of opinion, inspired by Western literary standards, was advocating the abandonment of all traditional ornamentation. Kemal himself recommends a middle course which would rid the language of inappropriate figures and retain those that were effective (pp. 112-115).

The ornamentation to which he refers is that stock of rhetorical figures found in بدي‘. He does not however suggest what criteria he would apply to the selection of tropes suited to Turkish, and indeed any critical analysis of بدي‘ would have been well without the scope of a short essay. He does, however, offer one example of how such a process of selection may proceed (p. 118). He takes the three types of hyperbole, مکبعل, ماککـٰل and مدـٰـکول, the
first being possible both rationally and experientially, the second being rational but improbable in the light of human experience, while the third admits of no possibility either by reason or from experience. This third kind, Kemal argues, should be avoided, for its use stems from dissatisfaction with the beauties of nature (tabi'atıf mubahsenâtı) and seeking that which is superior to the works of God. Whoever strives for superiority over the works of God, far from being educated (edib), is considered a philistine (bî-edib).

The reasoning behind his decision to avoid the third type is far from clearly expressed. Whatever interpretation one puts on this passage the argument is not convincing, for it cannot be denied that irrational hyperbole is often extremely effective as an aid to communication.

As we shall see, Kemal was to maintain a close watch on the development of an Ottoman rhetorical theory. He corresponded both with Reca'izade Mahmud Ekrem and Süleymân Paşa, as indeed he did with many of the important writers of his day.¹ It is clear from the tone of his letters that he saw himself in the role of a teacher, feeling in

¹ His letters have been edited by F. A. Tansel, Namık Kemal'in Mektupları, 2 vols. (Ankara, 1967-69) and in Hâsüsî Mektuplarına Göre Namık Kemal ve Abdülhak Hâmid (Ankara, 1949).
himself the authority to advise and criticise, untroubled by the fear that his attitude might have been considered excessively patronising. His criticism is always blunt, his praise always moderated by correction or reproof. When writing to Ekrem Bey he did not hesitate to provide detailed critiques, as when, for example, he received a copy of *Mes Prisons*, a translation which had recently been published by Ekrem (1291/1874):

"Mes Prisons* bir kaç def'a okudum; sâir eserlerinden aşağı buldum; lâkin ta'rizâtımın yüzde doksanı sana değil müelliﬁ içindir ... Terceme hususunda birçok i’tirazlarım var; ez cümle kâfiye-perverlik ziyâde. Bâzi nâ-‘ma‘rûf ıstilahlar var. Tetâbû‘-ı izafât dahi bâzi yerlerde hadd-i cevâzi geçmiş. Bâ-husus ki, kitâbın ibtidâsında olan mebhasler ile, sonunda mebhasler, bir lisan-ı edebte değil. Evvelkileri biraz fasih edivemek, senin için güç birşey değil idi."

Kemâl not only criticises but offers advice, as when he suggests in a letter to Ekrem that he should read the works of the following authors: Walter Scott, Hugo, Alexandre Dumas, George Sand, Balzac, Eugène Sue, Ponson

1 Namık Kemal'in Mektupları, I, 344-45. Transcription is the editor's.
du Terrail and Bulwer-Lytton. Besides the obvious interest which Kemal maintained in literature, he was also passionately engrossed in questions of language and constantly raises issues concerning certain usages in his letters. While in exile his correspondence is filled with pleas for certain books, among them works of rhetoric. Writing to a certain 'Osmân Bey in 1875 he asks: "Hani Mutavvel? Üzerine mi oturdun? Ne yaptın? Edebiyata ait bir kitab yazacağım, âna muctâcım"1, clearly a reference to the translation by 'Abdûnnâfi'. Similarly he was to show an extraordinary impatience in awaiting the arrival of copies of the Mebâni 'l-İnsâ and the Ta‘lîm-i Edebîyât.

Five years after Kemal's article on literature, there appeared the first volume of a work on literary theory: the Mebâni 'l-İnsâ. Its author, Sûleyman Paşa (1838-1892), was a committed modernist, participating wholeheartedly in the quest for new standards in both the political and literary domains. In 1876, while director of the Mekteb-i 'Ulûm-i Harbiye, he was to play a leading role in the deposition of 'Abdül'azîz, in co-operation with Hüseyn 'Avni Paşa, the commander-in-chief of the Army, to whom the Mebâni 'l-İnsa is dedicated. He later commanded the troops at the Şapka Pass (1877-78), sharing with Gâzî 'Osmân Paşa the credit for holding back the invading

1 Namîk Memal'in Mektupları, I, 372. Editor's transcription.
Russian army. His heroic stand against the enemy, however, did not save him from being exiled to Baghdad (1878-92), where his reformist zeal could be safely contained.

Published by the press of the Harbiye in two volumes (1288-89/1871-72), the Mebāni 'l-İnsa is a literary handbook, a compendium of rhetoric, poetics and stylistics. It was the first Ottoman work of literary theory to take cognisance of western ideas, probably as a direct response to Kemāl's manifesto in the Taşvīr-i Efkār in 1283/1866, the text of which he published in extenso in an appendix (II, 246-261). ¹

Süleyman Paşa was uncompromisingly progressive, not in deed only, but also in his writings. It is to be regretted that the Mebāni 'l-İnsa appeared in the formative years of Tanzimat literature, for had he undertaken this pioneering work several years later, it would most certainly have evinced a firmer grasp of French literary ideas. Handicapped by his limited knowledge of foreign literatures, he was, also, restricted by the conservative nature of the society for which he was writing, a readership which he was careful not to alienate by the premature use of

¹ Süleyman Paşa and Kemāl were childhood friends. For an account of their relationship see F. A. Tansel, "Süleyman Paşa ile Namık Kemal'în Münâsebât ve Muhâberâtı", Türkiye Mecmuası, XI (1954), p. 131-152.
the neologism, "edebiyyat" in the title of his book. The Mebâni 'l-İnsâ is not, as its title would suggest, a work confined exclusively to epistolography, or even prose composition in its broadest sense, the second volume being devoted to poetics; this apparent contradiction may be reconciled if we assume that by însâ is intended edebiyyat, a term used in the text with no obvious reluctance. As the work describes, to some extent, European literary theory, we should take the expression însâ as signifying "literature", rendered into Turkish as edebiyyat. This latter term had already been used by Kemâl to encompass both of the classical divisions of şîr and însâ into which all of the ağär-ı edebîye could, in theory, be divided.

In a later work, the Ta'rîh-i 'Âlem, Süleymân Paşa was to advocate Turkism and the language reforms necessitated by this ideology.¹ A man of action and vision, Süleymân Paşa yet lacked a clear understanding both of the problems to be overcome, and the means available for their solution. Having been born in the reign of Mahmûd II, there was virtually no possibility of his acquiring the necessary

¹ Ziyâ Gökalp gives the credit for the foundation of Turkism to Ahmâd Vefîk Paşa and Süleymân Paşa (The Principles of Turkism, p. 4), whom he believed to be prime movers in the rise of Turkish nationalism (Turkish Nationalism and Western Civilization, p. 66).
education which would allow such ideas to mature; he could do no more than scatter the seeds, some of which might germinate in the fresh soil of the new generation.

He modeled the Mebâni on an unpretentious work by Émile Lefranc, entitled *Traité Théorique et Pratique de Littérature*, published in three volumes, the first dealing with ideas, style, and composition, the second with categories of poetry, and the third with prose and public rhetoric.¹ This tripartite literary theory was intended by Lefranc to be the prologomena to an ambitious project of universal literary history, consisting of one volume each on the literatures of the Greeks, the Latins and Christianity, three on the French, and two on foreign literatures. This eleven-volumed literary survey, designated the *Cours élémentaire de littérature*, was designed to meet the educational needs of the Second Republic and the Empire of Napoleon III, a meritocracy regulated by state examinations. This handbook offered ready answers to questions which had already been posed in the text, so that the student, ever mindful of his immediate goal, a pass in the examinations, could judge his progress.

¹ Originally published in three volumes in Paris, 1837, each volume subsequently saw a number of reprints: Vol. I, 6 rep. between 1843 and 1880; II, four between 1842 and 1858; and III, three between 1842 and 1874.
by measuring his ability to assimilate the material against the question asked. The text begins thus (I, 13):


1. La Logique est l'art de penser.

2. L'art de penser s'exerce sur les idées au moyen des diverses facultés de l'esprit.

3. Les principales facultés de l'esprit sont la sensibilité et l'entendement.

4. La Logique comprend: 1° les idées; 2° les facultés de l'esprit; 3° l'emploi des facultés de l'esprit ou la méthode.

This work would have had an immediate appeal to a man such as Suleymān Paşa, an Ottoman of progressive temperament but deprived of immediate access to the works of European literature. He was to do for Ottoman literature what a previous generation had done for the military sciences: translating a basic text-book which had already found general acceptance in the country of origin. The weakness
of this pragmatic approach was that while the military sciences were in themselves of European origin, the literary theory was intended for a literature as yet little influenced by the West. Süleyman Paşa had, in short, committed the cardinal error of applying a literary theory evolved from one tradition to a literature based upon another. One should be sympathetic, for in many aspects the Traité must have seemed, if only superficially, rather familiar. Because the method of presentation is a response to the same pedagogical requirements for which the Telhis was composed, the work shares, in common with the Arabic tradition of literary theory, many points of similarity, the most striking of which is the tendency to divide and classify, to order and categorise, features most commonly associated with the scholastic tradition. Moreover, as the work reflects the literary tastes of a period dominated by the romanticists it shares some of the same aesthetic principles, and inevitably it will share some concepts common to all literatures. Occasionally a scheme of classification peculiar to one literature will seem ideally suited to adaptation, tempting the borrower to apply it to an alien system, even though, in fact, the similarity goes no deeper than mere lexical equivalence.

We can easily understand how Süleyman Paşa may well have been beguiled by the apparent facility with which the Traité lent itself to translation from the definition
of literature offered in the introduction to the work. At the lexical level, that is, in terms of rendering each word with an immediate correspondence, one could well imagine the definition to have been written by an Ottoman describing his own literature. Lefranc's tripartite division of style, le style sublime, tempéré and simple, can be rendered familiarly into Turkish as "kelâm-i 'ali", "kelâm-i mu'tedil", and "kelâm-i basît" without misrepresenting the purport of the original. One wonders, however, what an Ottoman reader would make of such ideas as "servet" (richesse), "nezâket" (finesse), "zarâfet" (delicatesse) and "tâlâvet" (grace) as distinct concepts. However, as traditional Islamic literary theory does not recognise such qualities, the reader cannot be misled too far; but when rhétorique and éloquence are rendered as belâğat and feşahat confusion must surely ensue. Having adopted these lexical equivalents, Süleyman Paşa then proceeds to provide corresponding examples of political and military speeches under the headings "Feşâhât-i Politikîye" and "Feşahât-i 'Askerîye".

However misleading the work may be, it does nevertheless represent the first attempt to impose Western literary theory on an Islamic language. One might suggest that had he merely translated the Traité, he would surely have

1 Vol. I, p. 11. The text of this passage is given below, p. 142.
better served his students, for this in itself is an excellent work from which to gain an insight into Western literary practice. However it does presume some degree of awareness of the product of the Western European literary effort. A translation of the theory would therefore have been useless as a guide to European methods of criticism, without the context of some of the literature from which it was evolved. (The converse was also true: contemporary Europeans approaching Islamic literary theory discovered beläge to be totally inadequate as a guide, without its context, and it has consequently never been translated into a European language in its entirety.) Suleyman Paşa's effort to provide Ottoman with a rhetorical theory of its own is based on a compromise, being neither a complete translation of Western theory, nor its wholesale imposition on the classical language. It takes those features of French theory which most closely resemble an Islamic counterpart, albeit at a superficial level, and those examples of Ottoman writing most susceptible to analysis by alien criteria. If the Western model cannot be applied (as in the case of prosody), he rejects it, falling back on the traditional approach, while the examples are, as one would expect in such a work, chosen to fit the theory. Although selected from the corpus of Ottoman literature — here the term is to be understood in its widest sense, as some examples are taken from the existing translations out of French — they cannot be considered representative.
The first volume of the Mebāni 'l-İnsâ' is divided into seven faṣls and these are followed by the first of two makāles, the second of which comprises most of the second volume. Towards the end of the latter the author reproduces some texts intended to inspire the student with new ideals and standards in prose composition. The whole work possesses, superficially, a logical unity, progressing from the definition of kelime and kelām (faṣl-i evvel, vol. I, p. 7) to the qualities of speech, both general and particular (faṣl-i gânî, p. 16), and the pre-requisites of speech (faṣl-i gâlis, p. 42). The classical science of beyân is the subject of the fourth faṣl (p. 53), while composition is dealt with in the next three; the fifth faṣl (p. 72) is devoted to the art of persuasion, both by oration and essay; the sixth (p. 139) to various styles of writing, and the seventh (p. 160) to epistolography. There now follows the two makāles, the first devoted to those figures of bedü classified as lafżîye (p. 170) and the second in volume two (II, p. 2), to the ma'neviye. Süleyman Paşa completes his presentation with the classical description of rhyme, meter and poetic form (II, pp. 96-133). As an appendix to the second volume (II, p. 134) we have prose passages by Oğuzâde, 'Ākif Paşa and Nâmik Kemâl and several excerpts from the translation of Télémaque, followed by a few pages of definitions of Arabic words (II, p. 262), and some Arabic proverbs (II, p. 276).
Süleyman Paşa attempts to present European criteria of literary criticism within the broader framework of the classical description. Relying on the Menāzirū 'l-İnşā of Hvāce-i Cihān and the Megelū 's-Sā'ir of Žiyā'eddīn b. el-Esīr as his guides to the traditional theory, he provides a fairly lucid exposition of the sciences of belāğa, 'arūz and kāfiye. Into this he interpolated a European approach inspired by Lefranc, the result being that the two systems are ill-suited, the Western theory failing to blend with the traditional presentation. Nevertheless, it is immediately apparent to the reader that an alien view of literature has been introduced.

The qualities of speech, the subject of the second faşl, may, to a certain extent, be intelligible to an Ottoman student, as yet unexposed to European literary analysis, but the material contained in the fifth certainly will not. There the Western tradition of forensic rhetoric, developed in the courtrooms of the Ancient World is, together with other modes of speech-making, presented as a subject for study by members of a society to which no opportunity for public speaking had yet been afforded. It must, however, be mentioned again, in this context, that Süleyman Paşa was instrumental in introducing the constitution of 1876, so that this section may indeed represent a political ideal. The fact that he translates the French "éloquence" as "fesāhat", can only lead to even greater confusion.
Both Cevdet Paşa and Kemãl were to severely criticise the Mebãni 'l-İnã. Cevdet, ever wary of foreign influence, disliked the introduction of elements which did not belong to the 'ilm-i belãqat. He also found fault with the choice of examples, in particular, a memorandum by 'Alî Paşa which far from being a fine example of prose, was on the contrary one of his worst pieces of composition. So dissatisfied was Cevdet that he wrote a critique which he entitled the Ta'dil-i Mebãni 'l-İnã, a review which was, however, to remain unpublished.¹

Kemãl's reaction was predictable: "Paşam Efendim," he wrote, "Mebãni 'l-İnãlar geldi, bûyük teşekkürler ederim, okutmağa bağladım. Bir hayli muahžâtım var... Husûsiyle misal sûretinde intihâb olunan beyitleri beğenmiyorum..."²

Despite its numerous faults, the work was popular enough to run into a second edition, but whether this was due to its own intrinsic merit, or to the demands of the students, for whom it was prescribed reading, cannot be determined. Although Süleyman Paşa failed in his attempt

¹ Tezâkir, IV, 118. See also Tezâkir, IV, 150-151 for Cevdet's criticism of Süleyman Paşa's Ta'rif-i 'Alem.
² Namik Kemal'in Mektuplari, I, 357. Editor's transcription.
to introduce new standards of criticism, this failure lies not in his conception of what Ottoman literature should be, but rather in his adherence to the belief that Western and Eastern theories could combine harmoniously. Though he did not attain his ideal, he did, however, pass the torch of his zeal to a young scholar who was able to produce, from exactly the same materials, a work which was to leave a lasting impression on Ottoman literature. The Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât of Recâ‘îzade Mahmûd Ekrem achieved that goal which Süleyman Paşa had set himself however short he was to fall in its realisation.

Recâ‘îzade Mahmûd Ekrem wrote the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât in order to identify and discuss the aesthetic qualities which distinguish literature from mere writing together with those features of literature which are worthy of emulation. He recognised that some of these were created by the aesthetic element and have become principles of the Ottoman language, a collection of which could form a rhetoric for the Ottoman language (bir belâğat-i ‘Osmâniye). When he began writing the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât no such work of compilation existed, but by the time of going to press, Cevdet Paşa’s work had been announced and was noted by Ekrem in the introduction to his own book. However, it is clear that he does not see any of his own work as
being made redundant by the appearance of the Belāgat-i 'Osmānīye, believing that which he engaged upon to be much more than a treatment of classical rhetorical theory.¹

Although the Ta‘līm-i Edebiyāt departs from the classical Islamic approach to rhetoric and adopts ideas which differ radically from those found in the rhetorical system of the 'ilm-i belāga, its author is careful to preserve some of the features of the classical system, so as to present new ideas within a framework which would be familiar to the reader. Adopting divisions similar to those of the 'ilm-i belāga, its first fasl deals with ideas, the second with style and the third and fourth with figures of speech, superseding the traditional division into me‘ānī, beyān and bedi’. Ekrem, however, subtly

¹ See footnote to page 13 of the Ta‘līm-i Edebiyāt.

In fact two works, which could have possibly been described as works of Ottoman rhetoric, had already been published, namely the Belāgat-i Lisān-i 'Osmānī (1876) by Ahmed Ḥamdī, and the Zūbdetū 'l-Beyān (1877) by Miḥalīcī Ḥāccī Muṣṭafā Ef. The fact that Ekrem should overlook these works and credit Cevdet Paşa with the authorship of the first Ottoman rhetoric is perhaps due more to the Paşa's position of influence, rather than the intrinsic merit of this book over its two antecedants. It is fairly certain however that Ekrem had little sympathy with the traditional approach adopted by all three works.
implies a link with the classical rhetorical framework by giving titles for his chapters which suggest a fresh approach to the old system rather than a radical departure from it. Thus the whole work, which he envisaged as the first part of a two volume work, is entitled "Kism-i Evvel: Me'ani ve yağód Fikr, Lafz ve yağód Usľüb", the chapters are subsequently titled (1) "Kuvâ-ı Zihniyeniğ Edebiyâtda Fi'lı", (2) "Kavanin-ı Uslıub", (3) "Tezyinat-ı Uslıub - Envä'-i Mecâz" and (4) "Sanâ'i'-i Lafzîye". These divisions suggest that the discussion of ideas has superseded me'ani, that is the discussion of semantics in the classical system; beyân has been replaced by "uslıub", and bedî' has been divided into two sections, the first of which deals with the topics properly belonging to beyân and some of the figures of bedî', while the second only with those tropes classified by Islamic rhetoricians as the sanâ'i'-i lafzîye. Ekrem has thus abandoned the discussion of semantics, the me'ani of the 'ilm-i belâga, and replaced it by discussion of ideas. He has also dismantled the somewhat artificial distinction between the figures of beyân and bedî' and reinforced the division between figures of thought and figures of speech by placing the former in the same chapter as the metaphor and simile, and dealing with the latter in a separate chapter.

The work in fact combines two traditions of literary theory: the European, as set forth by Émile Lefranc in
Traité théorique et pratique de littérature: style et composition; and the Islamic, as formulated in the Telhîs. Although he fails to acknowledge his debt to Lefranc, there can be no doubt that he is heavily dependent on him for many of the ideas that do not develop from traditional Islamic theory. In particular, Ekrem's organisation of his material into Ideas, Style and Figures of Speech mirror Lefranc's presentation.  

Émile Lefranc himself reflects the ideas of Buffon, the Eighteenth Century natural historian, best known amongst stylists for his short speech delivered before the French Academy in 1753, in which he made the remark "... le style est l'homme même". The thesis of this discourse held that good style amounted to little more than good thinking; if the sentiment be noble the style too will be noble, if the idea be well thought out, then the style of its presentation will be effective.  

---

1 Page references to this work are to the edition of 1880.
2 Ekrem was familiar with French literature as well as his own, having translated many French works into Ottoman. For a bibliography of his translations see Z. Kerman, "Recaizade Ekrem'in Batı Edebiyatından Yapmış Olduğu Tercümler", Atatürk Üniversitesi, Edebiyat Fakültesi Araştırma Dergisi, 11/2 (1979), pp. 443-450.
however, could do no justice to such a simple observation, for he had set himself the task of producing a text-book of literary theory suitable for students. He therefore compromised, and applied some of the methodology employed by stylists to the treatment of ideas, identifying and classifying certain qualities by which they were characterised.

This discussion, although presented as the first of the two parts into which the work is divided, consists of a mere fifteen pages, and is, in fact, no more than an introduction to the proper subject of the work. Part Two is divided into four chapters, of which the first is a general introduction, consisting of only eighteen pages, while chapter four is devoted to composition. It is the second and third chapters which serve as a model for the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat, the second treating of the qualities of style, both general and particular, the third with figures of speech and figures of thought. The distinction between these two chapters is one of methodology, the former identifies the adherent characteristics of style, the latter analyses the mechanism of its constituent parts. Ekrem, steeped in the tradition of Islamic literary theory, must have been struck most by two aspects of the European treatment. Firstly the division, albeit notionally, of the work into the treatment of ideas and style was, for him, a revolutionary approach to stylistic analysis, traditional Islamic rhetoric being concerned, in the main,
with expression and its analysis, with virtually little or no consideration of ideas per se. Belâqa was concerned with concepts only in terms of their expression, their quality or character being of little import. Secondly, the method of treating style by enumerating its attributes contrasted with the Islamic practice of analysis of component features. While Islamic rhetoric was concerned with the mechanism of language, as a means of communication, Lefranc's exposition provided a framework in which style could be analysed by the twin methods of identification of adherent characteristics, and analysis of its inherent mechanism.¹

Ekrem therefore took, as his model, the first part of the Traité and the second and third chapters of Part Two. Having been particularly inspired by the consideration of ideas per se, he must have been disappointed by their rather cursory treatment by Lefranc. He was able to rectify this shortcoming by taking the characteristics of style enumerated in the treaty and applying them to ideas. The

¹ The distinction drawn between adherent and inherent characteristics is based on two differing methods of analysis. The adherent characteristics encompass such phenomena as narrative pace, simplicity and sublimity, imagination etc. The inherent include metaphor and the other figures of speech.
tripartite division of the Ta‘līm-i Edebiyāt therefore comprises (1) a discussion of ideas, in terms of those characteristics used by Lefranc in his analysis of style, (2) a treatment of style by European criteria, and (3) a treatise on the traditional science of beyān and bedī’.

Such a revolutionary approach moved E. J. W. Gibb to comment:

"But now, so far as Turkey is concerned, this old Eastern art is a thing of the past. Its knell was sounded when in 1299 (1881-2) Ekrem Bey published his Ta‘līm-i Edebiyāt or 'Lessons in Composition.' In that admirable work where for the first time the canons of Western literary taste were systematically placed before the Turkish student, the entire rhetorical system is revolutionised. The old divisions of Ma‘ānī, Beyān and Bedī‘ are abolished and nine tenths of the figures we have been considering are swept away as incompatible with earnestness and sincerity in modern times."¹

The Ta‘līm-i Edebiyāt was written with a view to providing a text-book for students of literature in the Mekteb-i Mūlkiye-i Şāhāne, where Ekrem was teaching. He had begun the work some years previous to its date of

publication and in 1296/1878 had it lithographed for distribution to his students. Thereafter, it was reproduced in lithograph every year and distributed in sections, many of which not only contained errors but often reached the students several days late. Finding these conditions intolerable and aware that there was a demand for such a book outside the school, Ekrem undertook to publish the work which finally emerged in print in 1299/1881.¹

On page two of the book the author briefly states the aims of the book, which he presents as the first of two volumes which would cover two years of study. The first year would be engaged in the study of the material in the first volume, and it was hoped that from it the student would acquire an appreciation of the accepted styles of the Ottoman language and the principles underlying their use. It was the declared intention of the author that the student should familiarise himself with the rules of prosody and should learn some of the more important metres. One presumes that these were to be taught in class, for prosody is not treated in the book. The passages, particularly those in verse, were to serve as texts which

¹ A second edition was published in 1330/1911; but as the pagination remains the same, references to the text refer equally to both editions. The printed edition does not in fact differ significantly from the lithograph.
could be committed to memory by the students, thus allowing them to become acquainted with those works upon which the author drew for his illustrations. In short, the student would be allowed to gain an elementary knowledge of Ottoman literature and its writers.

The first indication that the work would depart from the well-worn paths of classical literary theory appears in the preface, which is addressed not so much to the students but to the general public. Although he concedes that the faults which might be found in the work arise from his lack of ability, he suggests, too, that they might in some part be due to the pioneering nature of the work (eserîf yeğilîgı), and he hopes that it will be considered worthy of study and criticism by those scholars who were public spirited and partisans of progress. The inescapable implication is that Ekrem is not in the least interested in the criticism of men who were not "partisans of progress". In the introduction he acknowledges his debt to French sources, borrowing ideas from them which he found of relevance to Ottoman literary theory (pp. 4-5). He does not, however, own the particular debt he owes to Lefranc, and one cannot fail to suppose that he was aware of the extent to which his indebtedness would be exposed were a comparison between the two to be made, yet one cannot really regard this as intellectual dishonesty, for the very fact that he was able to appreciate the quality of such a work is in itself commendable in an Ottoman of his
background, and, moreover, there were sections of the society in which he lived who would have rejected out of hand what he had to present, if it were given a specific European identification.

The title of the work itself declares it to be a course in literature, and the title page displays a quotation from Namık Kemal to the effect that literature is the tongue of the nation and the means of propagating education (edeb) within it. It is therefore appropriate that the introduction to the work should dwell on the problem of defining "edebiyat". In Nineteenth Century Turkey the term "edebiyat" was a neologism, introduced by Kemal to translate the European concept of "literature". Although the word was familiar enough in Ekrem's time, its precise meaning had been the subject of dispute among the Ottoman literati for some fifteen years preceding the publication of the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat. Its author claims to be the first to define it (p. 11).

Two definitions of literature are offered the first of which includes all written works, which is to say the schriftum of the language. This is rejected as being too comprehensive in that it would include such materials as advertisements, trademen's accounts and other uses of writing which would clearly not find general acceptance as of literary quality. Ekrem suggests that literature must be formed from good taste, feeling and imagination (zevük ve hiss ve hayal), and offers a definition:
These words echo Lefranc's formulation:

"La Littérature est la connaissance des Belles-Lettres, ou des modèles qui se trouvent dans les auteurs, soit anciens, soit modernes. Elle comprend ainsi les vers et la prose, la poésie et l'éloquence, c'est-à-dire, tous les genres de composition littéraire, la théorie qui en fixe les règles, et la pratique qui en offre l'exécution." (p. 11)

Although Ekrem's definition would seem to suggest that knowledge of literary theory and practice, rather than works which employ them, constitute literature, the author probably wishes to stress not the word "ma'rifet", but rather "efi meşhûr", "efi mûntaḥab" and "efi maḵbûl", thus confining literature to those works which find acceptance. In order to be found worthy of inclusion within the body of literature, a work must fulfill certain conditions: prose writing must observe the general rules of the language and the laws of logic, and it must have aesthetic awareness (zevκ-i vicdānî) and euphony (āheng-i selāṣet); verse must, in addition, follow the rules of prosody. The aim of the Taʿlīm-i Edebiyāt is to discover and elucidate
the two features which Ekrem has identified as aesthetic awareness and euphony, for it is these that distinguish literature from mere writing.

Ekrem makes no attempt, however, to relate aesthetic function and stylistic refinement to the crude distinction he proposes between literary and non-literary writing. What he offers as a definition (ta‘rīf) is really no more than a partial description of literature, in which he merely alludes to some of those elements which would constitute a definition.

The word "edebīyāt" was coined by Nâmil Kemal to express a concept which did not exist in classical Islamic culture. The German word "Schrifttum", signifying all writing regardless of aesthetic quality, describes the classical Ottoman "literary" corpus rather better than the word "literature".¹ Certain genres within the body of Ottoman Schrifttum manifest more pronounced literary qualities than others, so that taken as a whole it is possible to distinguish gradations in the aesthetic impressions they leave. While the word "edebīyāt" had been intended to cover those genres which would have been

¹ A. Bombaci creates this distinction between edebīyāt (literature) and schrifttum in reference to Ottoman literature, Philologiae Turcicae Fundamenta, vol. II (Weisbaden, 1964), p. xi.
considered littérature in France, to the mind of the traditional Ottoman the word would have suggested the attributes of the "edīb", that is, the well-mannered, cultured and virtuous man, and only in a secondary sense, the writer.

"Edeb" signified not only culture and refinement, but was also used for that class of Arabic writing which corresponded, in general, to belles-lettres. "Edebiyat" was envisaged as an extension of this genre, covering all writing which was intended to move the human spirit. Ekrem might well have given a definition of edebiyat on the basis of its etymology as those writings which express the qualities that go towards the "edīb", that is to say, the cultured man. Such a definition would be no more circular than the one he offers, and would reflect the ideas of Alphonse de Lamartine, who saw literature as encompassing "la religion, la morale, la philosophie, la législation, la politique, l'histoire, la science, l'éloquence, la poésie, c'est-à-dire tout ce qui sanctifie, tout ce qui civilise, tout ce qui gouverne, tout ce qui perpétue, tout ce qui charme le genre humain".¹

¹ Cited by Mary Stanley Hinrichs in her study, Le cours familier de littérature de Lamartine (Paris, 1930), p. 5.
However, at the time when the Ta’lîm-i Edebiyat was being written, the educated elite of Ottoman society were drifting inexorably into two divergent currents: while traditionalists held fast to the old values like men drowning in a torrent of new ideas, the modernists willingly allowed themselves to be carried along, with hardly a thought to the direction in which they were being taken. It is quite clear that any description of literature which employs the expression "the most accepted works" will inevitably raise the question "accepted by whom?". It was not even possible to suggest that the arbiters of literature should be the most cultured in society, for cultural values, too, had not escaped the divisive trends of the Tanzimat. Any definition would have to transcend the postures of the various factions. Ekrem approaches the solution when he identifies two basic elements of literature, the "zevk-i vicdānî" and the "âheng-i selāset", but this hardly provides a definitive statement.

Ekrem's definition fails in another respect: by restricting literature to only those works which are "accepted", he precludes the possibility of bad literature, thereby rejecting the writer's intention as a criterion upon which a judgement may be made as to whether a work is worthy of inclusion within the body of literature. It is clear that a poem which is intended primarily to entertain is literature, no matter how debased its aesthetic awareness or how faulty its style. It is, in other words, bad literature.
Although he certainly recognised the importance of the aesthetic function and good style, he failed to formulate a definition which would suggest the central role they play in distinguishing genres which are literary from those that are not. To include the writer within the scope of the definition, and thereby allow for the possibility of bad literature, "edebîyât" may tentatively be defined as writing in which the author allows the aesthetic function to dominate, intending to produce a reaction from the reader, beyond the immediate implication of the statement.

With this definition in mind, all writing in which the aesthetic function does not dominate can be dismissed as non-literary. This is not to accept Ekrem's position, which would suggest that the "most accepted" works are those which are literary, for a dominant aesthetic function does not in itself make a work acceptable. While a gazel is a striking example of a literary form where the aesthetic function usually dominates overwhelmingly, the legal necessities of a vakf document, on the other hand, rarely allow it to demonstrate any literary virtuosity on the part of its author. Some genres of Ottoman Schrifttum, history being a prime example, contain works of which some may be said to have a dominant aesthetic function while others are intended primarily as a vehicle of information.
Ekrem begins his course of instruction by treating the problem of the nature of the relationship between ideas and language, offering his opinion without supplying any argument for its validity (p. 15). In his view, thought (ma'na) precedes its expression (şuret) and, consequently, he absolves himself of weighing the vexed question of primacy between the two. In this one must see not a reluctance to enter into epistemological speculation, but, rather, an adherence to the purpose for which his work was being composed; and one cannot argue against the fact that literature, such as he had already defined it, was the verbal expression of antecedent sentiments or emotions.

Having accepted language as being composed of two elements, thought and expression, he devotes his first two chapters to an examination of these. The first is divided into six sections dealing with (1) ideas (efkar), (2) sentiments (hişsiyât), (3) aesthetic (hüs-n-i tabî'at), (4) imagination (kuvve-i hayâliye), (5) wit (zarâfet yâhîd nûkê-dânîk) and (6) memory (kuvve-i hafîza).

The qualities that characterise the idea are either intrinsic or incidental, the former being (1) truth (hâkıkat), (2) soundness (selâmet), (3) clarity (vûzûn) and (4) order (intizâm), while the latter are as detailed as (a) simplicity (sâdelik), (b) ingenuousness (sâde-dilanelik), (c) subtlety (incelik), (d) forcefulness (şiddet), (e) brilliance (parlaklık) and (f) sublimity (‘ulvîyet). The intrinsic qualities are those which are
inseparable from the discussion of ideas, while the incidental are those which in some way lend prominence or effectiveness to them. It is arguable that some of the incidental qualities may, also, be considered intrinsic to every expression; for just as it must be sound or true to some degree, so too must it be to some degree sincere, subtle or sublime. However, Ekrem chooses not to argue about — or indeed even explain — the difference between the intrinsic and the incidental qualities.

Ekrem defines truth — he uses "haftikat" as the substantive and "doğru" as the adjective — as the correspondence of the expression with reality. For this he provides two illustrations, the first being Kanuni Süleyman's famous hemistich (p. 17):

\[(R\ 1)\ \text{Olmaya devlet cihanda bir nefes sihhat gibi}^{1}\]

This line he holds to express an indisputable truth, for one's ability to fulfill the primary obligation of worshipping God is contingent on good health, and consequently a sound body must be the source of all other forms of happiness. As an example of a statement devoid of truth he quotes a beyt by the poet Nābi (p. 18):

---

1 Trans: On earth there be no happiness as great as a single moment in good health
This beyt is taken from a gazel in which Nābī is obviously referring to a particular physician who was called in when

Trans: However much he glory in his Hippocratic rōle
The sight of the physician still dejects the patient's soul.

The complete gazel:

Tenüm ki dest-hoş-ı пiç-ü-tāb-ı ‘illetdûr
Firāş-ı sāḥa-ı germābe-i ḥarāretdûr

Gurūr-ı cünbiş-ı bukrātiyānesi şursun
Pakāṭ liḵāsī ḥekīmūn marīze şikletdûr

Ne ḥāl ise çekilür važ‘-ı cán-ḥirāṣ-ı ṭābīb
Ol ārzū ile kim ‘āḵibet selāmetdûr

Bir elde kāse-i şerbet bir elde nişter-i faṣd
Nedûr bu aḥz-û-‘aṭā bu ne ṭurfe ‘ādetdûr

Mizāclarda ẓuhûr-ı ‘ilel gehi Nābī
Lisān-ı ḥāl ile tefhîm-i ḫadr-i şîḥḥatdûr.

he was ill; and, by isolating it from its context, Ekrem imputes to it a general meaning which he finds unacceptable to common experience, and, therefore, contrary to truth. Yet, even in isolation, and with some wider implication looked for, it would be perverse to regard a line from a poet such as Nābī as meaning no more than the apparent and prosaic statement. Thus, as well as deriding the pretensions of the physicians of his time, he could be alluding to the inefficacy of their treatment, to their remedies which are often worse than the ailment, or to the fact that they were only called in when the patient is in extremis. In the following beyt, also by Nābī, Ekrem considers the statement devoid of truth:

(H 1) Olur feyž-i tevāžu‘la diraḥt-i pest bār-āver
Komışdur meyveden maḥrūm servi ser-ferāz olmak l

Ekrem makes no attempt to define truth, neither do his illustrations clarify his conceptions, although the elucidation of the second example would suggest that he envisages it as being both universal and scientific. In the first example he presents a syllogism, of which the

---

l  Ibid., 126.

Trans: Blest with true humility the low bent tree
bears fruit the most;
Its very loftiness has left the cypress of
no fruit to boast.
major premise is that worship of God is the prime responsibility of man, and the minor premise, that health is a prerequisite for worship. Of these, the first would apply only to Muslims and the second is patently false, for no one could possibly argue that bad health in itself prevents a man from worship. One can only conclude that by truth, Ekrem does not intend only propositions that will stand up to logical analysis. In the second example, however, it seems that the standard by which he evaluates the truth of the statement is based on scientific grounds. When Nābī suggests that the low tree is fruitful with abundant humility, while the cypress is tall but bereft of fruit, Ekrem objects because the cypress like all trees bears fruit, whether it be edible or not. He makes no clear distinction between the language of poetry and the language of science, for fruit in poetry can only refer to the edible variety, no matter how imprecise this may appear to the botanist. If we examine truth in the light of these two examples it would seem that it is neither universal, scientific, nor founded on logic. Neither are we allowed to entertain the possibility that by truth he means artistic truth, that is the conceptual framework within which the writer works, rather than the product of systematic thought.

Soundness (selâmet), the second of the intrinsic qualities pertaining to the idea, is neither adequately defined nor further elucidated by illustrations. The
definition states that an idea is sound if it be completely appropriate to the thing ( şey') which it contains, no matter what aspect it be viewed from. From this definition two extrapolations are made, namely, that the soundness in the idea is more beneficial than truth (hakikat), and that an idea may be true and yet unsound. The following beyt by Sinasi exemplifies the sound idea (p. 19):

(H2) Ḥakk yol aramak vacibedür 'akl-i selime
    Tevfikini isterse Ḥüdâ rähber eyler¹

The explanation offered is that the idea expressed is sound because the sound mind follows the true path which consists of preoccupation with the constant search for the reality of things, without sparing a thought as to whether this be appropriate or not. The idea devoid of soundness is exemplified in the following beyts of Nef'i:

(H2) Bir düş gibidur hakk bu ki ma'niye bu 'âlem
    Kim göz yumub açıncı zamânı güzer eyler

¹ Trans: To seek the true and righteous path the sound mind is obliged; If he desires His guidance, he'll make God his only guide.
Ekrem concedes that the idea might be true, it is however unsound, for it does not accord with what is contained within it in all respects. Interpreting "kemāl-ū-hūner" in a rather more particular sense than the general cultural attainment Nābī had in mind, he refutes the notion that perfection may be a quality appropriate to mankind, and its attainment desired by mere mortals. Man, he postulates, is capable of imbibing only enough knowledge to enlighten the human spirit, perfection, however, lies well outwith his reach.

The weakness of Ekrem's definition lies in the use of the word "thing". If by it, he means the content of the idea — and there is no reason to speculate that he intends otherwise — then the definition would be: the idea is sound if it accords with its content in all respects. If we are to understand the relationship between the idea and its content to be based on philosophic truths, which consist of a unity of received ideas founded on logical principles, and religious and cultural values, then the following

1 Trans: If truth be known, the world is but a dream, It passes in the flicker of an eye. With so scant leisure in one place allowed For what perfection may its creatures then apply?
interpretation may be made: every idea is subject to a multiplicity of laws which govern its relationship with the body of accepted knowledge current at the time, and defiance of any one of these laws would render the idea unsound. Ekrem refers to these laws as aspects (cihet), maintaining that all should be respected in order to present a sound idea.

The difficulty inherent in the above interpretation lies in the lack of a clear distinction drawn between soundness and truth. Ekrem indicates that these are not synonymous by creating separate categories to accommodate each one, and he crudely reinforces this distinction by baldly stating that soundness is more beneficial (müfîd) than truth and that the true idea may nevertheless be unsound. He may consider the first category to include those instances where an idea contains a single obvious truth or alternatively an obvious untruth, while the second category deals with the congruity of the idea to the experience of the reader, which is conditioned by many diverse factors. The statement "pigs can't fly" is recognisable as irrefutable truth, it may however be considered unsound, for the ability to fly is not given to pigs. Thus, whereas it might be considered sound to affirm that ostriches do not fly, for they belong to a genus in which flight is the most identifiable characteristic, to state that a particular member of the genera which constitute the mammals, fish or reptiles, does not fly is
banal and absurd, and would according to Ekrem, be unsound. While it is clear that an unsound idea may nevertheless be true, no attempt has been made to identify the advantages of soundness over truth.

The two examples and explanations of them offered by Ekrem do little to shed light on, or to further develop, his argument. The choice of the illustration of the sound idea seems to have been influenced by the fortuitous occurrence of the phrase "to the sound mind" (‘aql-i selīme). The beyt chosen presents a sound idea only to those who share Ekrem's conviction concerning the existence of God and man's relationship to him; an atheist would certainly find the idea extremely unsound. While Ekrem's economic use of words in describing this literary phenomenon renders it no more than a vague notion, he might have restored some measure of integrity to his discussion had he provided more examples, or indeed discussed the illustrative beyts in relationship to each other. It would have been interesting to have noted Ekrem's observations as to the soundness of those beyts which illustrated the true idea. The suspicion must surely remain in the mind of the reader that it is not the example which illustrated the topic of discussion, but rather the explanation of the example.

The third intrinsic quality is clarity (vuzüh), which renders the idea easily understood, no matter how complex it may be. The examples given, however, are not very
convincing. The first example, a beyt by Şināsī is certainly quite clear (p. 20):

(Müc 1) Žiya-yı 'akl ile tefrik-i ḥüsni-i-kubh olınur
Ki nur-i mihrdur elvānı eyleyen teşhir

As an example of the unclear idea he cites a beyt by Rāgīb Paşa:

(Rl) Ḷābil-i jeng olmayan olmaz pežirā-yı cilā
İğbirār-ı hātir iksir-i meserretdür baña

This idea is not so complex as to be considered unclear, unless the level of literacy in Ekrem's classroom had reached depths of mediocrity previously unsuspected. The existence of a misprint in the first edition (bezirā-yı for pežirā-yı), which is repeated in the second, is intriguing, for one cannot help entertaining the possibility that the description of the beyt as unclear prejudiced many readers against attempting to understand it.

1 Trans: Good and evil are distinguished by the intellect's keen light
Just as the sun's illumining rays discern all colours bright

2 Trans: Whatever cannot tarnish one can never burnish bright
Vexation and annoyance are to me but pure delight
The fourth intrinsic quality, order (intiṣām), is dismissed in one short sentence: it exists when the truth and the essence and the relationship between them are properly constructed (Efkāri a intiṣāmına gelince: bu da hakikat ve tabi’atı ve aralarındaki revâbīt-u-münasebatiının ta’yın etdigi tertib altında bulunmasıyle hâsıldır). The lack of any illustrations or further explanation renders this passage virtually meaningless.

Leaving aside the intrinsic qualities of the idea, Ekrem now considers the incidental qualities, the first of which is simplicity (sâdelik). Its particular virtue is that it will produce in the mind of the reader the idea, the reality being expressed openly with no obstacles placed in the way of its comprehension. Three illustrations are provided; the first, a maṣra’ by Fuţūli; the second, a short passage by Kemâl; and the third, a beyt from Reʾisū ’l-Küttāb ʿArif (p. 21):

(H5) Elbette gider gelen cihāna

1 Trans: He who comes into this world will certainly depart
Dest-i celal-d-i ecelden ne cuvän-i kavi halas olur ne pir-i zebun (Innâ li-illâhi ve-innâ ileyh râci‘ûn).¹

(R2) "Askibet cümləmüzük menzili hâk olsa gerek Kime itmiş bu felek kâm-u-merâm üzre vefa²

While these illustrate simple ideas expressed in exquisite language, one should not, however, consider simple ideas worthless if they be simply expressed. As an example of the latter he cites 'Abdülhâk Hamid (p. 22):

Hep gördükümuz gibi yazmakda ne terakki olabilir? Bir az da düştündüğümüz gibi yazmalım. İnsan heman görmege değil göstermeye de müsta‘iddir.³

---

¹ Trans: Neither the strong youth nor the weak old man is safe from the hand of the executioner of destiny (For we belong to God and unto him we return).

² Trans: The earth's our final residence t'is there we'll all retire; To whom has destiny played fair, as was his fond desire?

³ Trans: What is there in writing just as we observe? We should to some degree write as we think. Man is not only capable of seeing but also of demonstrating.
The definition would seem at a glance to be fairly satisfactory, but it, too, does not bear close scrutiny. The weakness in it stems from the lack of any contrast with the intrinsic quality of clarity, the definition of which does not differ from it in essence. Both are characterised by the facility with which the idea may be comprehended, the only discernible difference may be deduced from the qualification to the quality of clarity, to the effect that the clear idea may be complex. The real difficulty lies in the choice of illustrations, which serve only to obfuscate the argument, for they could equally appropriately have been cited as examples of the qualities of truth, soundness or clarity. The last example in particular does not seem to be striking in its simplicity. The idea is clear enough but the implications of the statement are profound.

Ingenuousness (sāde-dilānelik), the second of the incidental qualities of the idea, allows the writer to criticise and attack, while apparently merely relating an incident. The criticism, the true purpose of the writer, will appear as incidental and secondary to the narrative aim. This quality is illustrated by the well known dialogue from Fužūli's Ṣıkāyet-name, where he describes a frustrating encounter with bureaucracy, in which he attempts to validate a certificate for a pension, given to him in recognition of his merit, only to discover that the officials in charge were determined to avoid handing
over the money. The quality of ingenuousness is manifested in the dialogue in which Fuţūlī tries to remonstrate with the officials and is met by the insurmountable barrier of bemused indifference on the part of the corrupt officials, completely confident in their own immunity from the law. The writer portrays himself as the victim of a callous bureaucracy at the hands of which he is humiliated and deprived of his rights, all within the context of a theme depicting the adversity of fate. The true purpose, Ekrem implies, is criticism and reproach, rather than the mere account of the frustration he experienced.

Once again it is to the example, rather than the definition itself, which the reader must have recourse to understand the matter under discussion. The illustrative passage is appropriate enough, although in one respect it does not accord completely with the definition. The section quoted, which consists of about a sixth of the whole letter, by being divorced from its context, leaves too strong an impression of the circumstances which prompted its composition. While no reader could possibly mistake Fuţūlī's attitude to these men, and while there is no reason to suppose that he intended anything other than their condemnation, Ekrem should have provided an illustration in which the criticism was not so direct; for the reader unfamiliar with this letter may be forgiven for presuming that the primary intention of the author was an attack on the corrupt bureaucrats. However, the passage
is so well known and universally admired that we may presume that all his readers were in fact familiar with the context (pp. 22-23).

The third incidental quality is subtlety (incelik), by which the writer presents an idea which contains a meaning additional to the one immediately apparent. Three examples are given, the first of which is taken from the Evrâk-i Perişân of Nâmîk Kemâl, in which Mehmed II is accosted by a dervish while hunting. The dervish asks for half of Mehmed's wealth, on the basis of their brotherhood in Islam. Mehmed's reply, "Hele şu bir açoeyi al, git; öteki kardeşlerimiz duyarsa, hissaına o kadar işâbet itmez", is an example of subtlety. Although Ekrem does not explain the levels of meaning it is clear that it is the idea rather than the words themselves which admit of a deeper interpretation. Brotherhood as a concept in Islam, pertains to the spiritual relationship among Muslims, and is to be interpreted on the level of familial obligation; the distinction here being made between "uğuvvet", the abstraction, and "kardeşlik", the actual.

Having defined and illustrated this quality Ekrem proceeds to qualify it by stating that it is not peculiar to intelligence or wit, but may also appeal to the heart, the latter type being preferred. Whether subtlety is within the realms of the intellect or the heart, it remains an innate virtue, which cannot be acquired through study.
A further illustration is provided in ‘Abdülhakk Hāmid’s masrā’, which Ekrem considered one of the most beautiful instances of the use of subtlety (p. 23):

Hağaret redd olnur muğayyerdür

The most probable meaning is that one should not respond in kind to abuse, although "redd" can mean both "reject" or "return", and the position of "muğayyer" gives prominence to the choice which must be made between these two meanings.

A third illustration is provided in the story which relates Fu‘ād Paşa’s growing irritation with a political opponent who continually attacked him from behind the banner of liberalism. Fu‘ād Paşa, conceding his opponent’s merits but nevertheless wishing him dead, is alleged to have uttered "Fulanı aşmali da sofrada altına gidüb ağlamalı". Translated as "They should hang so-and-so, and then weep over him", the implication of the remark is that lofty motives do not exempt one from proper or polite behaviour.

Forcefulness (ṣiddet), the fourth incidental quality, serves to affirm the importance of the idea, thus making a greater impression on the mind, and often producing

---

1 Trans: An insult is an option to be rejected.
noble sentiments in the hearts of the readers. Two examples are given, the first consists of words attributed to Selīm I, who while gazing upon a map of the world was reported to have said: "The world is not so vast as to satisfy a Sultan". The second is taken from the plot of Vatan yahud Silestre of Nāmīk Kemāl, in which an officer, having appealed for a volunteer to blow up the enemy ammunition depot, and having found one asks him whether he is capable of setting it on fire, eliciting the reply: "I can set it alight, even if I have to sit on it to do so" (pp. 24-25).

Brilliance (parlaklık), the fifth incidental quality, gives to ideas elegance, loftiness and imagery, forming brilliant concepts in the mind of the reader. Ekrem, reminding the reader that the topic under discussion is ideas rather than style, emphasises that brilliance is found not only in the meaning, that is the idea itself, but also in the expression of the idea, that is the style in which it is written. Style and meaning are inseparable in their contribution to the brilliance of the idea. He illustrates this quality with a passage from Nāmīk Kemāl, in which the author conjures up image upon image to evoke the feeling of wonderment which gripped him as he beheld the sun rising over the landscape. A further example consists of beyts taken from Nedīm's Mevlevi describing the Bāg-ı Vefā of ʻApūdan Muṣṭafā Paşa. Each of the beyts is marked by its vivid use of imagery (p. 21).
Ekrem has quite correctly drawn the reader's attention to the fact that impressive imagery cannot be dismissed as belonging purely to the realms of style, for the image evoked is as much dependent on the idea as its expression. What he has failed to do, however, is justify the special treatment of the idea which evokes brilliance, and the neglect of, let us say, the idea which evokes the grotesque, the bloody, the heavenly, or the soothing. The examples would suggest that the brilliant idea exploits brilliant imagery, that is, the bright sun, the luminous moon, sparkling jewels, scintillating water, gleaming marble and glittering stars. Brilliance, as a quality of the idea, seems to have no wider application, encompassing only that imagery which is connected with luminosity. However illogical the proposition may seem, Ekrem seems to consider scintillating tinsel and like imagery of such particular virtue as to merit special mention.

The sixth and final incidental quality is sublimity (ʻulvīyet), which is peculiar to the loftiest, the greatest and the most inspiring ideas, holding spiritual concepts like divinity, religious experience and love of one's homeland. The examples are taken from the Taḥarruʻāt of Sinān Paşa, a work consisting of religious and moral reflections, from an unidentified prose passage by Sāmī Paşa, and from two poems by Şināsī and Rousseau respectively. The first three examples all consist of affirmations of the existence of God. The quality of sublimity, as evinced
by the illustrations, lies in the magnificence of the truth expressed in them, and because the greatest truth is the existence of God, any assertion thereof is to be considered sublime. As each of these three illustrative passages is taken from the literary stock of Islamic pious and devotional writing, Ekrem chooses a poem by Jean Jacques Rousseau, translated by Pertev Paşa, presumably to demonstrate that the quality of sublimity is not restricted to the writings of Muslims. The poem by Rousseau, himself a sentimental deist, consists of a statement of the transient nature of our worldly existence (pp. 27-30).

Concluding his discussion of the qualities pertaining to the idea, Ekrem sums up by admitting that he has not identified all discernible types of ideas, but he nevertheless assures his readers that he has touched upon their main characteristics. He adds one further observation: these qualities are of value only if they are appropriate to the subject under discussion. The best guide to their use is the aesthetic awareness (zeyî-i vicdânî) and intelligence of the writer.

Although Ekrem has successfully proposed a theoretical framework within which one may characterise ideas, the impression is given that no matter how valid this may be for Ottoman literature, it required an effort of interpretation to make it apply. This may be due to his failure
to search out the convincing illustration, for when the definition is weak, the reader will invariably depend upon the example cited in order to understand the proposition. This, in fact, would frequently seem to be the author's intention, for he uses the exemplary passages as integral parts of the discussion, sometimes interposing observations amongst the illustrations. The instances are not few when he defines the proposition, illustrates it, modifies the definition, provides a further illustration and concludes by adding some further remarks. This approach can only be as valid as the illustrations themselves, which are often an integral part of the theoretical discussion. Unfortunately they are all too often weak, so much so, that many of the examples could equally well, if not better illustrate other characteristics. One should not, of course, be too critical of such weaknesses and incongruities, for it is in the nature of pioneering works such as this to be slavishly dependent on alien ideas, and less than totally convincing in their attempt to reconcile two different traditions.

Proceeding to the second section of the first chapter (İkinci Mebhası, Birinci Faşl), Ekrem deals with emotion as a factor in literature. He conceives of emotions as inherent elements, functioning at a level between ideas, whence they emanate, and style, upon which they bear influence. He first postulates that what can be perceived must also be capable of being emotive, but later seems to
contradict himself when he suggests that a work dealing with the sciences may be devoid of emotion, a statement which he qualifies by dismissing such works as of a non-literary nature. In lieu of a definition of emotion, he describes some of the more common types of emotive reaction: joy, sadness, inclination, aversion, love and hatred, all of which can be categorised on the basis of their type and strength: they may engender sympathy or antipathy, they may be moderate or impassioned. He resorts to metaphor in describing the moderate emotion as a bright quality which bathes the heart in light, while the passions are lofty and set the heart aflame. As illustrations of literature exploiting these emotions, he cites the Leylî-Nâme of Fużûlî and Kemâl's Zavallı Çocuk, examples of the moderately emotive, and Kemâl's Vaṭan yâhûd Silestre and Şeyh Ğâlib's Hüsûn-ü-'İsk, the impassioned.

He justifies the intrusion of emotion into literature on the grounds that just as the propagation of truth by reasoning is laudatory and valuable, so too will the use of emotions for this end be good. In this process, it is the role of the intellect to prepare the reader, and to the emotions falls the task of actually winning him over to the writer's point of view. The emotions are not only a means of persuading the reader, but also serve a higher moral purpose; for Ekrem holds that it is not sufficient that the writer distinguish the good from the evil, he must also be prepared to influence the reader to desire the one and detest the other.
Ekrem implies that emotion is inherent in all literary works, a view which does not stand up to close scrutiny. An emotion is, at least according to his description of its salient features, that part of the reader's reaction to the work which may be characterised as non-intellectual. Many literary works, it could well be argued, do not evoke an emotional reaction. The crux of the argument lies in the problem of deciding the nature of emotional response. Is the smile on the face of the reader who has just read a particularly satisfying beyt, an emotional or intellectual response; or to use Ekrem's terminology, is it "kalben" or "'aklen"? The problem is, of course, insoluble, and this probably accounts for his avoidance of this question (pp. 31-33).

Emotions, like ideas, are discussed by Ekrem in terms of their attributes. They are marked both by intrinsic and incidental qualities, the former consisting of the true, and the natural emotion, corresponding to the "fikr-i ḥaḳīḳī" and "fikr-i selīm" of the previous section. Given that these two qualities exist in all emotions, they may be further characterised by certain attributes of which the four most prominent are (1) the sincere (sāde -di1ane), (2) the tender (rāḳīḳ), (3) the stirring (mūheyyic) and (4) the sublime ('ālī) emotion.

The true emotion comes from the heart and must be entirely free from artificiality or contrivance. The
Ekrem implies that emotion is inherent in all literary works, a view which does not stand up to close scrutiny. An emotion is, at least according to his description of its salient features, that part of the reader's reaction to the work which may be characterised as non-intellectual. Many literary works, it could well be argued, do not evoke an emotional reaction. The crux of the argument lies in the problem of deciding the nature of emotional response. Is the smile on the face of the reader who has just read a particularly satisfying beyt, an emotional or intellectual response; or to use Ekrem's terminology, is it "kalben" or "'âlîn"? The problem is, of course, insoluble, and this probably accounts for his avoidance of this question (pp. 31-33).

Emotions, like ideas, are discussed by Ekrem in terms of their attributes. They are marked both by intrinsic and incidental qualities, the former consisting of the true, and the natural emotion, corresponding to the "fikr-i hâkîkî" and "fikr-i selîm" of the previous section. Given that these two qualities exist in all emotions, they may be further characterised by certain attributes of which the four most prominent are (1) the sincere (sâde -dilâne), (2) the tender (râkîk), (3) the stirring (müheyyic) and (4) the sublime ('âlî) emotion.

The true emotion comes from the heart and must be entirely free from artificiality or contrivance. The
illustration is a *mergiye* composed by Ebű 's-Su‘ūd Efendi on the death of his child. It is appropriately chosen, for here is an elegy that avoids the contrived expressions of bereavement and expresses sorrow forcefully without resort to hyperbole; the second beyt in particular rings true (p. 34):

(Müc 1) Seni bekāda koyub ben fenā bulam dirdüm

Vücūd bulmadı endiše-i muḥālum, gel.¹

Ekrem further observes that no writer can excite in his readers emotions which he has not experienced himself. Although this point is made subsequent to the illustration, it would seem to be a continuation of the discussion, inserted as an after-thought, rather than a reflection on the illustrative poem.

The second intrinsic quality of emotion is naturalness. A natural emotion must not exceed sensible bounds, the emotive response being in proportion to the stimulus. The illustrative passage is a portion of a *mergiye* by Fu‘ūlī to the memory of Ḥuseyn, the grandson of the Prophet. In

---

¹ Trans: Methought when I laid thee to rest that my life would vanish away

But alack! it is come not to pass, that fancy unright, 0 come.

this poem the author bitterly reproaches the Sphere, which represents Fortune, for having schemed the murder of Hüseyn.

As the brief description of these qualities has given the reader only a perfunctory idea of their nature, Ekrem interposes a parenthetical discussion (istīrād) in which he reiterates the salient features of these two qualities, and compares them to one another. He maintains that a true emotion must also be natural, otherwise it will have no efficacy; as an example of failure in this respect he cites the words of a mother, who upon losing her child, cries out: "My poor lamb; would that the world had been destroyed rather than you should have died! Fate has left untouched, mothers with three or four children, and yet has taken from me my only child." No matter how true this sentiment may be, it is nevertheless irrational and therefore unacceptable. The aim of literature being to influence the reader, the writer is obliged to express true emotions rationally, and this may be achieved by observation of the conditions which ensure that the emotion is natural. An example of false and inappropriate emotion is given in an elegy by Faḍlī (d. 1562), in which the poet calls upon each of the elements in the heavens to adopt a posture of mourning: the sun extinguished, the stars scattered, the clouds weeping rain, thunder moaning, and the night enwrapped in a cloak of bereavement (pp. 35-38).
True emotion could have been more simply defined as that which is genuinely felt by the writer. Fażūlī's elegy is dismissed, presumably because the appeal to the elements to imitate human behaviour does not express his true feelings. Fużūlī's anger at fate for scheming the death of Hüseyn, on the other hand, is felt to reflect true and natural emotion. For natural emotion, however, no simple definition is offered; it would seem that its most salient feature is its ability to move the reader, which is the true purpose of emotive language. This is achieved by evincing the emotional reaction which will appear most appropriate to the reader in a given situation. Ekrem probably objects to the bereaved mother's wish that the world would come to an end on the grounds that her emotional reaction is exaggerated. It would have been more appropriate for her to have wished the child never to have been born, or even that her own life should be taken away, rather than to yearn for the end of all existence.

Of the numerous incidental emotions Ekrem chooses to dwell on, there are four which he considers most worthy of note. The first is innocence, which is briefly defined as that emotion in which can be found sincerity, informality, and those qualities peculiar to children. The examples are taken from a dialogue in Zavallı Çocuk, a play by Kemal, in which a young lady, Şefika, declares her love for her sweetheart. The theme of the play is based on the conflict between the generations around the question of
whether the parents or the children should arrange a marriage, whether, in other words, true love or tradition should be the dominant consideration in matrimony. Şefika reveals her love in a frank and direct manner which must have struck all the audience as extremely sincere; the more traditionally minded readers would no doubt have been shocked. The second example, taken from 'Abdülhakk Hāmid's Nesteren consists of exactly the same type of theatrical encounter, this time between Hüsrev and the eponymous heroine (p. 38):

Hüsrev: (H 3) Meleksem, burası sentûm ocagûfî
Nesteren: Meleksem, cennetûm sentûm kucağûfl

Tenderness is characterised as that quality which fills the heart with fondness and affection. It is likened to the effect of a light breeze upon the leaves of a tree causing them to tremble with delight. The examples consist of three poems, by Kemal, 'Abdülhakk Hāmid and Refik Bey respectively. The first of these evocatively describes a rose which gently penetrates the author's consciousness, only at the end of the poem is he aware that he is perceiving his motherland. The second

---
1 Trans: Hüsrev: Were thou an angel this abode would be your hearth
Nesteren: Rather, your arms would be my own celestial garth
is somewhat similar, in that the author is haunted by visions of his beloved which gently intrude into his awareness. The third emotion is one of sympathy, which the author feels for the nightingale which will not sing; the writer ponders on the reason for its silence and attributes various causes to it (pp. 38-40).

The stirring (müheyyic) emotions, on the other hand, move the reader either to excitement or to sorrow, and are likened to sudden petulant spring storms. Three examples are given, the first an epitaph for a girl, the second 'Akif Paşa's (d. 1848) famous elegy for his granddaughter and thirdly, a passage from 'Abdülhakk Hāmid's play, Tārik, each illustrating the literary expression of the human response to the death of a loved one.\(^1\) However,

\(^1\) The first of these illustrations, Ekrem found on a tombstone:

(R 1)  
Ah Memdūha senünk-çün dıdeler kan ağlasun  
Dıdeler diller degül can ağlasun can ağlasun  
Gül yüzük, nergis gözün, gonca femüfl yąd eyleyüb  
Gısu-yı dil-cülerünk-çün sümbülistân ağlasun  
Bulmadum bir çare rūhānî-vü-cismanî saña  
Dirdūn ândukça ben 'âlemde dermân ağlasun  
Sen ciger-pārem cinân bâgında gez güller gibi  
Derd-i ḥasretle baaban bī-çäre her än ağlasun

The/
in each case the quality of pathos is most in evidence, whereas it is the stirring and forceful nature of the emotions rather than their pathetic qualities to which attention should be drawn. The first of the examples, to illustrate the use of verse to excite a tenderness of feeling, could be regarded as the very antithesis of all that Ekrem has said previously about the quality of sincerity and simplicity as desiderata. In the verse all those clichés of the old poetry are introduced with no particular modification that would fit them for the intention of the poetry, the simplicity and directness that must be regarded as essential in stimulating grief are invalidated by the use of a four syllable redif which gives a mechanical structure to the poem. Far from exciting compassion, such verses can only give the impression of an amateurish attempt to achieve expression within the conventions of a poetry that, by its very nature, was never intended as a vehicle for sincere feelings. Reading such verses a century after Ekrem, one is left to wonder at the quality of his own literary criticism and how much in fact he believed the doctrines he so confidently expounds (pp. 40-44).

The second illustration is translated in HOP, IV, 331. No doubt it is this section that inspired E. J. W. Gibb to summarise the modern school thus: "The Ottoman poets of today love chiefly to dwell upon such themes as a fading flower, or a girl dying of decline;" (in Lane-Poole, Turkey, p. 323).
The sublime ('Alî) emotion induces us to aspire to some higher plane and fills our hearts with wonder and yearning. The first example is taken from Ayetûllâh's translation of C. F. Volney's Les Ruines, a philosophy of history much influenced by the author's travels in the Levant. The passage cited is from the opening of the Invocation, a salutation addressed to the ruins, to which are attributed wisdom and truth by virtue of their age. They have proclaimed, the author declares, those sacred dogmas of liberty and equality much despised by tyrants. These are sublime thoughts, no one can deny, but are they necessarily emotive? Again one has cause to suspect that Ekrem was prompted to consider this passage as such, only because Volney professes to be thus moved while gazing upon those stones: "Benim kalbim sizin temâşâhînizdan ihsâsât-ı 'âmîka ve efkar-ı 'âliye iktisâbi-yle insîrâh bulur." However, no matter how much its author may declare himself emotionally overwhelmed, it does not necessarily follow that the passage itself will evoke in others those same emotions. The second example, taken from 'Abdülhâkk Hâmid's play, Esber, is far more convincing: Aristotle is reflecting on the murder of Rukzan by Alexander the Great, whose tyranny he condemns. The third and the seventh quatrains of the passage cited are:

1 The text writes iktisâb ile.
Hem-cinsini makbere delālet
İrās-i mażaret-ü-sefālet
Yā Rabb bu ne vaĥşiyāne ḥaşlet!
Eyā bu mī bizdeki 'adālet?

Bu mażlimeyi getir de yāda
Gez şevk ile 'Ālem-i ziyāda
Ağ čeşmūni nezd-i Kibriyāda
Nūruğ ola dem-be-dem ziyāde¡

Of course, one must take it for granted that any statement uttered by Aristotle — no matter how banal — will, by virtue of his reputation, be considered of exceptional value. However, this consideration apart, the monologue may with some justice be deemed sublime (pp. 43-46).

In none of the illustrations which purport to arouse the emotions, has Ekrem identified those elements which

---
1 Trans: To point one's fellow-men to immolation,
To leave a legacy of desolation,
Oh, God, can this fiend be of Your creation?
Is justice now become such in our nation?

Now bring to mind this gloomy tyranny
And in the universe of light walk joyously.
Open your eyes to His great majesty,
And let your light increase perpetually.
render the language emotive. He has failed to analyse the passages and subsequently demonstrate those features which distinguish, let us say, sublime emotion from sublime thoughts. He is often at a loss for words to describe the function and effect of the various emotions. One symptom of this problem is his occasional recourse to metaphor in order to define the concepts under discussion: the stirring emotion is, for example, likened to a storm, the tender emotion to a breeze.

Having concluded his discussion of the emotions Ekrem proceeds to investigate some of the ancillary properties of a literary work: good taste, imagery, wit, memory, genius and skill. The first of these, good taste (ḥūsn-i ṭabī‘at), in importance the equal of the intellect and emotions, is considered the consciousness of art. It discriminates between beauty and ugliness, clarity and obscurity, truth and falsehood, and makes plain those subtle differences which cause the sublime to be debased. Ekrem offers one definition: "good taste is the immediate emotional response to virtue in the midst of banality or to the banal in the midst of virtue." He is clearly not satisfied with this definition, for he proceeds to enlarge upon his own description of the attributes of good taste. It monitors thoughts by condemning the vulgar, the pretentious, the contrived and exaggerated and regulates the emotions by delineating those boundaries within which they are sensible; it confines imagery within the limits
of truth, or what appears as true, and requires art to be natural. Good taste is a prerequisite for all who aspire to writing well, and although it is a natural quality it may nevertheless be acquired by a critical and analytic study of the accepted literary works.

Contrasting good taste with the faculty of imagination (kuvve-i ḥayalîye), Ekrem suggests that while the former senses, discriminates and corrects, the latter invents, illuminates and adorns. He offers an analogy between writing and painting, in which the function of the imagination is likened to the paints with which the artist fills his canvas. The imagination gives nobility and sublimity to writing, and when it cannot express a truth, it invents a world of its own and so gives body and soul to it. He provides two illustrative passages for both the proper and the improper use of imagery, the former is taken from Şeyh Gâlib's Hüsn-û-'Îsk, the latter from 'Îzzet Mollâ's Gülşen-i 'Îsk. Şeyh Gâlib describes a desert thus:

(H5) Bir deşt-i siyehde oldî güm-râh
Yeldâ-yı şitâ belâ-yı nâ-gâh
Bir deşt bu kim, ne 'ûzû bi-’llâh
Cinler cirid oynar anda her-gâh
‘İzzet Molla, also depicts a frightening and hostile landscape and describes it thus:

(İaf 1) İki yol arasında märstän
   Evi küçük hayye bir kalın urğan
   Nehri güyä cehennemü̈h deresi
   Bu imiş vâdi-yî şamuñ deresi
   Kaldı hayretde iki yâr-ı şefîk

Both illustrations employ vivid imagery, but while Şeyh Gallib gradually develops a scene of increasing

1 Trans: They lost the way amidst a desert drear
   Where winter-night doth reign and sudden fear
   A desert this — in God we refuge take
   Whereof the jinn alway their tilt yard make
   Together met were terror and despair
   It rained now darkness and now snowflakes there.

Trans. Gibb, HOP, IV, 201.

2 Trans: ’Twixt these two paths lay snake-infested slopes
   The smallest snakes as big as good stout ropes
   There flowed ’tween them infernal waters deep
   Woeful torrents were these dismal waters deep
   Astounded stood these two companions dear
desolation, 'İzzet Mollâ destroys the effect he is aiming at by overstatement. Ekrem advises the reader that the imagery need not necessarily conform to truth, but warns him that should he depart from it, he must avoid incongruity or levity, and this may be achieved only by the use of one's own judgement. On these grounds he rejects 'İzzet Mollâ's use of imagery.

Ekrem proceeds to the discussion of wit (zarafet), an innate quality which may not be acquired by study. It is adequately described through its attributes, so that the reader is left in no doubt as to the function of this faculty. By the employment of wit a writer is able to lend to his works grace and charm, and a reader may immediately recognise allusions and perceive what is intended in other literary figures. It is that element of genius which discovers those relationships between objects on which metaphors and similes are based, and should not be confused with the intelligence or reason. It is not an essential quality for every literary genre, and a writer bereft of wit may nevertheless acquire an appreciative readership and achieve a high position in the estimation of his peers.

Ekrem discusses the function of the faculty of memory in a section entitled "Kuvve-i Hâfiğa" and in the following istîtrâd. He distinguishes between the conscious effort
of committing material to memory and the unconscious assimilation of information, the first being subject to recall at a later date, while the latter intrudes into the consciousness involuntarily. He terms these "taḥaṭṭur" and "tevārūd" respectively. Having borrowed the latter expression from the stock of technical terms peculiar to Arabic criticism, he is obliged to define it in its classical meaning. Arabic literary theory admits of several terms for literary theft or borrowing, each indicating a particular degree of plagiarism. Tevārūd occurs when two writers, unbeknown to each other, cooincidentally produce the same line of verse, or a similar passage of prose. This is extremely rare and only generally met with in chronograms where the idea to be expressed is already established and the freedom of choice and ordering of its expression will be severely curtailed not only by the exigencies of meter and rhyme, but by the additional demand of the arithmetic composition of the verse. Ekrem acknowledges the rarity of true tevārūd in contemporary writing, and suggests that much coincidence is the result of downright plagiarism (ṣirḳat-ū-intihāl), rather than being cases of minds arriving fortuitously at the same choice of words. Ekrem's "tevārūd", however, allows for literary borrowing as long as it is done unconsciously.
The function of the memory is to assimilate the ideas of others, subject them to critical analysis and judgement, and then to store them in the mind whence they may be recalled as an aid to the creation of new ideas, fresh imagery and brilliant description. Ekrem observes that although the memory is capable of storing ideas which have not been properly understood, the process will impose an inordinate burden on it and will ultimately destroy this precious faculty. The suggestion that understanding is an aid to memorisation, besides being a statement of the obvious, should be understood as a damning indictment of the contemporary educational system which demanded of students the assimilation of vast quantities of undigested material, rather than the development of an analytic and questioning mind.

Ekrem then discusses genius and skill (dehâ-vu -hünerverî), qualities which are possessed by very few individuals. Genius, by far the rarer of the two gifts, allows a writer to discover the unknown, and to invent that which did not previously exist, while skill permits one to adapt the ideas of others and to present them as one's own. No further explanation or development of this idea is offered, and we can only be left with the impression that these two terms have been defined somewhat arbitrarily.
The last topic of discussion in this, the first part of the Ta'lim-1 Edebiyat, is the question of aesthetics. In this section, which he entitles "Sanē'i'de Güzellik neden 'İbaretdir", he creates an analogy between literature and the other arts, the former appreciated by the mind, the latter by means of the external senses. While beauty in art is achieved by blending colours in painting, shapes in the plastic arts or sounds in music, in literature it results from the conformity of expression to the idea it represents. These two elements must conform also to truth and nature, and to the noble aspirations of the human spirit. While everyone recognises beauty, no one had yet defined it.

The second section of the work is devoted to style (esālīb), the treatment being a mixture of Eastern and Western rhetorical modes. Accepting the best from each of the two distinct traditions, Ekrem achieves a rather felicitous alliance between systems which may, at first, appear incompatible. The Arabic tradition, seeking to achieve a tightly structured theory of language through the analysis of its mechanism, does not accord well with the European practice of identifying adherent characteristics. This marriage of Eastern and Western rhetoric was achieved by the relatively simple process of adopting the broad framework from Europe and incorporating Arabic theory only when it provided a more appropriate exposition than could be found in the foreign model. Ekrem's exploitation
of the 'ilmū 'l-belāga is, however, little more than the casual borrowing of some technical terms from the traditional science, and a relatively small amount of its substance; in principle he rejects the spirit of this Islamic discipline with its passion for comprehensive ordering and classification. However, the urge to systematise and tabulate must have been an instinct controlled only by the most constant vigilance and self-restraint, a literary taxanomy had become second nature to all Ottomans. Ekrem does occasionally relax this vigilance and adds more classifications when he finds the existing categories deficient. This, however, is not a serious criticism of his method; indeed, it could be justifiably asserted that these lapses into the old methods contribute the most lucid passages in the work for many readers not imbued with Western literary ideals. It is not unreasonable to suggest that the casual introduction of terms and concepts from the traditional rhetoric may have been intended to provide some props on which the old scholars might lean, in order to survey around them the mass of unfamiliar ideas expressed in an alien jargon.

The following tables of contents from Lefranc's Traité and the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat serve best to explain how this section has been composed:
Ta'lim-i Edebiyat:

1° Mebhaṣ: Feṣāḥat
Galaṭ-ı Ṭehakkūmī 68
Ža’f-ı Te’līf 91
Ṭa’kĪd 105
Garābet 111
Tetābū’-ı İțāfet 120
Kegret-ı Tekrār 125
Tenāfür 126
Şīveye Muğāyaret 129
İmlāsizlik 132
Muştābaḳat-ı Elfāz 134
Müşkil-pesendlik 136

2° Mebhaṣ: Vuzūh 147
Clarte 53

3° Mebhaṣ: Ṭabī‘at 153
Naturel 62

4° Mebhaṣ: Münkāhiyet 160
Précision 60

5° Mebhaṣ: Aheng-i 'Umūmī 172
Harmonie 68
Aheng-i Taklīdī 181
Harmonie imitative 71

6° Mebhaṣ: Mūvāfaḳat
Üslūb-ı Sāde 192
Style simple 75
Üslūb-ı Mūzeyyin 198
Style tempéré 80
Üslūb-ı ‘Ālī 203
Style sublime 94
'Ulviyet-i Şirfa 208
Sublime proprement dit 100
'Ulviyet-i Fikr 210
Sublime de pensée 105
'Ulviyet-i Hiss 212
Sublime de sentiment 108
'Ulviyet-i Ǧayal 213
Sublime d’image 103

Lefranc’s Traité:

style et composition

Pureté 56
Propriété 57
Clarte 53
Naturel 62
Précision 60
Harmonie 68
Harmonie imitative 71

Lefranc’s style et composition
The Introduction consists of two sections, the introduction proper (entitled "Üslūb") being merely a translation of Lefranc's general remarks on style, and the istitrad, no more than a restatement of this, in terms more familiar to the Ottoman reader. The translation is for the most part faithful, the only concession to Ottoman literary norms being the interpolation of two beyts. He completes his general discussion on style with two paragraphs from Kemal's literary manifesto. Conscious of the pioneering nature of his work, a footnote is provided in which he justifies his choice of "Üslūb" to render the concept of "manner of presentation", without acknowledging that here it translates the French word, "style". The istitrad repeats the substance of the introduction, but in a language more elevated than that of the first section, which was bound too tightly by the restraints of accurate translation.1

1 Compare Lefranc (pp. 51-53) with Ekrem (pp. 61-64). The quotation by Kemal is from his essay "Edebiyat hakkında ba'zi Mülâhaçât" (p. 103), see above p. In another footnote (p. 62) Ekrem acknowledges the author of the phrase "style is the man himself", as Buffon and correctly identifies it as part of a speech to the French Academy. This would suggest that Ekrem must have used European sources other than Lefranc, or indeed may have read the speech itself. There are some stylists who are prepared to pronounce on/
The main body of the section on style can be divided into three notional divisions, the first being based on the mukaddime to the Tełhis, which deals with the negative attributes of style, that is, the faults incidental to fesāḥat. Ekrem expands this section to include lapses which are peculiar to Ottoman usage and, by extrapolation, to Persian. To the traditional faults of style, Za'f-1 te'läf, ta'kîd, ġarâbet, tenafûr, he adds "Gaλâ-1 teḥakkûmî", "tetâbû'-i āzâfet", "keğret-i tekrâr", "ğâiveye muğâyeret", "ilmâsizlik", "muṭabaḳat-i elfâz" and "müskil pesendlik", and here his inspiration comes more from the Eastern mode of rhetorical analysis than the Western.

Setting himself up as arbiter of usage, and drawing on the meaning of the dictum without showing any evidence of actually having read Buffon's speech, Gosse, who wrote the article "Style" in the Encyclopedic Britannica (1910 ed.), considers these words to be an observation on the superiority of homo sapiens over the rest of the animal world. F. L. Lucas, Style (London, 1955), makes much of Gosse's attribution of the quotation to Buffon's L'histoire naturelle, arguing that it was in fact from his Discours sur le style — here the two opinions may be reconciled by the fact that in some editions (e.g. Oeuvres completes, 1824) the speech, entitled merely "Discours", is part of the introduction to L'histoire naturelle.
criterion of the mechanism of language rather than the effect it produces, he attempts to account for all faults and adds to those already identified in the Telhis many which might otherwise be termed Ottomanisms or instances of poetic licence.

The concept of feşahat, purity of language, is common both to the Islamic tradition and to Lefranc's exposition, in the former the concept being expressed through a highly developed analysis of linguistic faults, while the latter merely draws attention to the existence of barbarisms and neologisms and their adverse effect on style. In the Belâğat-i 'Osmanîye, Cevdet Paşa treated only of tenâ'fûr, ğaräbet, muhâlebetu 'l-kiyâs, za‘f-î te‘lîf, ta‘kîd and tetâbu‘-î itâfet, indicating that their incidence may be controlled by reference to the traditional linguistic sciences. Ğarâbet is governed by the science of lexicography, muhâlebetu 'l-kiyâs by the 'ilmu 's-sarf, za‘f-î te‘lîf and ta‘kîd-i lafzî by nahv and ta‘kîd-i ma‘nevî by beyân, while tenâ‘fûr is recognised by one's own aesthetic awareness (zevk-û-hiss). In this last case Cevdet Paşa has made a radical departure from Islamic practice which attempts to explain aesthetically displeasing combinations in physical terms. Unwilling to apply the Arabic laws of euphony to Turkish, Cevdet Paşa leaves the onus of deciding what constitutes disharmony in language to the reader (p. 16). Ekrem, however, realising that many stylistic faults are peculiar to Turkish, makes little attempt to
define them in terms of other linguistic sciences, being content merely to identify their existence and to suggest some rules whereby they may be avoided.

The "ğalaţ-i te hakkümî" consist of violations of the principles governing normative written Ottoman. He divides them, in the best scholastic tradition, into words in which the letters are increased, decreased, or exchanged. This can be caused either by the careless use of words, as in the case of "egerçî" instead of "eger" where the increase is represented by the suffix "-çî", or by ellision, "temîz" in place of "temîz". Many of these instances are used for particular effect, often to comply with exigencies of meter or rhyme. While modern stylists would consider such aberrations as licence permissible in the language of poetry, Ekrem regards these as "ğalaţ". In some cases, carried away by his zeal in identifying instances of these faults, he wrongly accuses authors of violating feşâhat. Taking a beyt by Sâbit (d. 1712):

(Haf 1) Mey-i 'iskûle bir piyâle pûr
Šunub üftâdefî ayağlandur¹

he objects to the rhyme, which he feels has been achieved by imposing a change in the vowelling of the verb

¹ Trans: Now bring the liquor of your love, a glass complete, And raise again your love-struck lover to his feet.
"ayaklanmak". He would vowel the causative suffix with a kesre, complying with the current rules of vowel harmony, a convention not applicable in Sābit's time.

Galaṭ-i Tehakkûmî represents the conscious violations of orthography and usage and contrasts with imlâsizlik, which is the unintentional mis-sepelling of words, usually arising from confusion between Arabic consonants which are undistinguished in conventional Turkish pronunciation; this most frequently occurs between ĝ, s and ẓ; t and ẓ; ħ, ğ and h; and z, z and ẓ. His treatment of za'f-1 te'lıf, garabêt, tetâbu'-1 iżâfet and tenâfûr are based on the traditional analysis of style. However, unlike Cevdet Paşa and the preceding generations of rhetoricians, Ekrem provides copious examples and evinces a concern not only for the mechanism of these faults but also for their cause and effect. He also introduces some new faults, "keğret-i tekrâr", the excessive repetition of a word within a text, and "şiveye muğâyeret", violation of conventional usage. This section concludes with two observations: firstly, when considering the choice of words in a passage, he believes that for any given concept a single word, and no other, is most appropriate. This quality, which he terms "muţâbaḵat-i elfâz", corresponds to the "propriété" of Lefranc, who held that exact synonyms do not exist. Secondly, he notes with dismay the tendency of critics to be excessively demanding in regard to purity of language. The faults he identifies as "müşkil-pesendlik" would, he
feels, confine the language in a straight-jacket of borrowed rules and conventions.

One may presume that this last fault has been included to counterbalance the necessarily negative tone of this section. Ekrem seems incapable of totally freeing himself from the restraints imposed by the traditional method of analysis, and therefore feels obliged to treat peculiarly Ottoman faults in the manner of the Telhîş. One would certainly have expected a less rigid approach here, an argument that would identify incidences of violation of normative practice, and an attempt to explain both their reason and effect. Ekrem himself seems to recognise this deficiency and presents "mûşkil-pesendlik" as if to make amends for an excessively negative approach to style.

Having dealt with purity, Ekrem proceeds to the treatment of five adherent qualities: clarity, naturalness, precision, harmony and appropriateness, the last of these being further subdivided into various stylistic modes. Here the treatment is little more than the direct adaptation of Lefranc's theory, applied to Ottoman literature. Unlike Süleyman Paşa, Ekrem has adopted only those qualities which have a more or less universal applicability, and illustrates them with a variety of authors. The Mebâni 'l-İngâ had attempted to provide society with literary models — such as oratory — which were incapable of being
assimilated in the contemporary political and social environment, and the examples were drawn, often quite uncritically, from writers already influenced by the West. Such an approach can be criticised in that it adopts a theory of literature from a foreign tradition in order to apply it to that part of one's own literary corpus which was already most directly influenced by it. The implication inherent in such an approach is that, because the alien theory may be applied to a part of one's own literature, it may be applied to the whole. Ekrem, however, resisted this temptation and may be credited with attempting to produce a balanced and representative range of illustrations. The majority of the examples cited do, indeed, come from the modern period, but he has nevertheless incorporated enough of the old writers to constitute a representative survey of Ottoman literature, if not in terms of the complete literary output of the past five centuries, at least in respect of what his contemporaries were currently reading. The citations, like those in the first fasc of the book, may be deemed unconvincing in that they do not exclusively illustrate the literary characteristics under discussion, often being more appropriate to some other quality. This fault—if it may be so considered—is unavoidable with this approach, for any given passage of prose will contain several adherent qualities, it being consequently inevitable that, on occasion, the most striking of these will not be the one intended in the illustration.
Ekrem may also be criticised for not being more critical of his source. However, it is characteristic of a product of the Tanzimat, such as Ekrem was, that he can accept a foreign model for the innovation he is urging without reflecting on, or even criticising, the principles on which this imported system rested. One need not probe deeply to find an explanation for such a servile attitude towards the new authority — indeed the reliance on established authority was wholly characteristic of the scholarship of Islam throughout the Ottoman period — for the whole premise of the reforms which had been introduced into society by the men of the Tanzimat implied a feeling of inadequacy in existing systems to fulfill the demands of the new direction in which they observed their society was moving. The reverence that was, in other branches of learning, shown towards the medical text-book, the manual of arms or the treatise on chemistry, finds its exact psychological counterpart among those who longed for a literature which would, as in Europe, mirror faithfully the reactions of the artist to the stimuli of the circumstances in which he lived. These imitations, unfortunately, went beyond the mere technical borrowings noticeable in Ekrem and his followers, extending even into what might be regarded as the spiritual ambiance of creative writing, so that they were prepared to accept for themselves the attitudes of romanticism, of realism, and of sentimentality which European models had shown them the appropriate posture of the artist.
The third and fourth section are devoted to tropes and figures of speech, the third faṣl encompassing all the figures of beyān and some from bedī', the fourth the ṣanā'i'-i lafżīye. What is most striking about this organisation is that it violates the traditional classification of figures. The Telḥīs divides the figures of speech into two chapter, beyān which analyses the psychological mechanism of metaphor and related tropes, and bedī' which merely lists and explains the nature of the other figures. Ekrem, obviously influenced by Lefranc, breaks down this traditional distinction. Although he incorporates some of the highly sophisticated analytic approach of the traditional treatment of metaphor, he has —by virtue of placing it within the same chapter as other figures —departed from the original purpose of beyān. It is no longer the precocious Islamic science which predated modern European linguistic analysis by several centuries, it is now relegated to the level of bedī', the product of scholastic classification.

Both the Western and Eastern approach to the study of figures of speech share —by coincidence rather than borrowing, it must be emphasised —many features in common, most noticeably a predilection for identification and classification of new figures. As all languages inevitably share certain features, many figures of speech will be common to most of them and it should, therefore, not be surprising that Lefranc's exposition mirrors the classical
Islamic approach in many respects. It is virtually impossible to determine whether Ekrem's "rūcū'" (p. 316), for example, is based on the traditional Islamic figure or on Lefranc's correction (p. 195), so alike are they in many respects; and similarly, iltifāt (p. 306) could be apostrophe (p. 202) and mūbālaQA (p. 299) hyperbole (p. 164). Some figures are purely French in inspiration: "İstifhum" (p. 308), "nida" (p. 310), "kat" (p. 312), "terdiä" (p. 313), "tekrir" (p. 320), "tedrīc" (p. 321)\(^1\); others purely Islamic: sec (p. 351) and tersi (p. 355) (if, in fact, these two techniques of prose composition should really be regarded as tropes at all in the context of Ottoman). What does not belong to the Islamic tradition is the explanation of the figure in terms of its purpose, or the effect produced by it. Some of these Ekrem describes in terms which contrast sharply with the traditional mode. Rūcū', for example, is described in the Telhịs thus:

\[
\text{Ve-min-hū 'r-rūcū'u, ve-hüve 'l-'avdu}
\]
\[
\text{ile 'l-kelami 's-sābir bi-'n-nak}^{1}\text{ li-nūktetin}
\]
\[
\text{(p. 359)}
\]

1 These are based on Lefranc's interrogation (p. 190), exclamation (p. 205), disjonction (p. 154), dubitation (p. 191), repetition (p. 152) and gradation (p. 189) respectively.
Ekrem, on the other hand, considers it

"... a figure which corrects and amends a statement with an expression which is yet more effective, more forceful or more colourful and brilliant. It is used as if to interpolate into a statement a point forgotten, or deny a statement which had unintentionally slipped off the tongue, the intention being to give the statement more force or elegance. ..." (p. 316).

What is most surprising in his treatment are the omissions. Where, for instance, are ḥūsn-i ta'īlīl, ʿirsāl-i meqel, tecāhūl-i ārif and sehīl-i mūntenī', figures which are especially prominent in Ottoman literature and given such particular attention in works such as Nācī's İstiläḥāt-ı Edebiye?

It is probably a significant indication of the divided mind of the Ottoman intellectual at this time that these tropes of bedī' are given anything more than a passing notice in a work of this character. All that has preceded would indicate that Ekrem was removed from the mechanical analysis of the literary model which sought to reduce its effects to a classifiable system. Unfortunately, he had this legacy of rhetorical terms conveniently at hand, and presumably could not resist the facility they
offered to complete the exposition of his theory of literature in a manner in which, after all, appeared to have the sanction of his European preceptors.

In any original work of literature produced by someone of creative talent, there is no conscious striving after a specific effect through the employment of a text-book trope, the impact of the statement having always sprung from the inspiration of the moment. The fact that certain familiar metaphorical usages, certain inversions of language recur from period to period and from author to author should really be regarded as part of the vocabulary of literature, and it is only through the analytical attitudes of people who are themselves not creative that it was felt necessary and possible to collect and classify them.

Towards the end of the book, Ekrem prescribes, for the first time, certain practices to enable the student to write better Ottoman. These are, however, presented as a continuation of the *Sanā'ī-i Lafțiye*. In a section dealing with the "ṣerā'īt-i tesći‘", he lays down laws which cover the use of *sec*'. The overriding principle governing its use is that it should conform to sound aesthetic appreciation (*zevk-i selīm*), which is based, in turn, on five laws: (1) it should be natural; (2) it should not be overused; (3) it must, in terms of the first two conditions, be appropriate to the particular
style being written; (4) the component rhyming phrases of a sentence must be balanced in terms of their length; and (5) secondary sec' may be placed within the primary scheme, but not a tertiary within the secondary. Nowhere does he allude to the syntactical function of sec', in which the rhyme acts as an index of conjunctive relationships, treating it purely as one of the "tezyInAt", a function which it often did not serve.

The Ta'lim-i Edebiyat concludes with some observations on the state of the Ottoman language and its need for reform (pp. 381-387). Echoing Kemal's appeal for the establishment of a society which would promote higher literary standards, he poses several questions which it might wish to ponder: (1) Does Ottoman possess an adequate vocabulary for science and literature? (2) Should a dictionary of Ottoman be compiled, and if so, on what bases? (3) Should it be necessary to commit to memory thirty-two different Arabic and Persian words for "lion", for example, while the language was in need of vocabulary to express subtle ideas? (4) Could spelling be standardised? (5) When two languages share a common set of principles, manner of expression and basis of rhetoric, can they then be considered as two distinct languages? Indeed, can a language which is governed by the rhetorical principles of another look forward to any progress? (6) Which of the Arabic and Persian principles must inevitably be used in Turkish? Must they be incorporated along with the
rules which apply only to Turkish? And finally (7), must Arabic and Persian be dismissed as of no relevance to Ottoman? He provides some answers, offered as no more than his own opinions: (1) Ottoman is deficient in scientific terms, and yet overloaded with an inert vocabulary. (2) A complete dictionary of Turkish should be compiled in which newly borrowed words would be included, and the Arabic and Persian vocabulary restricted. (4) Spelling should be standardised by means of a good grammar and dictionary. Turkish is completely independent in its rhetoric and literary principles, and these should, therefore, be compiled in a form appropriate to it. (5) A language which has a rhetorical system belonging to another cannot progress. He concludes by admitting that the study of Arabic and Persian are necessary, but insists that Turkish too must be studied.

It is beyond the scope of this present work to analyse the implications of these questions, and the answers tentatively offered. In these speculations it is clear that Ekrem is not advocating an "arın Türkçe" such as is presently being promoted by the Dil Kurumu; the very concept would have been beyond the limits of even the most revolutionary imagination in the 1870s. His aim, one must presume, is a Turkish which avoids the unnecessary use of Arabic and Persian where alternative Turkish correspondences exist. For Ekrem, the dominating influence of Arabic over the Turkish element in Ottoman, manifests
itself most noticeably in the use of its grammar and rhetoric. Like Kemal, he considers rhetoric one of the most important dimensions of the language and associates the traditional system with many of the evils which beset Ottoman; in particular *bedi* contained all the ornamentations and figures associated with the "bombast" of oriental literatures, a feature which was markedly absent in much produced in the West. However, accepting that rhetoric is as necessary as morphology and syntax, he feels unable to abolish the old without somehow replacing it.

Many of the faults in the *Ta'lim-i Edebiyät* stem not from Ekrem's lack of familiarity with Ottoman literature, but from a basic misunderstanding of the function of language in Western European countries, in particular the role of literary language. Kemal's literary manifesto had appealed for a national literature which would reflect the language of the people, there being, of course, no Ottoman nation within the traditional political structure. Kemal's idea was the establishment of a nation state with a national literature, very much on the model of France and England, and as a step in this direction, he appeals for a "national rhetoric", the Arabic *bedi* being identified as one of the most inhibiting influences on the Ottoman language. Its figures endowed writing with much of its aesthetic quality, but only at the expense of obfuscating the intention of the speaker and frustrating the goal of communication. But Kemal was not so naive as
to believe that language could be effective without rhetorical embellishments; rather, his appeal was for a system that would distinguish between those that elucidate and those that obfuscate. Ekrem responded to Kemal's appeal by accepting as axiomatic that French literature was worth emulating in all respects, and it was natural, therefore, that he should take a standard college textbook as his model. This was, however, a work of literary theory, in every way as dependent on Latin and Greek formulations as Ottoman was on Arabic. The one feature of the Traité that was born of the French literary experience is the brief introduction on ideas. This, Ekrem expands, the main text of the Traité being absorbed into the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat without the enthusiasm that is so noticeable in his treatment of ideas. It is as if he had realised that French literary theory, as presented in the Traité was, after all, no more relevant to French society than the Telhiş was to Ottoman.

The Ta'lim-i Edebiyat succeeds in its immediate objective, to provide Ottoman with a rhetorical system that was not based completely on Arabic. In the long term, the goal was to develop a Turkish rhetoric, and here it failed, for Ekrem could not discover a set of principles which was exclusive to Ottoman, the Traité and the Telhiş both dealing, in the main, of concepts which have universal applicability. One cannot therefore suggest that the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat replaced the Arabic with the French
model, for the latter was in fact a work of ancient rhetoric, applied to but not evolved from French. To aspire to a Turkish rhetoric is as futile as to wish for one peculiar to French or English. The value of the Ta’lim-i Edebiyat lies in the emphasis on ideas, a theme well developed by Ekrem.

The Ta’lim-i Edebiyat starts from the premise that a theory of rhetoric was necessary for the development of a language, and furthermore that it should evolve from the practice of that language. Both these notions are false: many languages, in fact, exist without a formulation of rhetorical practices, indeed many literatures exist in the complete absence of rhetorical theory; those languages that do have a rhetoric, have often quite successfully borrowed and exploited that of another civilisation. What is certain, however, is that there exists some sort of relationship between rhetoric and literature which may at first not be immediately apparent. An awareness of rhetorical theory can but influence the literary production of a civilisation. That is not to say that the writer will consciously employ rhetorical devices merely because they exist (although in many literatures this is precisely the case), but rather, a study of rhetoric will arouse in him a curiosity about the mechanism of language and, by displaying before him a variety of exemplary forms, will encourage him to emulate them. Just as rhetoric is a good servant, so too is it a bad master. The Ottomans ruled
many aspects of their society through the Arabic sciences, their attitude to them being deferential and subservient: they had allowed their literature to be dominated by Arabic rhetorical theory. Ekrem was hoping to liberate Ottoman literature from the tyranny of the Telhîs, and to place it under the liberal rule of the Traité until such a time as Ottoman rhetoric had developed to a point when it could overthrow alien domination.

The value of the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât is that it emphasised the importance of ideas in contrast to the outward forms, the main concern of the traditional approach. How much more satisfying would the work have been had he merely presented the chapter on ideas by itself. However his brief was the compilation of a work on rhetoric and he was forced to fall back on the traditional approach, be it Arabic or French, in order to give his course structure. To put forward the thesis that good style consists of good thought is tantamount to admitting that there is little to be learnt from the subject itself, the student being more usefully employed in acquiring knowledge and learning how to think.

Some time after the publication of the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyât, Nâmiğ Kemâl wrote a critique of some seventy-four pages. The manuscript was never published in his own lifetime and it is not known whether Ekrem was even
aware of its existence.\textsuperscript{1} It was completely in character for Kemâl to appeal for reforms in the language and then to attack viciously those who responded to his call. Ziya Paşa, having noted the need for an anthology of good literature which the student might aspire to emulate, compiled the \textit{Harabât} as his contribution to the reform of literary standards. Kemâl's reaction was to publish two works of criticism, the \textit{Tahrib-i Harabât} (1874) and the \textit{Ta'kib} (1875), both extremely hostile.\textsuperscript{2} The most interesting aspect of Kemâl's critique of the \textit{Ta'lîm-i Edebiyat} is that it is confined to the first section of the work, the chapter devoted to ideas. The bases of the criticisms are insubstantial, the main contribution of this risâle being a selection of alternative examples — many of them taken from Arab authors! It is clear from the detailed attention he devoted to it that in Kemâl's view the major contribution of the \textit{Ta'lîm-i Edebiyat} is the prominence given to thought over expression, but as the work survives only in draft it cannot be ascertained if he proposed to review the remaining sections of the work in the same way.

\textsuperscript{1} The text has been published with an introduction by N. H. Onan, \textit{Namik Kemal'in Talim-i Edebiyat \özerine bir Risalesi} (Ankara, 1950).

\textsuperscript{2} This controversy is the subject of a monograph: M. K. Bilgegil, \textit{Harabât kârşisında Namık Kemâl} (Istanbul, 1972).
In the spring of 1885, four years after the publication of the Ta‘lim-i Edebiyat, Ekrem wrote Zemzeme III, a book of verse, in the introduction to which he restated his views on literature.¹ He re-emphasised the importance of ideas and begins by addressing himself to the definition of "bedark‘-i fikriye" (intellectual beauties). As he has not previously defined what he means by these "beauties", one must look to his definition of literature for some indication. In the Ta‘lim-i Edebiyat he identifies one of the constituent elements of a literary work as the "zevki vicdani" (aesthetic awareness). One may therefore suppose that the beda‘-i fikriye are the conscious expression of this quality. His choice of the word "beda‘‘i‘" qualified by the adjective "fikriye" suggests "intellectual embellishments", but it is clear from his argument that he intends "thought-provoking ideas". The phrase "beda‘‘i‘-i fikriye" does suggest a parallel with the beda‘‘i‘-i lafziye and the beda‘‘i‘-i ma‘neviiye, the two categories into which all the figures of beda‘‘ are divided, and his choice of words implies that ideas have replaced the old tropes and conceits of rhetoric as the material from which a literary work may be created. No longer would the critic look to the well-balanced sentence, in which the masterly use of sec‘, terfi‘ and muvazeene delights the reader with

¹ The introduction to Zemzeme III is reproduced in I. H. Sevük, Tanzimattan Beri Edebiyat Tarihi, II (Istanbul, 1940), 202-207. The text is also given, in the Arabic characters, in the Abide-i Edeb (Istanbul, 1314), 87-95.
symmetrical phrases and parallel concrete imagery. The idea itself was now to become more important than its expression.

The mere use of a newly-coined phrase such as "bedâ’i‘-i fikrîye" implies changes in society as well as in literature, which in the latter half of the Nineteenth Century was to serve as the mirror in front of which were modelled the new styles from the West. The great emphasis placed on the expression of familiar ideas in an elegant and polished manner, replete with the conventional figures and conceits, is the feature of the old literature to which Ekrem most objects. He would like the idea itself to be impressive, rather than merely its expression, and this, he believes, can be achieved by the intelligent use of figures, as a means to, and not as an end in themselves.

One definition supplied for this elusive concept holds that the most beautiful (gûzel) works are those which cause men to weep; this, however, is rejected by Ekrem, who advances his own opinion that they are those which, when read, cause the reader to contemplate a while, for not all beautiful works provoke tears. He illustrates his own position by comparison with a person walking in the country who sees a flower to which he is attracted, but as he cannot bring himself to pluck it he passes on, affected by a certain feeling of yearning. Even if he should pick it, he is affected by the same feeling when
the time comes to discard the flower; in both cases he is caused to "think". Ekrem admits that he remains in ignorance as to the nature of the thought, he merely acknowledges that it exists. The implication to be drawn from the analogy, is that just as the flower evoked an indefinable feeling in the person who was attracted to it, so do the "bedâ'î-i fikriye" produce an aesthetic reaction which is personal and therefore defies classification or definition.

Further examples of situation which produce a reaction in the heart are provided: the sound of a flute echoing across the valley at the melancholy hour of evening, or the fisherman's cry reverberating across a moonlit sea, or the following songs:

Ağsam olur güneş batar şimdi buradan
Garîb garîb kaival çalar çoban dereden
Pek körpesin esirgesün seni Yaradan
Gir koyuna kurt kapmasun gel kuzucağım

---

1 Trans: The sun is sinking and the evening-dusk is falling now
   And from the vale the shepherd-lad is piping soft and low
   May he who made thee keep thee safe, for very young art thou
   Come, join the flock, my little lamb, the wolf might seize on thee
Ekrem then quotes a number of verses by Nef'i, a poet whom he found particularly satisfying, in that he was forced to ponder on the ideas expressed:

1 Trans: Come fill this glass with limpid wine
   Let moonlight and the dusk combine
   This world declines unceasingly
   But will its troubles ne'er decline?
   Come now refill this goblet dear!

2 Trans: The intellect's an aging student of the master of my understanding
   The cosmos just a gilded tome of the Şâh-nâme of my concerns

The text is taken, without acknowledgement, from a şarkî by Ziya Paşa; the translation is from HOP (V, 95), where the text (VI, 370) reads sûütye instead of koyuna (1.4) and gider instead of baṭar (1.1).
(R1) Zähida rind ol hemen şüretde kalma 'Arif ol 'Alem-i ma'näda hüküm-i padişahi böyledür. Garç eder bir noktada nürti siyaha 'Alemi 'Arifünk ser-maye-i kılk-i siyahi böyledür.¹

(H2) Ağıyara nigâh itmedigüm nätz şanırdum
Çok luṭf imiş ol 'Âşika, ben az şanırdum²

1 Trans: Zealot, forthright turn thou toper, dwell no more mid shows, be wise,
For 'tis thus within the mystic world we win to kingly sway.
All the world 'twould overwhelm in one sole point of blackest night,
Such the wonderous power the sage's tawny reed-pen doth display.

HOP, III, 272.

2 Trans: I thought 'twas pride made thee no look upon the rival throw
How great the grace, I deemed so small,
thou didst on him bestow!

HOP, III, 271.
Ekrem supposed that all readers would be similarly moved by these words, which he believed contained beauties (güzellikler) which inspire the soul, and possess ideas which move the heart. 'Abdülahk Hāmid is cited as an example of a contemporary poet whose works have the same effect on the reader.

Addressing himself to the question of how elegance (letafet) and sublimity ('ulvīyet) are manifested in language, he admits his inability to define them in absolute terms. He advances the proposition that these

1 Trans: Never wilt thou look and see the wound within my heart that lies? Can it be that beauties always treat their loves forlorn this wise? Never may the hapless lover's pain by any sigh be shown; Nay, not e'en although his heart were torn to fragments by his sighs.

HOP, III, 271, where the text (VI, 300) reads yoklamazsın instead of aramazsın (l. 1).
qualities exist whenever there is agreement and harmony between ideas, imagery and emotions — which are characterised by their conformity to the noble aspirations of the soul — and the words and expressions used to convey them. Having introduced the concept of "nobility" into this proposition, he defines it as a quality which exists in ideas, imagery and emotions whenever the soul is moved by ardent yearning. The writer's reason (nefs-i nātika) creates concepts, and his aesthetic awareness or good taste (zevık-i ma'nevî or ḥüsün-i tabī'at) guides their expression. This dichotomy between the idea and its expression is the focal point of Ekrem's argument.

He condemns sublimity of word and phrase which conceals banality of thought and sentiment, likening it to a balloon which ascends briefly into the atmosphere of popularity only to plummet into obscurity. Works devoid of true emotion are as the moonlight which shines bright in the darkness but produces no warmth in the heart.

Continuing his attempt to define the criteria by which literature may be judged, he poses further questions. Why, he asks, should Nef'i be considered the most accomplished master of the kasîde form, which is distinguished by its use of bold imagery, rich language and euphony, and why should Fužûlî's genius eclipse all others in the writing of gazels, poems marked by tender emotion, elegant imagery and exquisite turn of phrase.
To this he offers no clear answers, but goes on immediately to suggest that three types of beauty exist, particular to the "maḥāsin-i fikriye", the "bed-i-i ḥayāliye" and the "sūnūhāt-i ḵalbiye" respectively. The work which combines all three will manifest the highest degree of elegance, such as the beyt by Şināsī previously cited in the Taʿlīm-i Edebiyāt, and the following verses from Nedīm's nesīde describing Kapudan Muṣṭafā Paşa's seaside palace:

(Req) Kūh-u-deryā iki cānibden derāgūs eylemiş
Şanki deryā dāyesi kūh-sär ise lālasūdur
Kūh ṣakinmakda ruḥsārīn ṭōgar gūndē anuň
Bahr ise āyīne-dār-ī talʿat-i ziḥāsūdūr

These beyts are praised for their brilliant use of imagery while the following verses of Nābīzāde Nāzīm Bey (1862-93) are considered a good example of "sūnūhāt-i ḵalbiye":

1 See above p. 156.
2 Trans: Sea and mountain-land embrace it round about on either hand,
'Tis as though the sea its nurse were, and its guardian yonder height,
There the mountain careful shields its cheek what time the sun doth rise,
Here the sea displays the mirror 'fore its dazzling visage bright.

ROP, IV, 54.
The following verses by Mehemed Bey show how tender emotion and elegant ideas may be agreeably combined:

1 Trans: The joy of love you never felt, a slave to passion ne'er were you,
No matter that I loved you so, completely unaware were you.
My nature was inclined to prosper and delight in love,
But friendship with my nature ready to forswear were you.

2 Trans: Oh memory of her, my friend in time of tribulation!
Oh memory, unrivalled friend, my only consolation!
Will ought but your sweet memory bewitch me with such fascination?
To the memory of that faithless one I still own loyalty and dedication.
The above verses are surpassed by the following lines by Ḥāmid Bey, which in Ekrem's opinion demonstrate a perfect mix of exquisite imagery and emotion, which renders it more charming and satisfying to the spirit than any of the previous examples:

Severem ba'ż1 ben şeb-i tārī
Verirem subh-ı nev-bahārī aña
Dūs-ı nāzinda zülf-ı zer-tārī
Görünür yārumuñı ḥayālī bāha
Yetiştüb ḥāl-ı iştirā ámbuda
Yüzüm e nur-ı ḥüsnini serper
Şanırem bir peri-i zerrin-per
Dolaşır külbe-i ḥarā ámbuda:¹

He concludes with the suggestion that the beauty of a literary work, and in particular of poetry, arises from its being distinguished by some special quality of thought, imagination or feeling. In verse, not only the

¹ Trans: From time to time I love the pitch-black night
The morning of the spring for it I'd give
On shoulders of disdain her hair shines bright
Before my eyes her image stands quite still
She comes to me in moments of despair
And on my face her beauty's light doth play
I see her as a golden-feathered fay
She ever haunts my hovel of despair
choice of words and phrases, but even the meter and rhyme, must suit the subject matter, and the mode and manner ( távr-u-reng) of the expression must conform to the mood of the poem. The only criterion by which the writer may decide what is most suitable is his own good taste.

Throughout the introduction to Zemzeme III, Ekrem's language is imprecise and his arguments remain undeveloped. He conceives of language as consisting of two elements: ideas and their expression. His rule for writing well is that the ideas must be good and that they must also be well and appropriately expressed. The idea may consist of concepts which appeal to the intellect, or it may be imagery or emotion. This dichotomy between idea and expression echoes the classical rhetorical division between the ma’nevi and the laفز، that which pertains to the idea to be expressed as distinct from the expression of the idea. In place of the classical concepts ma’nâ and laفز he substitutes fikr and laفز. This reformulation of the dichotomy between ideas and their expression serves to emphasise the importance of the former element, which is neglected by classical rhetoric, preoccupied as it is with the means of expression.

His criticism of empty expression is directed not so much at the classical modes, but rather at his contemporaries who were perpetuating the old forms of expression which he felt were no longer an appropriate vehicle for current ideas.
In this short essay we have an eloquent summary of the main thesis of the Ta'lim-i Edebiyat; indeed, it is not too much to suggest that Ekrem could have felt that his thesis on literary criticism presented therein may have been overshadowed by the other materials necessary in a classroom text-book. This essay, in effect, would remind his students that it was the section on ideas, rather than the more traditional treatment of tropes, which was intended to be his main contribution.
CONCLUSION

The Islamic science of rhetoric was born out of the first attempts by the Arab poets to establish criteria of literary criticism. Their efforts in this direction led to a theory of literature which was to develop into a sophisticated analysis of language, serving not only as a means of literary evaluation, but also as a tool of philosophical investigation and Koranic exegesis. In the Fourteenth Century the theory was reduced to formulae epitomised in the Telhīs, which became one of the cornerstones of the medrese curriculum. In exchange for a uniform educational system and hence a universal aesthetic, the Islamic World lost much of its energy in the field of literature and there was fostered an environment hostile to speculative thought. Rhetoric was accepted as part of Islamic education, its function and utility, and indeed its value, rarely questioned. The scholars of Istanbul, distanced geographically from the Arabic-speaking heartlands which had given birth to rhetoric, seem never to have felt truly at ease with the subject, finding it necessary to either translate, adapt or comment upon a work which they held in great esteem but could not wholly come to terms with. Whatever other function rhetoric might have filled for the Ottoman scholar, it was appreciated that therein lay the key to language and literary theory, no clear distinction being made between the two.
Two traditions of rhetorical theory did however emerge, the first of which, cloistered within the medrese, sought to analyse language, so that its finest expression, the Koran, might be better understood. Outwith the medrese, literati embued in the aesthetic values of Persian poetry and prose sought a literary theory for it, and in default of a native Persian theory they adopted that of the Telhîs, itself the product of Persian scholars. It was only in the Tanzimat that these two distinct approaches were felt to be incompatible; and the two schools of rhetoric which subsequently emerged vied for dominance.

These two schools, however, shared a common aim, they sought to endow Turkish with a rhetoric of its own. Cevdet Paşa's concern was that his students should be equipped with the necessary linguistic tools to implement the legal reforms in the introduction of which he himself had been largely instrumental. It was, therefore, natural that his main concern should be linguistic and not literary, and his deep-rooted respect for traditional values led him to attempt an adaptation of the Telhîs to suit the Turkish language. His book may be viewed as the positive expression of the frustration at the irrelevance of a theory of rhetoric written in Arabic for Arabic.

The Ta'lim-i Edebiyat, on the other hand, was written as a work of literary theory, representing the viewpoint of a school which sought to define literature, and thereby
set standards by which authors could write prose and poetry befitting an intellectual society whose values had been altered radically. Kemâl and Ekrem realised that the rhetoric of the medreses was proving an obstacle to the development of a literary theory, and, indeed, of a national literature, which Kemâl saw almost as a condition of nationhood. They at first looked to the Persian tradition to provide an alternative approach to that of Arabic scholasticism, but found that it, too, was wanting in relevance to the needs of a modern nation. Within the context of institutional change in the Nineteenth Century Ottoman Empire, it is not surprising that Ekrem should have looked to France for his inspiration, and even less so that he should take a schoolbook and adapt its theory so servilely.

Cevdet Paşa and Ekrem Bey were each interested in a distinct facet of rhetoric: the former represents the Islamic scholar fascinated by language, the latter the modernist determined to provide a national literature in a nation state, where neither had existed before. Whereas one might have expected that Cevdet Paşa's work would have elicited little comment, its pedagogical nature affording little scope for criticism, it in fact provoked a fierce controversy. The Ottoman scholar was well-schooled in the Arabic linguistic sciences and was able to appreciate and argue the faults and merits of the work. There followed in the wake of the debate surrounding the
publication of the Beläğat-i 'Osmâniye a number of works on rhetoric which set out to improve on its contribution, all directly a consequence of what seemed to many a radical departure from the familiar conventions.

It may be held strange that Ekrem's rhetoric did not elicit an instant reaction. Although he had no lack of critics, their attacks were directed more to his alafranka mode of living and his declared admiration for things European than to his Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyät. His achievement lay in introducing some of the elements of criticism derived from European literary theory, and he was subsequently very influential, not as rhetorician but as a literary critic. It was Ekrem who gave currency to the term "Edebiyät" and he can be credited with playing a crucial role in the foundation of an Ottoman tradition of literary criticism, which was to become the envy of the other Islamic lands. Some twenty years after the appearance of the Ta‘lîm-i Edebiyät, E. G. Browne was to observe:

"Would that the Turks had a literature comparable in value to those of the Arabs and Persians, and would that the Arabs and Persians had cultivated the art of literary criticism to a degree approaching that of the Ottoman Turks."

These theories advanced by Ekrem found expression and application in his own writings which may be regarded as among the most interesting specimens of Tanzimat prose literature. In Appendix III an analysis of his introduction to Pejmurde is given in which can be seen a fusion of the oriental tradition into a Western thought pattern, the whole being of an elegance rarely to be encountered even amongst the earlier masters of Ottoman prose, and with a clarity and precision of thought almost entirely lacking in predecessors. It is regrettable that adventitious events were to prevent this form of the written language achieving its proper development, and that under the influence of political pressures the spoken language was allowed to exert such a dominance that refined modes of literary expression became archaic almost within the very lifetime of one of their most brilliant exponents.

It was the Ottomans, therefore, who can justly claim the credit for freeing Islamic rhetoric from the medrese wherein it had been imprisoned for five hundred years. In doing so they created two distinct traditions of rhetorical study, the first of which sought to analyse and catalogue linguistic phenomena by examining their mechanism, the other which identified those adherent characteristics of language which endow it with an aesthetic. The notion of literature as an art form is, after all, the basis for any distinction which is to be drawn between literary and non-literary works. This second
approach was to redirect Islamic rhetoric towards literary criticism whence it had been born. Whatever the faults and merits of either approach, it must be emphasised that they both created a renewed interest in language, and in particular in the Turkish language. Without this revival in rhetorical studies there is no doubt that the language reforms promulgated by the next generation would not have been achieved so easily.

The term Islamic rhetoric, it will be recognised, is merely a reference to that system which found general acceptance amongst Muslim peoples in various regions of the Islamic World; only in the sense that it had its origins as an ancillary to Koranic exegesis can it be justified as particularly Islamic. It is convenient, however, to apply it in this sense, for the analysis of the Arabic language it presented was to influence the thinking about literary expression amongst peoples as diverse as the Persians, the Turks and the Indians, all of whom accepted its validity because of its association with the divine sciences.

The departure represented by the importation and adaptation of a European system in the late Nineteenth Century to a certain extent freed the study from its religious connotations and allowed a reappraisal of those materials which are its proper concern. Nonetheless, it was as peoples of Islamic mentality and cultural background
that the new thinking about rhetoric was received; and it was also due to this that it provoked criticism and controversy. The triumph of the views offered by Ekrem was not so much due to the unanswerable persuasiveness of his arguments as to the changes in society that required the development of modes of literary expression more consonant with the position in which society found itself. But this, it must be emphasised, was still a Muslim society, motivated and directed by the age-long attitudes instilled by religion; and therefore its ultimate acceptance, however grudging, must be seen as contributing in these important respects to the cultural life of the people. Taking this point of view, there can be no objection to describing Ekrem's work as a contribution to the development of Islamic rhetoric, even though in the outcome it was to displace totally the old cherished ideas.
APPENDIX I

Transcription of a Fasl from the Terceme-i Telhîs
by Altı Parmak (Fatih, 4534)

[f. 183b]

Fasl:

Bilgîl ki kelime ma'nâ-yi aslîyesinden nakî olînmake ile mevsâm oldîgî gibi, i'râb asîlden âhara nakî olînmake ile mevsâm olur. Miftâhî 'ibâretinde fehm olînan oldî ki mecazîlîk ile mevsâm olan i'râbdur. Mußannîfî — rahîma 'llâh selefe-h — iktîdâ idîb didî:

Ve-kad yuţlaku 'l-mecaţî 'alî kelimetîn taçayyere hükmî
i'râbi-hâ.

Kimi de mecâz kelimeye itlîk olînur ki i'râbinû hükmî
taçayyûr olînur hükmûnî i'râba iştîfetî beyânîyedîr —
ya'nî, ol hükmî ki nefs-i i'râbdur.

Bi-haţî laťîn ev ziyâdetî laťîn.

Lafz, haţfla yâhîd bir lafz ziyâdesi-yle;

evvelêki:

1 Miftâhu 'l-Ulûm, Es-Sekâîî, p. 185.
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ke-kavlî-hî — te‘âlâ — "ve-câ‘e rabbû-ke".¹

Senûh rabbûm emrî geldî: "emr’i rabbî-ke" [de] "emr" hâzf olındî, harfî ref’îne tebdîl [oldî].

İkincisi:

Kavlî-hî — te‘âlâ — "Es’elî ‘l-karyete".²

"Karyeden su‘āl eyle" dimek]³ oldî.

Üçincisi:

Kavlî-hî — te‘âlâ — "Leyse ke-migli-hî şey‘ûn".⁴

Allâh — te‘âlâ — nuﬁ migli bir şey yokdur.


¹ K. 89/22
² K. 12/82
³ This section has been added in the margin.
⁴ K. 42/11
"Ve-leyse migli-hü" idi: "[ke-] migli"de kāf țazf olındı, mecrur iken, merfu' oldu, zirā ma'şūd miglini nefydur. Ahsen oldı ki kāf ţazf-1 zā'id olmaya, kinaye bābinda ola, iki vechle: biri oldur ki şey nefy idesin, lazimin leff itmek ile, ya'ni Allāh — te'ālā — nuhi migli olmakligi nefy itdūgi murād, ki miglinüf nefyidur, zirā eger migli olsun, anuň migli olmak lazim olur, zirā muğadder oldı [186b] ki mevcūd oldı. İkincisi: sahibü '1-Keşṣāf didigidur: migliün "lā yebhal" kismindendür.1 Murād, muhātibdan "lā yebhal" nefyidur, miglinden degül bu zā'id olmak ile olmamagaŭ ma'nāsī bir olur, zā'id olacak 'alā vechi '1-kināye olur.2

1 Zemahşerī, p. 1307.
2 Compare also El-Cürçānī, Esrārū '1-Belāqa, 383; Teftāzānī, Mutavvel, 405; Seyyid Cürçānī, Hāşiye, 221.
Transcription of a Faşl from the Nefʿ-i Muʿavvel: Terceme-i Telyis-i-Muṣṭavvel, by 'Abdünnâfi Ef. (İstanbul Üniversitesi Kütüphanesi, T.Y. 6534)

Faşl


rahime-hü 'llah — ma’nä-1 yı şanı ile — ya’ni, bir i’rābdan i’rāb-1 aḥara nakl ʿtarīkī-yle olan mecāz üzre ʿādī tenbīhе muḥavele eylemisâdur. Ve bu muḥaveleden māksûd selefe ʿiktīdā, ve kelimenin iğbu ma’nä-1 yı şanı i’ṭibārī-yle olan mecāz ile ittişāfī ‘indinde ʿazb’-u-bāzū-1 yı şanı’i zelkden ʾiktīzāb-u-imsākdur. Zīrā iğbu nev’-1 mecāz ma’lūm olmayub da, bu ma’näca mecāz olmakla bir keline mevṣūf oldiği gibi, ʿādīb ma’nä-1 evvele ḥaml ile ḥaṭāda wāki’ olur.

Kāle — rahime-hü ‘llah — :


İmdī bir lafżūn ḥażfī-yle olan taqayyur-i i’rāb "ve-çā’e rabbū-kē” ve "ve-ṣ’eli ‘1-karyete” kavl-i şerīfleri
gibidür. Ve lafl-ı ziyadeli-yle olan tagayyur "leyse ke-miğli-kı şey'tım" kavl-ı şerîf Gibidür. Zira, nazm-ı evvel, medlül-ı zahirisi olan meclî-yi rabb mustahî olmasi-yle, "ve e'mîl rabbî-ke" takdirinde olub; i'rab-ı "rabb" nev'-i cerr oldığı hâlde, mużâf olan lafl-ı "emîl" hazî-yle makâm-ı fa'ilde kâ'im olarak, i'rab-ı nev'-i ref'e tagayyur itmişdür.


El-hâsîl: "Rebbû-k" ve "karye" için hükm-i aşlı cerr olub, [279] hazf-ı mużâf sebebi-yêl evvelde ref'e ve gânîde naşba tagayyur itmişdür.


İste, bu migâldê oldûğu gibi, nazı̂m-ı mezkûrda dağî "miğlû 'llâhî" içûn miğl almakûlû nefî ile miğl-i Allâhî
nefy murāddur. Zīrā, cenāb-1 Bārī üçün mişl olsa, nefy olunan mişlûm mişli olub, nefy-1 şəhîn olmazdı, zīrā, mefrūzumuz mişl-1 Allāh mevcüd olmasıdur. Bu ciḥetle mişl-1 mişlûm nefyi-yle bi-ṭarīq-ı 'l-kinâye mişlûm nefyi murâd olmuşdur.


El-hâşâl, fulânûn tev'emi sinn-i kibre residue olub, ve âkrânî sinn-i bulûğa münteheiye olması, fulânûn dağî ifâ'-u-bulûğini müstelzim olur.

İmdi bu takâfirde "leysî ke-'llâh şey'tîn" cəvâli-yle "leysî ke-mişli-hî şey'tîn" beyninde fakat 'ibâret-i gânîyede kinâyenûn i'tâ eyledîgî fa'ide-i mûbâlîgadan
APPENDIX III
An Analysis of Ekrem Bey's Prose Style
From the introduction to Pejmürde (Istanbul, 1311/1893)

Məhiyet-i Eser

Şüküfedən içinde aylarca kalmış bir demet ki bi-‘t-tab’ solmuş harab olmuşdur — çiçekleri Şəni‘i ətabi’atən aklam-1 sebzən ucunda peyda... evrəyi zümürüşün arasında hənde-nəmə etdiyi şirlerdir diye teləkkə edən — mezəyə-şinəsən-1 nefə‘is nazərində ne derece hüzən-əmiz ise şu Pejmürdeyi teşkil edən şirler de kə’il-i ‘əcizi nazərində o derece rıkkat-əngizdər ki məşayyəd bulundukları mecmū‘a içinde senelerce mehət-1 iləfət ələrək ciyədet-i lafiyəliyələr bərabər belki əzarət-i ma‘neviyələrini de şə‘ib ətməşdir.

1) Throughout the introduction there is a lack of a systematic punctuation indicating the syntactical organisation of the sentence.

2) The relative clause (ki... olmuşdur), being a consequence of kalmış, should properly be included in the same sequence of ideas: ... kalarak bi-‘t-tab’ solmuş
This would, also, give prominence to the grammatical subject, which here is separated from its predicate by intrusive material so expressed as to dominate the attention.

3) mezâyâ-şinâsân-ı nefâ'is: qualified by the group (çîşekleri . . . telâkkî eden). "Those appreciative of the true qualities of beautiful things, who regard flowers as poems produced by the Author of the World on the tips of green pens [i.e. flower stems] and shown joyously amidst emerald leaves. . ."

The use of sec' as a conjunction (peydâ/nûmâ) alerts the reader to the imaginative effort in the statement. The contrived congruence of the imagery is characteristic of divan poetry: flowers being identified as God's poems, their green stems are pens and the leaves among which they appear the pages of a book.

This stylistic imbalance is an obstacle to the immediate apprehension of the thought, the syntax of which, nonetheless, is direct and simple: demet . . . ne derecede hüzn-âmîz ise, şu . . . şî'îrîler de o derecede rîkkat-engîzdir.

The final explanatory clause employs the -erek construction in the way suggested for the opening part of the sentence.
Here, too, the basic sentence is simple: süüküfeler mali olursa, atılmağa bir dürül kıyılamaz:
"... it can in no wise be borne that they be cast aside." The burden of qualification resting on kadid olmuş süüküfeler creates perplexities at a first reading:
thus, the subject of alüde-i fütür görünmekle beraber could be taken to be the poems mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Pejmürdye giren şii'rlere ise 'umümen bir fikr-i ceyyidî mübeyyin ... bir hayâl-i bedi'îe mu'ârûn olmakdan ba'id oldukları hâlde yalfız her biri enhâr-1 edvâr-1
The sequence of ideas is here somewhat clearer, due mainly to the subject being enunciated at the beginning of the sentence; after the concessive clause this subject element is repeated in her biri, and the predicate of the latter is identified by the use of the indefinite article (bir yâdigâr-1 hâzînî olduğu için). The burden of qualification here rests on bir laţza/bir dem; the group enhâr . . . bî-nîșân olan, divides into two equal parts at 'ummân-1 bî-kerân-1 hîçâ-hîçe.

Nahlistân-1 hâzân hîyâbânlarinda tolaşırken ayaklarının altında garîbâne ızhâr-1 inkinsâr-u-infiˈâl eden şararmiş yapraklarının vâveylâ-yi bî-mêˈâtêinden müteˈēġir-ˈu-mûtefekkîr olan erbâb-1 hâkîkat şu bir kaç varakdan 'ibâret eşˈâr-1 pejmûrdenîf terennûmat-u-teˈevvûhât-1 bî-Ăhênginden mûténeffîr olmaz şanîrm.
Taking advantage of the identity in meaning of yaprak and varak he conceives that those kindred spirits who can feel some traces of melancholy from the sound of dead leaves crumbling beneath their feet in an autumnal glade will also show a similar response to the poetry in "these faded pages". Here he has exploited the imagery in a manner hitherto particular exclusively to poetry.

Muntazam demet hâlinde . . . mu‘tenâ deste çeklindeki çiçek manzûmelerini her birisi hâline göre üstâdâne bir kaşide-i belîğa . . . 'AŞÎKâNE bir ğazel-i nefîs . . . zarîfâne bir kit‘a-i bedî‘a . . . şâ’irâne bir mîsrâ‘i ber-este olmak üzere karîn-i hûsn-i takdir . . . mazhar-i luṭf-i tevîr olmaga lâ‘ikdir. Ma‘a mâ fih ben öyle montažam demet hey‘etinde . . . öyle mu‘tenâ deste çeklinde bağlanmamış, çünkü bağlanmaga şâlih gelmemiş taqînk bir çiçeklerini daha dil-fîrîb bulur . . . daha çok severim. Bence bunlar o mengûr âşîlerdir ki ekgeriyâ sâkin bir dereniî tenhâ bir kıyısından . . . lûg bir meşcerenîî gizli bir Kösesinden iltikât olunur.

The reader's attention is drawn to the several subjects of olmak üzere by the use of the adjectival suffix âne (üstâdâne . . . , 'AŞÎKâNE . . . , zarîfâne . . . , şâ’irâne).
Pejmürdeni̇f kism-i negri̇si o men̲̲gür şi̇rlerden sayılacak liyâkatı hâ'îz degil iden şarâfet-û-leţâfetce kendilerinden degerli olmayan manzûmâtîf arasına nasîləa karıştı.
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